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Abstract 
The contributions of this thesis bridge two disciplines: environmental engineering 
(specifically, water management) and computer science (specifically, artificial intelligence). 
Water management as a discipline operates using a range of different approaches and 
methods, which include: manual control, on-line automatic control, numerical or non- 
numerical models, statistical models and simulation models. The thesis characterises an 
interdisciplinary research on artificial intelligence techniques (artificial neural networks, 
semantic taxonomies and planning) applied to environmental decision -support systems. 
The novel design concept of this application, the ANNTAX (Artificial Neural Networks and 
TAXonomy) system, augments prediction systems (artificial neural networks) with semantic 
taxonomy about the management of water treatment works. The integration of the newly 
created semantic taxonomy provides a more flexible management capability to ANNTAX 
The artificial neural network and semantic taxonomy components of ANNTAX were 
designed using Visual Basic language, and implemented in Microsoft Active Server Pages 
and Office software. 
The implementation of the ANNTAX decision support system is based on specific case 
studies (prediction of dominant algae species in storage reservoirs, and rapid gravity 
primary filter output turbidity and head loss) but the system is also of general interest, given 
that its novel artificial neural networks and taxonomy underpinned architecture, can be 
viii 
dPPIItjU LU C11 ly VVCXLta-I LI UGLL, nent works and, at an appropriate level of abstraction, to other 
environmental domains. The ANNTAX system improves the prediction of the state of a 
treatment works, provides operators and managers with support for water-related complex 
problem -solving, and facilitates knowledge modelling and reuse by means of the taxonomy. 
The ANNTAX system has been successfully tested by the Water Quality and Operations 
team in Thames Water. 
The following research targets have been achieved in particular: (1) the improvement of the 
modelling of the information about water treatment processes and the clarification of a part 
of the existing terminological confusion in the domain, (2) the incorporation of artificial neural 
network and taxonomy-modelled process knowledge related to the treatment process into 
the reasoning process, (3) the creation of a novel decision support system with three layers 
(perception, prediction and action) which combines knowledge taxonomy to provide better 
results, (4) the solution of existing reasoning- impasses, found using the new process 
knowledge encoded in the hierarchical structure and the relations of the semantic 
taxonomy, (5) the representation of cause-effect relations, due to the implementation of a 
set of relations that enable the artificial neural networks and semantic taxonomy to 
automatically deduce the answer to questions about the water domain. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivations 
One of the recent headlines in Artificial Intelligence (hereafter, Al) press was about "Darwin 
VII", a trashcan -shaped, world's first thinking robot that has just 20,000 brain cells 
developed at the Neurosciences Institute (NSI) in La Jolla, California. According to the New 
Scientist (Fox 2005): 
"the infant can crawl across a floor strewn with blocks, grabbing and tasting as it goes, its 
malleable mind impressionable and hungry to learn. It has already been adapting, 
discovering that the striped blocks are tasty and the spotted ones tastes bad. Its 
exploration is driven by instincts: an interest in bright objects, a predilection for tasting 
things, and an innate notion of what tastes good". 
Darwin VIIs inventors report (Krichmar and Edelman, 2005) that it contains a mobile base 
equipped with a digital camera for vision, microphones for hearing, conductivity sensors 
for taste, and effectors for movement of its base, of its head, and of a gripping 
manipulator. Slowly as we watch Darwin and his friends leaving their playpens and 
heading out into the real world, it raises two important questions: concerns about the 
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social implications of Al and the difference between machine and human intelligence, and 
the emerging gap in the Human-Computer interaction as a result of Al. 
Thomas Georges, in his recent book (Georges, 2004) presents an extended, engagingly 
written plea for us to consider the moral and social implications of Al before it's too late. 
Georges assumes that the human loss of control over intelligent machines is inevitable, 
because such machines will not be useful unless they are autonomous, and this means 
that we won't control them. Moreover, he argues, even if we could control such machines, 
it would be immoral to do so, in the same way that it is immoral for us to control one 
another. Although this might sound threatening to many people, there are very many 
currently existing technologies - nuclear power and various weapon systems, 
overburdened energy grid that leaves us rather vulnerable - that are far scarier than 
anything Al has to offer. But strangely, this does not make them feel any better, and Al 
nevertheless continue to seem uniquely threatening. 
Al has been a major part of a series of advancements in computing, which has created a 
wide shift, away from human decision-making. It has been well established that human 
decision-making is fraught with bias. When confronted with very complex situations, 
people are far more likely to make decisions based on heuristics (shortcuts) than on 
careful consideration of every possible alternative and its probability. These mental 
shortcuts lighten the cognitive load of human decision -making, but they also allow for a 
much greater chance of error. Heuristics have been explored (Kahneman et al. 2001) to 
explain systematic errors made by decision -makers. For example, a heuristic called 
"availability" is used when the probability of an event is estimated by how easily it can be 
called to mind or imagined. The decision-maker may remember an outcome or diagnosis, 
not because it is likely but simply because it is distinctive for another reason, perhaps 
surprising or atypical. Heuristics, when used, can contribute to decision-making errors. 
Both humans and computers have unique strengths when using data to draw 
conclusions. Humans can reason inductively, recognise patterns, apply multiple strategies 
to solve a problem, and adapt to unexpected events. Computers can store large 
quantities of information, recall data accurately, perform complex calculations, execute 
repetitive actions reliably, and perform these tasks consistently for extended periods 
without tiring. The strengths of the human and computer are complementary yet remain 
isolated from one another because communication is problematic. Despite significant 
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advances in natural language processing, computers have difficulty extracting data from 
human language and humans have difficulty interacting with mathematical framework of 
the computer. 
In the early days of ergonomics work for computer systems, the human factors specialist 
(practitioner or researcher) was typically involved with many aspects of a whole system. So 
the focus of work was upon system design in the round, upon allocation of function and 
on the place of the human in the system (Sinaiko, 1961; Sackman, 1967; De Greene, 
1970; Beishon and Peters, 1976). Interface design was the logical endpoint of design but 
was fitted in as time allowed. Even where detailed design topics were addressed, the 
orientation was still from a system viewpoint (e. g. Jones, 1970). As computing developed 
(see Figure 1.1), especially with the microcomputer from 1980, the single user came to the 
fore and both research and application became focused upon the individual human's 
interaction with his/her specific computer (Human-Computer Interaction - HCI), usually in 
an office environment. Interface details became paramount (Shneiderman, 1987). Usability 
was recognised as the key concept, and was developed from a difficult target to a 
definable specification to be engineered and evaluated (Bennett, 1984; Whiteside et al., 
1988; Whitefield et al., 1991; Sweeney et al., 1993; Nielsen, 1993; Jordan et al., 1996). 
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The increasing openness of our societies, stimulated by many factors including the march 
of Al (see Figure 1- 1), will pose many human and societal problems which will widen the 
gap between humans and computers. To solve these problems, research needs to be 
carried out on a broader basis with sociology, economics, anthropology, politics, etc., to 
achieve a larger vision and a new understanding of the complex world systems which are 
the environment for future users and their machines. 
Thus, progress is bringing HCI full circle back to a proper recognition that the system 
context is crucial. Social and organisational factors will always strongly influence, if not 
dominate, outcomes; if HCI researchers and practitioners fail to deal with them, or to bring 
in relevant expertise to do so, then others will have to deal with them and probably at the 
expense of good HCL Therefore, much more attention than hitherto must be given to 
concentrating first and foremost on the wider orientation of the whole system within which 
the humans are major participants and this thesis presents an effort in that direction. 
Specifically, it presents the design and implementation of an Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANNs) and taxonomy (named ANNTA)ý based decision-support system applied to the 
domain of water treatment. This is an innovative and interdisciplinary approach to the 
management of knowledge in the problem-solving processes related to environmental 
issues. In fact, even if the application studied is specific, the architecture presented could 
serve as a basis for any environmental system. 
Throughout the thesis, I will touch many research areas: Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), 
taxonomies, mental models, water treatment, chemical and biological processes, and 
decision support systems. 
With respect to Al, the main contribution of the thesis is the study of the introduction and 
integration of ANNs with taxonomy reasoning into an environmental decision-support 
system, together with the implementation of the system and an evaluation of the 
advantages related to the proposed approach. Decision -Support Systems (DSSs) are 
useful when dealing with complex environmental problems, with processes, which are not 
easily modelled because our knowledge is still incomplete and uncertain. The introduction 
of ANN and taxonomy components in a DSS lets us develop issues, which will contribute 
to the improvement of the current state of the art in water treatment: 
e more efficient water treatment operation through ANN and taxonomy based 
prediction and supervision; 
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* portability of the management system of a water treatment works (hereafter, 
WTW). 
Taxonomies have been developed in Al to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. They 
are a popular research topic in various communities, such as knowledge engineering, 
natural language processing, cooperative information systems, information integration, 
software agents, and knowledge management. In general, taxonomies provide (Conway 
2002): 
*a shared and common understanding of a domain; this domain can be 
communicated among people and across application systems; 
e an explicit conceptual isation (i. e., meta information) that describes the semantics 
of the data. 
In this thesis, I present the ANNTAX taxonomy, which is a hierarchically structured set of 
terms and a set of relations (see Chapter 4) describing the domain of water treatment. 
ANNTAX is the manifestation of a shared understanding of the water domain that is 
agreed among a number of experts in environmental and chemical engineering. The 
introduction of a semantic taxonomy in the domain of water process treatment facilitates: 
an accurate, effective communication and sharing of meanings, which in turn leads 
to other benefits such as knowledge reuse; 
an advancement in the environmental technologies for the management of 
physical and biochemical processes; 
* enhancing the knowledge about the specific ecology of environmental processes 
developing in the technological understanding of water treatment works. 
Even though ANNTAX was designed on the basis of the specification of a few particular 
works, the knowledge, which it embodies, is valid for any treatment works of the same 
class. In this thesis, I will describe its structure in detail, discuss the approach it takes to 
some important issues in ANN modelling and show how it handles a variety of example 
problems. 
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The ANNTAX taxonomy belongs to a more general decision support system for the 
supervision of WTWs: The ANNTAX system is a living' system, which is part of the 
knowledge and technology needed for the rational management of WTWs. ANNTAX 
receives on-line inputs' from on-line sensors all over the treatment works as well as off-line 
inputs from the works's laboratories and human operators. The system uses its ANN 
based inference mechanisms to process this information, to diagnose the ongoing state of 
the treatment works and to predict the evolution of that state. Eventually, the output of the 
system is represented by statements about actions to be taken or statements to support a 
human manager's decisions in future actuations, or direct control signals to treatment- 
works's devices in order to maintain the works operating correctly. 
Water treatment works are the physical element of the domain modelled by the taxonomy 
and managed by ANNTAX WTWs serve to treat raw water prior to their discharge into 
public supply. For that, they use techniques of physical, chemical and biological treatment. 
The water treatment process is very complex and it is difficult to develop a reliable 
supervisory technology based only on a classic chemical-engineering control approach. 
ANNs and large knowledge bases could significantly improve current reasoning systems 
and tutoring systems. They should contain a broad knowledge of the domain, required to 
perform multiple tasks and to take into account multiple viewpoints in dealing with domain 
problems. And another great improvement could come by combining different modelling 
and reasoning systems. 
The taxonomy developed in this thesis is a step forward in these directions. The adopted 
architecture (ANNTAXý integrates on-line and off-line data, and it is flexible enough to deal 
with the complexity of the water treatment process, given an adequate amount and type 
of data. With ANNTAX it is possible to capture, understand, predict and describe the 
knowledge about the whole physical, chemical and environmental aspects of a water 
treatment works. 
' Living in the sense that it evolves. 
2 Input/Output devices are any of various devices used to enter information and instructions into the 
ANNTAX system for storage or processing and to deliver the processed data to a human operator 
or, in some cases, to a machine controlled by the system. Such devices comprise sensors and 
effectors. Apparatus of this kind with direct connection to ANNTAX's central processing unit is said 
to be on-line; peripheral equipment working independently of it is termed off-line. 
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In perspective, on one hand ANNTAX represents a first step on the way for a real 
portability of the system towards other similar domains and it could be effectively 
employed to address the problem of general model -construction in domains close to the 
one of water (general isation); to generate statements or claims that a particular event will 
occur in the future (prediction); while on the other hand it is possible to instantiate/adapt 
the taxonomy to the specific configuration of a treatment works and to automatically 
construct and validate specific models (specification). 
The goals of this thesis are: (a) to develop new and solid bridges between Al research and 
environment research, (b) advancement in DSS development, and (c) use ANNs and 
taxonomies in decision support for the solution of complex problems. 
To meet these goals, the following research objectives are established: 
1. The improvement of the modelling of the information about water treatment 
processes, 
2. The incorporation of knowledge related to the treatment process into the decision 
support process, 
3. The creation of a system to supervise the processes taking place at a WTW, 
4. The resolution of existing reason ing- impasses, 
5. The representation of cause-effect relations in the water domain, and 
6. The possibility to share or reuse in other works the acquired knowledge about the 
management of a treatment works. 
1.2 Structure of thesis 
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides general background on ANNs. I 
describe the role of ANNs: (a) their application to environmental issues, (b) their 
advantages and problems and (c) the dynamic learning of knowledge. Chapter 3 is 
concerned with environmental decision -support systems. Conventional automatic -control 
system for the water treatment and the parameters that it controls are also discussed in 
this chapter. I present the state-of-the-art in decision -support systems applied to 
environmental issues: what they do and which features they include. I explain how different 
Al paradigms integrate to implement a decision -support system and how to adopt an 
interdisciplinary approach to environmental problem solving. In Chapter 4 we explain how 
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the design and development of decision support system (ANNTAX), in which the ANNs 
and taxonomy are embedded, has been designed and I include a description of its layered 
architecture. I also introduce the ANNTAX components: ANNs and taxonomy. Its 
architecture and features are designed, as are the associated problems and the 
functioning of its components. Chapter 5 provides detail on the implementation of 
ANNTAX through a quantitative case study, and describes the evaluation of the system. 
Chapter 6 provides details on the implementation and evaluation of ANNTAX through a 
qualitative case study, and finally, the contributions of this work are discussed and ideas 
for future work are provided in Chapter 7. The appendices provide codes for various 
applications that I constructed. 
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Chapter 2 
Artificial Neural Networks 
The simulation of human intelligence using machines was and is always a challenge to 
ingenuity. In the middle of last century a research discipline calling itself Al emerged. 
The definition for the term Al is very indistinct; this has its major reason in the fact that 
there is no commonly accepted definition for 'intelligence'. The most comprehensive 
definition for Al includes all research aimed to simulate intelligent behaviour. 
Despite the availability of massive computational power the results of current research 
are far from the aims proposed in the enthusiasm of the 1950's and 60's. Nevertheless 
systems built to simulate intelligence' in a limited domain, such as expert systems in 
medicine or forecasting applications are already successfully used. 
ANNs are of major research interest at present, involving researchers of many different 
disciplines. Subjects contributing to this research include biology, computing, 
it will always depend on someone's view if the performed task is seen as intelligent or not. 
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electronics, mathematics, medicine, physics, and psychology. The approaches to this 
topic are very diverse, as are the aims. 
The basic idea is to use the knowledge 4 of the nervous system and the human brain to 
design intelligent artificial systems. 
On one side biologists and psychologists are trying to model and understand the brain 
and parts of the nervous system and searching for explanations for human behaviour 
and reasons for the limitations of the brain. 
On the other, computer scientists and electronic engineers are searching for efficient 
ways to solve problems for which conventional computers are currently used. 
Biological and psychological models and ideas are often the resource of inspiration for 
these scientists. 
2,1 Biological NNs 
ANNs draw much of their inspiration from the biological nervous system. It is therefore 
very useful to have some knowledge of the way this system is organised. 
Most living creatures, which have the ability to adapt to a changing environment, need 
a controlling unit, which is able to learn. Higher developed animals and humans use 
very complex networks of highly specialised neurons to perform this task. The control 
unit - or brain - can be divided in different anatomic and functional sub-units, each 
having certain tasks like vision, hearing, motor and sensor control. The brain is 
connected by nerves to the sensors and actors in the rest of the body. The brain 
consists of a very large number of neurons, about 10" in average. These can be seen 
as the basic building bricks for the central nervous system (CNS). The neurons are 
interconnected at points called synapses. The complexity of the brain is due to the 
massive number of highly interconnected simple units working in parallel, with an 
individual neuron receiving input from up to 10000 others. The neuron contains all 
structures of an animal cell. The complexity of the structure and of the processes in a 
simple cell is enormous. Even the most sophisticated neuron models in artificial ANNs 
seem comparatively toy-like. 
Which is surprisingly very limited. 
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The exact workings of the human brain are still a mystery. Yet, some aspects of this 
amazing processor are known. in particular, the most basic element of the human 
brain is a specific type of cell which, unlike the rest of the body, doesn't appear to 
regenerate. Because this type of cell is the only part of the body that isn't slowly 
replaced, it is assumed that these cells are what provides us with our abilities to 
remember, think, and apply previous experiences to our every action. These cells, all 
100 billion of them, are known as neurons. Each of these neurons can connect with up 
to 200,000 other neurons, although 1,000 to 10,000 is typical. The power of the 
human mind comes from the sheer numbers of these basic components and the 
multiple connections between them. It also comes from genetic programming and 
learning. 
Structurally the neuron can be divided in three major parts: the cell body (soma), the 
dendrites, and the axon, see Figure 2.1 for an illustration. 
I 
Figure 2.1: Simplified Biological Neurons. 
The cell body contains the organelles of the neuron and also the 'dendrites' are 
originating there. These are thin and widely branching fibres, reaching out in different 
directions to make connections to a larger number of cells within the cluster. 
Input connections are made from the axons of other cells to the dendrites or directly to 
the body of the cell. These are known as axondentrititic and axonsomatic synapses. 
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There is only one axon per neuron. It is a single and long fibre, which transports the 
output signal of the cell as electrical impulses (action potential) along its length. The 
end of the axon may divide in many branches, which are then connected to other cells. 
The branches have the function to fan out the signal to many other inputs. 
There are many different types of neuron cells found in the nervous system. The 
differences are due to their location and function. The neurons perform basically the 
following function: all the inputs to the cell, which may vary by the strength of the 
connection or the frequency of the incoming signal, are summed up. The input sum is 
processed by a threshold function and produces an output signal. The processing time 
of about lms per cycle and transmission speed of the neurons of about 0.6 to 120 
Ims) are comparingly slow to a modern computer (Zell, 1994). 
The brain works in both a parallel and serial way. The parallel and serial nature of the 
brain is readily apparent from the physical anatomy of the nervous system. That there 
is serial and parallel processing involved can be easily seen from the time needed to 
perform tasks. For example a human can recognise the picture of another person in 
about 100 ms. Given the processing time of 1 ms for an individual neuron this implies 
that a certain number of neurons, but less than 100, are involved in serial; whereas the 
complexity of the task is evidence for a parallel processing, because a difficult 
recognition task can not be performed by such a small number of neurons, example 
taken from (Zell, 1994). This phenomenon is known as the 100-step-rule. 
Biological neural systems usually have a very high fault tolerance. Experiments with 
people with brain injuries have shown that damage of neurons up to a certain level 
does not necessarily influence the performance of the system, though tasks such as 
writing or speaking may have to be learned again. This can be regarded as re-training 
the network. 
In this research, no particular brain part or function will be modelled. Rather the 
fundamental brain characteristics of parallelism and fault tolerance will be applied. 
2,2 Artificial ANNs 
In the literature a wide variety of definitions and explanations for the terms Artificial 
ANNs and Neural Computing can be found. The following definitions are balanced 
towards computing but are nevertheless very comprehensive and they offer a wide 
range of views of what an ANN is. 
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The definition by Igor Aleksander is including a very wide range of methods and 
applications in the field of neural computing: 
"Neural computing is the study of networks of adaptable nodes which, through a 
process of learning from task examples, store experimental knowledge and make it 
available for use. " (Aleksander, 11995). 
The following description by Laurene Fausett of artificial ANNs includes only the 
connectionist research approach (Fausett, L 1994). 
"An ANN is an information -processing system that has certain performance 
characteristics in common with biological NNs. ANNs have been developed as 
generalisations of mathematical models of human cognition or neural biology, based 
on the assumption that: 
Information processing occurs at many simple elements called neurons. 
Signals are passed between neurons over connection links. 
Each connection link has an associated weight, which, in a typical neural net, multiplies 
the signal transmitted. 
Each neuron applies an activation function (usually nonlinear) to its net input (sum of 
weighted input signals) to determine its output signal. '' 
Our definition which is more concerned with the fundamental ideas of neural systems 
and the basic properties of the brain rather than the aspect of modelling parts of the 
nervous system, is as follows: 
An Artificial ANNs (ANN) 
consists of simple interconnected modules. 
is based on communication between modules. 
performs its task by parallel processing. 
is fault tolerant. 
is learning from example. 
has the ability to generalise. 
performs complex tasks due to the whole architecture. 
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2.3 The Multilayer Perceptron 
2.3.1 The MLP and Backpropagation 
The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is the single most widely used ANNs algorithm. It is a 
feedforward network comprising multiple layers of perceptron processing neurons. The 
processing performed by each neuron, shown in Figure 2.2, is identical and is very 
simple. 
The input activations to each neuron are weighted and accumulated. The sum is 
thresholded and the result passed through a hard-limiting nonlinearity known as the 
squashing function (also called as activation function). The most popular form of the 
squashing function tends to be a sigmoid. The output activation from the squashing 
function is subsequently fed forward to become the input to the next layer. The output 
activations from the last processing layer correspond to the overall network output. 
xl 
x2 
x 
INPUT 
LAYER 
f(1 XA - 
Figure 2.2 Perceptron processing node 
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During network training, it is required to optimise both the connection weights between 
the neurons and the thresholds applied within each processing neuron. For 
convenience, it is standard practice to remove the thresholding process altogether and 
equivalently to add a bias neuron, with a permanent activation of 1.0, connecting into 
each processing neuron as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Optimising of the threshold values 
is thus translated to optimising of the additional connection weights between the bias 
neuron and the processing neurons. 
The most common training algorithm for MLP networks is an iterative gradient descent 
algorithm known as Backpropagation. The network weights are incrementally adjusted 
according to a least squares error criteria between the known target network output 
values and the network's predictions. 
xl 
x2 
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INPUT 
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Figure 2.3 Perceptron processing node with bias 
IO=1.0(BIAS) 
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Figure 2.4 The Multilayer Perceptron 
Consider Figure 2.4 above. The network is presented with an input I which is 
propagated through the network to give hidden layer activations H according to: 
L 
Hm =f wm// 
HO=1.0(BIAS) 
Eq 2.1 
where 1=0 term corresponds to the bias. Bias is a numeric value typically between -1 
and 1 or -0.5 and 0.5 added to the sum of the weighted inputs to a neural network 
layer. 
In turn the hidden layer activations are fed forward to give the network output 0: 
m 
On =fE 
Wn,, H,, 
M=o 
Eq 2.2 
Throughout this thesis, the squashing function has taken the form of the hyperbolic 
tangent, hyperbolic tangent activation function, which has the range (-1.0, +1.0). 
Training performance may be enhanced because this function is symmetrical. 
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f (x) = tanh(x / 2) 
such that 
f (X) = 2(1 _f 
(X)2 
) Y2 
If the desired output of the network is given by D, then we can define the Sum-of- 
Squared-Error cost function over the output layer: 
2 
yN 
-0 E21 (Dn n 
n=l 
NM2 
Y2 I Dn -f JWnmHm 
n=l M=o 
NML 
I Dn -f (I Wnm f (I Wml 
/Y 2 n=l M=o /=O 
Eq 2.3 
If f is a sigmoid, then the error is a continuous differentiable function of the network 
inputs, the desired outputs and the weights. We can therefore employ a gradient 
descent algorithm to minimise the error in weight space. A sigmoid function is used to 
set the output value of any given neuron by processing the sum of the weighted input 
values and any bias applied. The sigmoid function outputs a value that is close to zero 
for a low total input value and close to one for a high input value. The slope of the 
function curve can be adjusted by including a Threshold value that can make the 
"step" between zero and one steeper or more shallow. 
Consider first the hidden layer to output layer connection weights. It is required to 
modify each weight W,,,, by an amount AW .... proportional 
to the error gradient: 
AW ac - 
aE Eq 2.4 
'm aWnm 
or AW,, n 
aE 
aWnm 
where Tj is a gain term known as the learning rate 
N 
AWnm 
[Y2 
I (Dn - 
On) 2 Eq 2.5 
awnm 
n=l 
I 
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Eq 2.7 
Ohn 
Next consider the input layer to hidden layer connections: 
aE 
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This form of the weight update rule is seen to be valid for the weights feeding into all 
hidden layers of MLP networks of an arbitrary number of layers. The 8's for any hidden 
layer are evaluated from the 8's of the subsequent hidden layer. Thus the prediction 
error is backpropagated through the network to update all of the network weights. 
The learning rate parameter is seen to relate to the proportion of the prediction error 
used to update the network weights on each iteration. This parameter can assume 
values in the range 0.0 to 1.0 though a maximum of approximately 0.3 is 
recommended. The rate at which ANNs learn depends upon several controllable 
factors. In selecting the approach there are many trade-offs to consider. Obviously, a 
slower rate means a lot more time is spent in accomplishing the off-line learning to 
produce an adequately trained system. With the faster learning rates, however, the 
network may not be able to make the fine discriminations possible with a system that 
learns more slowly. 
Because all artificial neural networks are based on the concept of neurons, 
connections and transfer functions, there is a similarity between the different structures 
or architectures or neural networks. The majority of the variations stems from the 
various learning rules and how those rules modify a network's typical topology. The 
following sections outline some of the most common artificial neural networks. They 
are organized in very rough categories of application. These categories are not meant 
to be exclusive, they are merely meant to separate out some of the confusion over 
networks architectures and their best matches to specific applications. 
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Basically, most applications of neural networks fall into the following five categories: 
prediction: Back- propagation, Delta Bar Delta, Extended Delta Bar Delta, Directed 
Random Search, Higher Order Neural Networks, and Self-organizing map into 
Back- propagation 
classification: Learning Vector Quantization, Counter-propagation, Probabalistic 
Neural Networks. 
data association: Hopfield, Boltzmann Machine, Hamming Network, Bidirectional 
associative Memory, Spation-temporal Pattern Recognition. 
9 data conceptual ization: Adaptive Resonance Network, Self Organizing Map 
0 data filtering: Recirculation. 
2.4 Issues in ANN Modelling and Prediction 
Developing an ANN model for a particular forecasting application is not a trivial task. 
Although many good software packages exist to ease users' effort in building an ANN 
model, it is still critical for forecasters to understand many important issues 
surrounding the model building process. It is important to point out that building a 
successful ANNs is a combination of art and science and software alone is not 
sufficient to solve all problems in the process. It is a pitfall to blindly throw data into a 
software package and then hope it will automatically give a satisfactory solution. 
An important point in effectively using ANN forecasting is the understanding of the 
issue of learning and generalisation inherent in all ANN forecasting applications. This 
issue of learning and generalisation can be understood with the concepts of model 
bias and variance (Geman et al., 1992). Bias and variance are important statistical 
properties associated with any empirical model. Model bias measures the systematic 
error of a forecasting model in learning the underlying relations among variables or time 
series observations. Model variance, on the other hand, relates to the stability of 
models built on different data samples from the same process and therefore offers 
insights on generalisability of the prediction model. 
A pre-specified or parametric model, which is less dependent on the data, may 
misrepresent the true functional relationship and, hence, cause a large bias. On the 
other hand, a flexible, data-driven model may be too dependent on the specific data 
set and, hence, have a large variance. Bias and variance are two conflicting terms that 
impact a model's usefulness. Although it is desirable to have both low bias and low 
variance, we may not be able to reduce both terms at the same time for a given data 
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set because these goals are conflicting. A model that is less dependent on the data 
tends to have low variance but high bias if the pre-specified model is incorrect. On the 
other hand, a model that fits the data well tends to have low bias but high variance 
when applied to different data sets. Hence, a good predictive model should have an 
"appropriate" balance between model bias and model variance. 
As a model-free approach to data analysis, ANNs tend to fit the training data well and 
thus have low bias. But the price to pay is the potential overfitting effect that causes 
high variance. Therefore, attention should be paid to address issues of overfitting and 
the balance of bias and variance in ANN model building. 
The major decisions a ANN forecaster must make include data preparation, input 
variable selection, choice of network type and architecture, transfer function, and 
training algorithm, as well as model validation, evaluation and selection. Some of these 
can be solved during the model building process while others must be considered 
before actual modelling starts. 
ANNs are data-driven techniques. Therefore, data preparation is a critical step in 
building a successful ANN model. Without a good, adequate, and representative data 
set, it is impossible to develop a useful, predictive ANN model. Thus, the reliability of 
ANN models depends to a large extent on the quality of data. 
There are several practical issues around the data requirement for an ANN model. The 
first is the size of the sample used to build ANNs. While there is no specific rule that 
can be followed for all situations, the advantage of having large samples should be 
clear because not only do ANNs have typically a large number of parameters to 
estimate, but also it is often necessary to split data into several portions to avoid 
over-fitting, select model, and perform model evaluation and comparison. A larger 
sample provides a better chance for ANNs to adequately approximate the underlying 
data structure. Although large samples do not always give superior performance over 
small samples, forecasters should strive to get as large of a sample as they can. In 
time series forecasting problems, Box and Jenkins (1976) have suggested that at least 
50 or, even better, 100 observations are necessary to build linear ARIMA models. 
Therefore, for nonlinear modelling, larger sample size should be more desirable. In fact, 
using the longest time series available for developing forecasting models is a time- 
tested principle in forecasting (Armstrong, 2001). Of course, if data in the sample are 
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not homogeneous or the underlying data generating process in a time series changes 
over time, then a larger sample may even hurt performance of static ANNs as well as 
other traditional methods. 
The second issue is data splitting. Typically for ANN applications, all available data are 
divided into an in-sample and an out-of-sample. The in-sample data are used for 
model fitting and selection, while the out-of-sample is used to evaluate the predictive 
ability of the model. The in-sample data sometimes are further split into a training 
sample and a validation sample. Because of the bias and variance issue, it is critical to 
test an ANN model with an independent out-of-sample which is not used in the ANNs 
training and model selection phase. This division of data means that the true size of 
sample used in model building is smaller than the initial sample size. Although there is 
no consensus on how to split the data, the general practice is to allocate more data for 
model building and selection. That is, most studies in the literature use convenient ratio 
of splitting for in- and out-of- samples such as 70%: 30%, 80%: 20%, or 90%: 10%. It is 
important to note that in data splitting, the issue is not about what proportion of data 
should be allocated in each sample. But, rather, it is about sufficient data points in 
each sample to ensure adequate learning, validation, and testing. Granger (1993) 
suggests that for nonlinear modelling at least 20% of the data should be held back for 
an out-of-sample evaluation. Hoptroff (1993) recommends that at least 10 data points 
should be in the test sample while Ashley (2003) suggests that a much larger out-of- 
sample size is necessary in order to achieve statistically significant improvement for 
forecasting problems. 
Data pre-processing is another issue that is often recommended to highlight important 
relationships or to create more uniform data to facilitate ANN learning, meet algorithm 
requirements, and avoid computation problems. Azoff (1994) summarises four 
methods typically used for input data normalisation. For the network to operate 
properly, the input vector must be normalized. This means that for every combination 
of input values, the total "length" of the input vector must add up to one. This can be 
done with a preprocessor, before the data is entered into the counter-propagation 
network. Or, a normalization layer can be added between the input and Kohonen 
layers. The normalization layer requires one processing element for each input, plus 
one more for a balancing element. This layer modifies the input set before going to the 
Kohonen layer to guarantee that all input sets combine to the same total. They are: 
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along channel normalisation, across channel normalisation, mixed channel 
normalisation, and external normalisation. However, the necessity and effect of data 
normalisation on network learning and forecasting are still not universally agreed upon. 
For example, in modelling and forecasting seasonal time series, some researchers 
(Gorr, 1994) believe that data pre-processing is not necessary because the ANN is a 
universal approximator and is able to capture all of the underlying patterns well. 
ANNs design and architecture selection are important yet difficult tasks. Not only are 
there many ways to build an ANN model and a large number of choices to be made 
during the model building and selection process, but also numerous parameters and 
issues have to be estimated and experimented with before a satisfactory model may 
emerge (Kaastra et al. (1996), and Remus and O'Connor (2001). 
The size of the output layer is usually determined by the nature of the problem. For 
example, in most forecasting problems, one output node is naturally used for one- 
step-ahead forecasting, although one output node can also be employed for multi- 
step-ahead forecasting, in which case iterative forecasting mode must be used. That 
is, forecasts for more than two steps ahead in the time horizon must be based on 
earlier forecasts. This may not be effective for multi-step forecasting as pointed out by 
Zhang et al. (2001), which is in line with Chatfield (2001) who discusses the potential 
benefits of using different forecasting models for different lead times. Therefore, for 
multi-step forecasting, one may either use multiple output nodes or develop multiple 
ANNs each for one particular step forecasting. 
The number of input nodes is perhaps the most important parameter for designing an 
effective ANNs forecaster. For causal forecasting problems, it corresponds to the 
number of independent or predictor variables that forecasters believe are important in 
predicting the dependent variable. For univariate time series forecasting problems, it is 
the number of past lagged observations. 
Determining an appropriate set of input variables is vital for ANNs to capture the 
essential underlying relationship that can be used for successful forecasting. How 
many and what variables to use in the input layer will directly affect the performance of 
ANNs in both in-sample fitting and out-of-sample forecasting, resulting in the under- 
learning or overfitting phenomenon. 
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Empirical results (Lennon et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; Zhang, 2001) also suggest 
that the input layer is more important than the hidden layer in time series forecasting 
problems. Therefore, considerable attention should be given to determine the input 
variables, especially for time series forecasting. 
Although there is substantial flexibility in choosing the number of hidden layers and the 
number of hidden nodes in each layer, most forecasting applications use only one 
hidden layer and a small number of hidden nodes. In practice, the number of hidden 
nodes is often determined by experimenting with a number of choices and then 
selected by the cross -validation approach or performance on the validation set. 
Although the number of hidden nodes is an important factor, a number of studies have 
found that forecasting performance of ANN is not very sensitive to this parameter 
(Bakirtzis et al., 1996 and Zhang et al., 2001). 
For forecasting applications, the most popular transfer function for hidden nodes is 
either logistic or hyperbolic and it is the linear or identity function for output nodes, 
although many other choices can be used. If the data, especially the output data, have 
been normalised into the range of [0,11, then logistic function can be used for the 
output layer. In general, different choices of transfer function should not impact much 
on the performance of an ANN model. 
Once a particular ANN architecture is of interest to the forecaster, it must be trained so 
that the parameters of the network can be estimated from the data. To be effective in 
performing this task, a good training algorithm is needed. 
Training ANNs can be treated as a nonlinear mathematical optimisation problem and 
different solution approaches or algorithms can have quite different effects on the 
training result. As a result, training with different algorithms and repeating with multiple 
random initial weights can be helpful in getting a better solution to the ANN training 
problem. 
ANN model selection is typically done with the basic cross-validation process. That is, 
the in-sample data is split into a training set and a validation set. The ANN parameters 
are estimated with the training sample, while the performance of the model is 
evaluated with the validation sample. The best model selected is the one that has the 
best performance on the validation sample. Of course, in choosing competing models, 
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we must also apply the principle of parsimony. That is, a simpler model that has about 
the same performance as a more complex model should be preferred. 
Model selection can also be done with all of the in-sample data. This can be achieved 
with several in-sample selection criteria that modify the total error function to include a 
penalty term that penalises for the complexity of the model. In-sample model selection 
approaches are typically based on some information -based criteria such as Akaike's 
information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian (BIC) or Schwarz information criterion (SIC). 
However, it is important to note the limitation of these criteria as empirically 
demonstrated by Swanson and White (1995). Other in-sample approaches are based 
on pruning methods such as node and weight pruning (Reed, 1993), as well as 
constructive methods such as the upstart and cascade correlation approaches 
(Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990; Frean, 1990). 
After the modelling process, the finally selected model must be evaluated using data 
not used in the model-building stage. In addition, as ANNs are often used as a 
nonlinear alternative to traditional statistical models, the performance of ANNs needs to 
be compared to that of statistical methods. As Adya and Collopy (1998) point out, "if 
such a comparison is not conducted, it is difficult to argue that the study has taught us 
much about the value of ANNs. " 
If the cross-validation is used for model selection and experimentation, the 
performance on the validation sample should not be treated as the true performance of 
the model. Although some of the above issues are unique to ANNs, some are general 
issues to any forecasting method. Therefore, good forecasting practice and principles 
should be followed. It is beneficial to consult Armstrong (2001), which provides a good 
source of information on useful principles for forecasting model building, evaluation, 
and uses. 
2.6 Forecasting Applications of ANNs 
The use of ANNs for forecasting has received great attention from many different fields. 
Given the fact that forecasting problems arise in so many different disciplines and the 
literature on forecasting with ANNs is scattered in so many diverse fields, it is difficult to 
cover all ANNs forecasting applications. Table 2.1 provides a sample of recent water 
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related forecasting applications with ANNs reported in the literature from 1995 to 
2005. For other forecasting applications of ANNs, readers are referred to several 
survey articles such as Dougherty (1995) for transportation modelling and forecasting, 
Zhang et al. (2002) for general forecasting areas, and Maier and Dandy (2000) for 
water resource forecasting. 
Table 2.1 Sample of ANN forecasting application areas 
Problems Studies 
Water Resources Cheng, et. al. (2005), Ilunga and Stephenson 
(2005), Huang and Foo, (2002), Coulibay et. al. This topic includes 
(2001), Clair and Ehrman, (1998). 
research about 
resource 
availability and 
quality, and 
reservoir 
operation. 
Water Treatment Teixeir a et. al. (2004), Shariff et. al. (2004), 
Maier et. al. (2004), Syu et. al. (2003), Bloch This research topic 
et. al. (2003) Sinha et. al. (2002), Adgar et. al. includes research 
(2001), Neelakantan et. al. (2001), Yu et. al. 
about filtrate 
(2000) , Joo et. al. (2000) , Baxter et. al. quality, treatment 
(1999), Balan et. al. (1999), Rodriguez et. Al. 
plant operation and 
(1999), Petrides et. al. (1998), Voutchkov 
optimisation. 
et. al. (1997), and Zhang et. al. (1997). 
Water Disinfection Rodriguez et. al. (1996) 
This research topic 
includes research 
about residual 
level prediction. 
Water Distribution 
This research topic 
includes research 
about distribution 
network condition 
assessment and 
Shinozuka et. al. (2005), Tetko et. al. (2004), 
Rodriguez et. al. (2004) , Mounce et. al. (2002) , 
Serodes et. al. (2001), Gabrys and Bargiela 
(2000) , Gabrys and 
Bargiela (1999), and 
Lertpalangsunti et. al. (1999). 
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fault diagnosis, 
leakage from 
distribution mains. 
Water Demand Bougadis et. al. (2005), Liu et. al. (2003), Joo 
This research topic 
et-al. (2002), Jain et. al. (2001) 
includes research 
about customer 
demand for water. 
In this chapter, we surveyed the main studies on ANNs and established the 
background for the chapters that follow. As a preview of what will be presented in 
detail in chapter 4, we anticipate that the web-based ANN concept follows in its first 
formulation the design principles of ANNs and has been created with the Microsoft 
Visual Basic to run on Active Server Pages, taking into account all the available 
compatible guidelines on methodology coming from the ANN community. 
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Chapter 3 
Decision Support Systems for Water Treatment 
Works 
The water treatment process is part of the water cycle and, as such, it has a direct relation 
with other water systems or reservoirs. Water treatment works (WTWs) receive water from 
rivers, storage reservoirs or ground, process it, and finally they deliver this water to a 
distribution network for consumption. The water treatment processing is what we care 
about, but we cannot forget the two other closest components of the global water cycle 
just mentioned (wastewater, sewers, and rivers or sea). 
The fact is that continuously increasing economic and cultural pressures on freshwater 
resources, including pollution and excessive use, are causing threats which are 
augmenting costs and multiplying conflicts among different users of this strategic 
resource. These pressures can also impair the natural regenerative functions of the 
ecosystems in the water cycle. Two of the main challenges in the area of general water- 
management are to protect the water bodies and to provide high quality water in sufficient 
quantity at affordable costs. In order to achieve these goals, multidisciplinary research- 
efforts and actions are necessary. The very existence of WTWs and the research for 
improving them goes in this direction and constitutes an essential element for an 
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integrated sustainable management of water resources. The objectives of such 
sustainable management are to develop technologies to prevent and treat pollution of 
water, to purify water, to use and re-use it rationally, to enhance efficient treatment of 
water and to minimise environmental impacts from water treatment (including the 
prevention of potential pollutant like cryptosporidium for example). 
3.1 Economical aspects of Al in water treatment 
There are several socio-economical aspects to be taken into account when dealing with 
the introduction of Al in water treatment. Water treatment involves different resources 
(water, soil, energy) and other aspects such as health. This calls for institutional co- 
operation on new levels either within or between institutions. The required integrated 
approach to resource management is still totally unfamiliar, both politically and socially, 
and is rarely practised by societal representatives. 
Keeping the environment clean generates costs, which society and the private sector in 
particular tend to ignore for as long as possible. The environmental issue has only recently 
led to the implementation of relevant legislation. Effective law enforcement should be 
ensured. It is even more difficult to regulate regional and global environmental problems 
(such as pollution of lakes and rivers) which require well respected international 
regulations. 
The concern about the crisis in water supply, problems of soil degradation and energy 
shortages has intensified the discussion about the merits of the different Al applications 
among water treatment technologies. 
Water treatment technologies are used world-wide in different sectors with great variations 
in their objectives and applications. The opportunities offered by Al techniques are not 
equally known in all countries, whilst in some cases they raise unrealistic expectations. 
The full potential of these techniques in terms of economic benefits (cost reductions), 
ecology (protection of water and soil) and social factors (health, availability of drinking 
water) has so far not been properly exploited. Some reasons for this are primarily technical 
(slow development of the technology), economic (exploitation of nature as a source of raw 
materials and a rubbish bin), institutional (lack of co-operation between sectors, insufficient 
know-how) and political. 
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Nevertheless, some of the preconditions favouring a wider use of Al techniques have 
changed in the course of the nineties. In this chapter, we provide an overview of the 
current state and the development of these techniques. Here, in this section, we outline 
the reasons for their slow spreading despite significant ecological and economic 
advantages, and describes some non-technical factors that limit the application of Al 
techniques. 
Lack of different applications for Al techniques. During the last two decades, there has 
been an increasing interest and technical improvement in the use of Al techniques for the 
treatment of water. But Al techniques for specific municipal and industrial water treatment 
process trains such as filtration are still virtually unavailable. 
Economy and environment. The necessary capital to carry out the required investments 
is often still lacking and the small number of works using Al decision support systems 
implies that economies of scale cannot yet be achieved. Since public contractors often 
dominate the municipal sector, the most cost-effective solution is not always the one 
favoured by decision -makers. The speed of decision-making in public institutions can 
barely keep pace with current technological and market developments. 
Al techniques are relatively unknown and usually not taken into account in conventional 
water-treatment management. The know-how required for planning, operation and 
adaptation is therefore rarely adequate. Professional organisations are often unaware of 
the potentials of these technologies, which causes a delay to their further development 
and appraisal. 
Current status of water treatment. In recent times, an increasing concern for the 
environment and a recognition of the economic advantages has brought about a boost in 
the use of state-of-the-art technology, at least in some industrialised countries (e. g., EU, 
Japan and USA), in several larger Latin-American countries (e. g., Mexico), in part of Asia, 
as well as in Africa. In any case we are far away from reaching market saturation. Small- 
and medium-sized applications on a local level have so far been installed only in selected 
cases in few countries and are rarely developed and utilised in a systematic manner. 
Recently, application of Al techniques, such as decision support systems, for municipal 
sewage treatment in towns and cities of different sizes is increasingly attracting the interest 
of national and international private institutions and is gradually being considered as an 
attractive and proven alternative to conventional control. In the context of improving cost- 
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benefit relations and increased environmental awareness, Al techniques now receive 
considerably more attention. The implementation, however, is still hindered by a number of 
factors. 
Application of Al techniques and know-how reuse. Certain elements of the technology 
are relatively new. Without the usual development, adjustment and refinement phases, 
suitable solutions have not yet evolved for all special needs. 
Relatively few stanclardised schemes are so far available for small and medium sized 
applications using Al techniques for water treatment. Sometimes, ideological and 
emotional arguments, rigidity based on outdated know-how and the slow pace of change 
among the responsible authorities, stand in the way of implementation of Al techniques. 
Appropriate cooperation is, with few exceptions, not well developed. As a result, 
knowledge transfer from countries where Al techniques are already established to other 
countries is not optimal. 
Favourable factors. The introduction and increasing use of Al techniques in water 
treatment and other domains can be attributed to various factors: the increased degree of 
sophistication and operational reliability of Al applications and software components; the 
heightening pressures to achieve savings in investment and operational costs; the growing 
know-how in this sector; the growing understanding of the interdependence of 
environmental resources and the necessity for institutional co-operation; the continuously 
expanding environmental and health problems; population growth and urbanisation 
shortage of resources, leading to an increased interest in water treatment and recycling 
concepts. 
Opportunities for action. Factors which inhibit the best possible and proper application of 
Al techniques can be categorised as follows and call for varying responses accordingly: 
0 Unclearness about the applicability of Al techniques. This factor is bound to 
continue as a hindrance to the application of Al as long as the knowledge about 
the potentials of the process is insufficient and the technological and economic 
aspects are not well evaluated. 
Objective private or commercial interests which oppose potentially more proper 
applications. These interests are equally difficult to deal with and to discuss and, in 
the case of institutions and companies, are usually of a financial nature, frequently 
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based on experience in training courses, existing know-how, past experience, 
licenses and patents. They can to some extent be dealt with as follows: 
establishment of clear rules and regulations for the choice of alternatives in the 
tendering process (ensuring objectivity in the decision process), systematic 
provision of information to decision-makers and authorities which invite tenders, 
stronger co-operation and sharing of the information flow relating to technology, 
improvement in personnel training at traditional water management companies and 
at the institutions/authorities inviting tenders. 
0 Current limitations of the technology itself and of its proper and more intensive 
utilisation. These limitations can be modified through the implementation of 
technological, social, economic, information related and planning measures. 
Current technological limitations are the outcome of a failure to adjust to local 
conditions, experience and know-how, as well as the technology's short span of 
experience and development. This can be rectified by: the establishment and 
documentation of suitable examples of working plants; the further development of 
the technology in terms of standardisation and cost-reduction measure. Social 
limitations can be approached by: considering early separation of water, nutrients 
and harmful substances; setting and supervision of appropriate wastewater 
discharge standards; imposing regulations, which require an integrated approach 
to the management of environmental resources (soil, water, energy); support and 
documentation of inter- and intra-institutional co-operation; consideration of 
sustainability criteria; provision of documentation to support decision-making and 
submission of checkable criteria for decisions. Economical limitations can be dealt 
with through: standardisation of works; development of well adapted and 
stanclardised small and medium sized systems, which are commercially of little 
interest to the private sector; provision of information to key institutions involved in 
political and financial decision-making; securing appropriate funding lines and 
guarantees; increasing the numbers of plants in which Environmental Decision- 
Support Systems (EDSSs) are used, in order to achieve scale-effects; promotion of 
objective discussion concerning advantages and disadvantages of reusing system 
components. 
9 Information and know-how availability can be supported 
by: establishing a network 
of specialists and institutions and providing appropriate information material 
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through this network; detailed analysis of model plants and examples of integrated 
decision -support systems; broadening of the know-how base by organising and 
supporting training courses in the area of plant maintenance; documentation and 
accessibility of training; provision of information to the (specialist) public. 
Ways to improve the decision-making process, during the stage of planning which 
management system will be used, are: consideration of social and employment 
factors; inclusion of general reuse criteria in the choice of the technology 
The optimisation of works and decision support systems, information reuse, 
documentation and networking, as well as schooling and training, are likely to be the focus 
of attention in the near future, setting the scene for a more objective discussion and 
improved choice of technology in the interests of an improved wastewater and waste 
management. 
3.2 Water Treatment Processes 
In a water treatment works (WTW), the main goal is to treat the inflow water that is to 
remove, within certain limits (depending on local legislation), too high amounts of 
pollutants in the water prior to its distribution for consumption. The work of the thesis 
focuses on VVTWs with physical -chemical treatment and pathogen destruction, which is 
now the most widespread class of works in the UK. Such WTW can be of two main sub- 
types, depending on the works output and the size of the population it serves: 
0 Filtration 
0 Disinfection 
3.2.1 Filtration 
Filtration is the process of removing suspended solids from water by passing the water 
through a permeable fabric or porous bed of materials. Groundwater is naturally filtered as 
it flows through porous layers of soil. However, surface water and groundwater under the 
influence of surface water is subject to contamination from many sources. Some 
contaminants pose a threat to human health, and filtration is one of the oldest and 
simplest methods of removing them. The Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI) and the 
Environment Agency (EA) in the UK require almost all WTWs to filter their water. Filtration 
methods include slow and rapid sand filtration, diatomaceous earth filtration, direct 
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filtration, packaged filtration, membrane filtration, and cartridge filtration. The most 
commonly used filtration method in the UK is the slow and rapid gravity sand filtration. 
Rapid Gravity Primary Filter (RGPF). RGPFs are commonly used in the treatment of 
surface water supplies. As shown in Figure 3.1, it consists of a structure to house the unit, 
the filter media, an under-drain system, a surface washer, and a waste disposal system. 
The filter area should be divided into at least two separate units to allow operation 
flexibility. Some form of pre-treatment of the raw water, such as sedimentation, is usually 
needed. 
, ash Troughs 
vel 
Figure 3.1 Cross section of a RGPF 
In the filtering process, water flows onto the top of the filter media and is driven through it 
by gravity. In passing through the small spaces between the 
filter's grains, impurities are 
removed. The water continues its way through the support gravel, enters 
the under-drain 
system, and then flows to the reservoir. It is the 
filter media, composed of sand or 
anthracite, which actually removes the particles 
from the water. The filter media is routinely 
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cleaned by means of a backwashing process. Problems with RGPF are caused mainly by 
filter or media breakthrough which refers to water passing through the filter without 
adequate treatment (Vigneswaran et. al. 1995). The turbidity of the filtered water is one of 
the best indicators of filter performance and should be checked regularly. Inadequate 
flocculation, filter clogging, mudball formation, and filter cracking can all lead to media 
breakthrough. In light of these problems, the filter top should be visually inspected for loss 
in depth, mudball formation, surface cracks, and bacterial growth. 
Slow Sand Filters (SSF). SSFs for many years, has been considered old-fashioned. 
However, the water industry has recently shown some renewed interest in slow sand 
filtration as a simple and reliable means of treatment (see Table 3.1 for SSF performance). 
Slow sand filtration consists of a structure to house the unit, the filter media, an under- 
drain system, and inlet and outlet piping. The filter area should be divided into at least two 
separate units to allow operation flexibility. In the filtering process, water flows onto the top 
of the filter media and is allowed to drain or filter down through the media, thus removing 
particles in the water. Whenever the head loss indicates that the filter has accumulated a 
high concentration of impurities, the media should be cleaned. 
Table 3.1 Typical treatment performance of conventional SSF 
Water quality parameter Removal capacity 
Turbidity <1 NTU 
Coliforms 1-3 log units 
Enteric Viruses 2-4 log units 
Giardia Cysts 2-4+log units 
Cryptosporidium Oocysts >4 log units 
Dissolved Organic Carbon <15-25% 
Biodegradable Dissolved Organic Carbon <50% 
Trihalomethane Precursors <20-30% 
Heavy Metals - Zn, Cu, Cd, Pb >95-99% 
Fe, Mn >67% 
As <47% 
(Collins, M. R. 1998) 
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In order to clean the filter unit, the top layer of sand must be removed from the filter. This 
process will undoubtedly require some physical effort. This is because the slow sand filter 
lacks the backwashing components which are available in the rapid sand filter. The main 
advantage of the slow sand filter is that it is relatively simple to operate and maintain. The 
main disadvantage is its inefficiency with waters having high turbidity. 
Rapid sand filtration is the flow of water through a bed of granular media, normally 
following settling basins in conventional water treatment trains. The purpose of this 
filtration is to remove any particulate matter left over after flocculation and settling. The 
filter process operates based on two principles, mechanical straining and physical 
adsorption. Sand filtration is a "physical -chemical process for separating suspended and 
colloidal impurities from water by passage through a bed of granular material. Water fills 
the pores of the filter medium, and the impurities are adsorbed on the surface of the grains 
or trapped in the openings. " 
Rapid sand filtration is contrasted to slow sand filtration by increased flow rate, method of 
cleaning the filter bed. A rapid sand filter can operate up to 40 times faster than a slow 
sand filter. Rapid sand filters are cleaned often, usually daily, by reversing the flow of water 
through the entire filter bed, referred to as backwashing. Slow sand filters are cleaned less 
frequently by removal of the top layer of media. 
The main factors influencing the filtering and trapping processes are: 
Suspended particle size: Filtration efficiency improves with larger particulate size. 
Pore size: The space between the grains determines the size of particulate that can be 
trapped. 
Grain shape: Angular grains participate more in the mechanical straining process. 
Filtration velocity: Filtration efficiency decreases with increased velocity. 
Temperature of liquid: Increased water temperature, although it normally cannot be 
controlled, results in more efficient filtration. 
Chemical properties of the water and particle: A chemical filter aid may be added to 
promote adhesion. 
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3.2.2 Disinfection 
Disinfection is an important step in ensuring that water is safe to drink. Water systems add 
disinfectants to destroy microorganisms that can cause disease in humans. Public water 
systems need to disinfect water obtained from surface water supplies or groundwater 
sources under the influence of surface water. Primary methods of disinfection are 
chlorination, chloramines, ozone, and ultraviolet light. Other disinfectants include chlorine 
dioxide, potassium permanganate. Since certain forms of chlorine react with organic 
material naturally present in many water sources to form harmful chemical by-products, 
the DWI has proposed maximum levels for these contaminants. 
Chlorination. Chlorine gas, which at normal pressures, is a toxic, yellow-green gas, and is 
liquid at high pressures. Chlorine 'is very effective for removing almost all microbial 
pathogens and is appropriate as both a primary and secondary disinfectant. But chlorine 
is a dangerous gas that is lethal at concentrations as low as 0.1 percent air by volume. 
Chlorine gas is released from a liquid chlorine cylinder by a pressure reducing and flow 
control valve operating at a pressure less than atmospheric. The gas is led to an injector in 
the water supply pipe where highly pressurized water is passed through a venturi orifice 
creating a vacuum that draws the chlorine into the water stream. Adequate mixing and 
contact time must be provided after injection to ensure complete disinfection of 
pathogens. It may be necessary to control the pH of the water. A basic system consists of 
a chlorine cylinder, a cylinder-mounted chlorine gas vacuum regulator, a chlorine gas 
injector, and a contact tank or pipe. 
If pH is too low (below 7), water becomes acidic and chlorine residuals dissipate rapidly. 
The effectivity of disinfection is determined by the pH of the water. Disinfection with 
chlorine will take place optimally when the pH is between 5,5 and 7,5 underchloric acid 
(HOCI) reacts faster than hypochlorite ions (OCI-); it is 80-100% more effective. The level 
of underchloric acid will decrease when the pH value is higher. With a pH value of 6 the 
level of underchloric acid is 80%, where as the concentration of hypochlorite ions is 20%. 
When the pH value is 8, this is the other way around. When the pH value is 7,5, 
concentrations of underchloric acid and hypochlorite ions are equally high. 
Ozonation. Ozone, an allotrope of oxygen having 3 atoms to each molecule, is a powerful 
oxidizing and disinfecting agent. It is formed by passing dry air through a system of high 
voltage electrodes. Requiring shorter contact time and dosage than chlorine, ozone is 
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widely used as a primary disinfectant in many parts of the world. Ozone gas is unstable 
and must be generated onsite. A secondary disinfectant, usually chlorine, is required 
because ozone does not maintain an adequate residual in water. The five major elements 
of an ozonation system are: 
9 air preparation or oxygen feed; 
9 electrical power supply; 
ozone generation -usually using a corona discharge cell consisting of two 
electrodes; 
9 ozone contact chamber; and 
o ozone exhaust gas destruction. 
Ozonation equipment includes air preparation equipment; an ozone generator, contactor, 
destruction unit; and instrumentation and controls. The capital costs of ozonation systems 
are relatively high. Operation and maintenance are relatively complex. Electricity represents 
26 to 43 percent of total operating and maintenance costs for small systems. For many 
applications, pure oxygen is more attractive ozone feed gas than air because: 
0 it has a higher production density, 
0 it requires lower energy consumption, 
e it doubles the amount of ozone that can be generated per unit, and 
it requires smaller gas volumes for the same ozone output, thus lowering costs for 
ancillary equipment. 
3,3 Water Ouality 
The type of treatment processes and devices employed should depend on an evaluation 
of the nature and quality of the particular water to be treated, the desired quality of the 
finished water, and the mode of operation planned. It is necessary to discuss some of the 
common characteristics of water and how they affect the suitability of water for human 
consumption. These characteristics are divided into three categories: biological, physical 
and chemical. 
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3.3.1 Biological Characteristics 
Biological characteristics refer to the various types of aquatic life, bacteria, and viruses 
found in water. It should be noted that of the almost countless types of bacteria, the vast 
majority are harmless. Bacteria that cause disease in humans are known as pathogenic 
bacteria. 
Some very serious diseases such as cholera, hepatitis, and typhoid fever can be 
transmitted by human waste. For this reason, care should be taken to ensure that rivers 
and lakes do not become polluted by dumping human waste into them 
In order to determine if water contains disease causing organisms, one of the most 
important tests to be conducted in a laboratory is a test for fecal coliforms. Fecal coliforms 
are a particular type of bacteria found in humans and animals. When this type of bacteria 
shows up in a water test, it indicates that the water is being polluted with human or animal 
wastes and that disease-causing organisms may be present. If fecal coliforms do show up 
in a test, the water should be treated and disinfected accordingly to make certain that any 
possible diseases are not spread by drinking the water. 
Parasites in drinking water can also affect human health. GJardia and Cryptosporidium are 
microscopic parasites that can be found in water and can cause intestinal illness. Drinking 
water can become contaminated with these parasites if it is being polluted with human or 
animal wastes. 
3.3.2 Physical Characteristics 
Collour. Although the presence of colour in drinking water is not directly linked to health, 
consumers will often turn to alternate, and possibly unsafe, water sources when drinking 
water exhibits high colour levels. Colour is primarily caused by decaying vegetation and 
metals such as iron and manganese dissolved in the water. 
Temperature. In addition to cool water tasting better than warm water, temperatures 
above 15 degrees Celsius can speed up the growth of nuisance organisms such as algae 
which can intensify taste, oclour, and colour problems. Temperature also affects water 
treatment. Low water temperature tends to decrease the efficiency of water treatment 
because chemicals cannot mix as easily and settling cannot be as thorough. 
Turbidity. Turbidity is a measure of the amount of very fine matter suspended in water. 
Water with high turbidity will appear cloudy or murky. Turbidity occurs because insoluble 
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materials such as clays and silts are present in the water. The clay and silt particles are not 
heavy enough to settle to the bottom and not light enough to float; thus, they remain 
"suspended" in the water. Excess turbidity is displeasing to the user for aesthetic reasons 
and can also be a health problem because turbidity can shield microorganisms (such as 
bacteria) from chlorine disinfection. Essentially, because clear water is so much more 
attractive to drink, treated water should be as clear as possible. 
Taste and Odour. Taste and odour problems in water can be caused by a variety of 
factors such as algae, dissolved materials, and biological activity. Taste and odour 
problems are the most common reason for user complaints. Changes in the taste of water 
can also be a warning of inadequate treatment or contamination of the water distribution 
system. The objective of a good water treatment system should be to produce 
contaminant free water with no offensive taste or oclour. 
3.3.3 Chemical Characteristics 
pH. The term pH is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a liquid. The pH scale ranges 
from 0 to 14, with the acceptable range for drinking water being 6.5 to 8.5. Although not 
normally a health problem, water which lies outside the normal pH range will taste 
unpleasant and can be an inconvenience. Acidic water will tend to corrode equipment 
while alkaline water will deposit scale in pipelines and home appliances such as kettles. 
Many water treatment processes operate most efficiently at a fairly neutral pH. It is 
sometimes necessary for the operator to add chemicals such as soda ash to raise the pH 
level. 
Hardness. Hardness measures the amount of the minerals calcium and magnesium that 
are in the water. "Hard water" denotes a high concentration of these minerals. Hard water 
will cause scale to form on pipes and appliances. It also has an unpleasant taste and 
necessitates a greater amount of soap in washing. 
Dissolved Solids. Both surface water and groundwater contain dissolved minerals which 
are picked up from the soil and rock which they come into contact with. Some substances 
such as arsenic, cyanide, lead, and mercury are toxic. Others do not present a health 
problem but can cause inconvenience if present in excessive amounts. Examples include: 
e Iron and Manganese: stain laundry and plumbing fixtures and causes 
objectionable tastes. 
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Chloride: causes unpleasant tastes. 
Copper: causes taste and staining problems. Intake of large amounts can 
cause health problems. 
Sulphur: causes taste and odour problems and can. Also causes bowel 
disorders. 
Zinc: causes taste problems. Causes water to develop a greasy film when 
boiled. 
3.4 Water Treatment Works Control 
As WTWs continue to struggle to become more efficient, technology provides good ways 
to improve operations. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the application of control 
and communications systems-namely SCADA [Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition] -and their ability to provide system and information management that can 
help utilities meet regulatory requirements, reduce operating costs, and improve customer 
service. 
3.4.1 SCADA 
A SCADA system consists of a computer placed at a central location, communications 
equipment, programmable logic controllers, sensors, and other devices that when put 
together, will monitor and control equipment and processes in a utility, such as a water 
system. 
Remote sites, equipped with remote telemetry units (RTUs), can be located as close as 
within the same building or as far away as across the country. RTUs measure a variety of 
conditions and parameters, including tank levels, temperature, voltage, current, volumes, 
and flow rates, and report back to a central processing unit (CPU). This technology is 
widely accepted in the water and wastewater industries as a reliable and efficient control 
system. 
Functions that the SCADA system can perform include: remote monitoring of well levels 
and control of their pumps, and monitoring flows, tank levels, or pressures in storage 
tanks. A SCADA system can also monitor water quality characteristics, such as pH, 
turbidity, and chlorine residual, and control the addition of chemicals. In the distribution 
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system, SCADA can supervise and control the water pressure of networks, assure water 
pressure is uniformly distributed, lower the leakage rate, and store data for future analysis. 
SCADA is not a new technology by any means, but significant innovations and 
improvements have been achieved since its introduction. By automating many routine 
tasks, a SCADA system frees the plant operator to perform other duties, such as 
addressing state and federal reporting requirements. In fact, SCADA can assist in 
mandated reporting because it can store various activities and information on the 
computer. Graphs and reports can be generated automatically using the data collected 
remotely from the field. These reports are important in inferring production and 
consumption patterns, data that help manage the water resources more efficiently. 
Instrumentation, Control and Automation (ICA) is the key component in any automation or 
mechanical process. It allows an unlimited range of configurable system functionality and 
automated control. It can be simple or complex in operation and most importantly can be 
developed to operate to meet the end users needs. 
Instrument systems are used to measure and retrieve raw data and 'real time' information 
from site, this data is inputted into Program Logic Controllers (PLCs) and other peripheral 
control devices which carry out automatic control of the associated plant. SCADA is used 
for viewing data, system operation and control. Telemetry systems are used to transfer 
remote controls, status' and data to and from automated systems and remote sources. 
Programmable logic controllers have been around forever (in technology years). Their 
proven reliability in harsh environments and design to handle many inputs and outputs has 
made them the foundation of many factory automated systems. 
Today there are a lot of alternatives to the traditional PLC. In some applications we use a 
computer based control engine, otherwise know as a soft PLC. PI-Cs can be combined 
with most other technologies to provide a sophisticated control and monitoring system. 
Distributed control systems (DCS) are used in industrial and civil engineering applications 
to monitor and control distributed equipment with remote human intervention. 
It is generally, since the 1970s, digital, and normally consists of field instruments, 
connected via wiring to computer buses or electrical buses to multiplexer/demultiplexers 
and A/D's or analog to digital and finally the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) or control 
consoles. A DCS is a process control system that uses a network to interconnect sensors, 
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controllers, operator terminals and actuators. A DCS typically contains a single computer 
for control and uses proprietary interconnections. 
3.4.2 Sampling and Instrumentation 
Sampling points are in general provided before and after each unit process. Good points 
of sampling are critical to assure that representative samples can be obtained. In many 
works, continuous sampling is practiced by installing small pumps to deliver continuous 
samples to the laboratory. In this case, long times in transit may affect the quality of the 
sample (Benjes 1980). 
A variety of automatic sampling units are available, too. Each unit obtains a representative 
sample of the flow during the period in which the sample is taken. Generally, a stream is 
continuously pumped from the sample point past the sampler. Suitable types of samplers 
permit taking samples at intervals of a constant amount of flow. In general, automatic 
samplers which require dipping through the surface of the water are avoided. Floatable 
materials tend to accumulate at the surface in greater concentration than in the total body 
of the fluid and thus dipping may give an unrepresentative sample. Most of the automatic 
samplers can be equipped with refrigerated cabinets designed to maintain the sample at 
the suitable temperature range to preserve it in an approximately unaltered condition. 
Properly designed and adequately maintained automatic sampling equipment provides 
more precise information of works performance than manual sampling, because samples 
are obtained more frequently and more constantly. In any case, automatic samplers have 
to be checked routinely by hand sampling. 
Instrumentation and control equipment adapts to the needs of a particular works. Which 
data generated are for long-term planning, which data are of value to the operator and 
which ones are to be used in automatic control have to be determined. The work's 
operation is based on the flow, contaminant level and final water quality that is occurring at 
any given time, and the experienced response from pre-existing situations (Benjes 1980). 
The control equipment, including decision -support systems, is primarily used by the 
operator. In general, non frequently used controls are distributed locally, whereas 
continuously used controls are located in the control room or performed automatically. For 
instance, inflow pumping operations can be automatically controlled based on the flow 
rate. 
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3.4.3 Classic control of the RGPF process 
In this section we describe various techniques used for the control, supervision and 
optimisation of RGPF in water treatment. The first control approaches are in general 
simple and based on the hypothesis of a steady-state system. This is due to the fact that, 
to progress in the understanding of water treatment processes, it was thought to be 
practical to begin with simplified models and not to take into account that the real world is 
more complex. The real world is always more complex (Ball 1984), it was thought. 
In the classic control of RGPF systems, the basic descriptors on which it is possible to 
operate are just three: 
quality and quantity i. e. turbidity and inflow 
starting head loss across filter bed 
air and water backwash rates 
The basic control strategies used in the classic approach are: 
" numerical modelling for control; 
" establishment of the relationships among different state descriptors (e. g. different 
kinds of substrates and micro-organisms); 
simulation of the evolution of the state of the treatment works; 
use of filtration models to estimate the value of the state descriptors that 
characterise some process, but cannot be measured on line (e. g. starting head 
loss); 
descriptors estimation for fault detection; 
interactive methodology with the works manager proposing actions and the 
system advising about the likely answer of the plant processes according to a 
previously calibrated model; 
The application of these simple control strategies and simulation enables the achievement 
of the following specific and general benefits: 
9 evaluation of WTW's behaviour in response to certain scenarios 
(operational 
conditions and inflow water's composition) and prediction, in the medium and long 
term, of likely consequences of alternative actions taken over the process; 
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9 contribution to the study of alternatives for upgrading or retrofitting of existing 
WTWs; 
* increase of the average efficiency in contaminant removal; 
0 more constant characteristics in time of the output water quality; 
0 reduction of energy, chemical reagents and staff costs. 
Moreover there is an aspect which helps WTW control and it is related to the different 
order of magnitude in the response time of the parameters used (see Table 3.2). This fact 
avoids interference and can help the integration of various simple control -actions. In all 
cases, to carry out control actions effectively, it is very important that all necessary 
calculations can be executed in real time and that the input feed of short response-time 
parameters is received continuously. 
Table 3.2 Orders of magnitude of response time for some fundamental 
parameters 
Parameter 
Turbidity 
Inf low 
Response time 
minutes 
minutes 
Starting head loss days 
Backwash rates hours 
3.4.4 Classic control's problems 
In spite of all the advantages noted above, the scientific community has realised that the 
use of numerical models, on which the classic approach for control is based, presents 
many limitations. Since the process of water treatment is very complex, to develop a 
reliable supervisory technology based only on chemical-engineering control can be 
considered a good try, but it did not solve all the problems. Indeed, the application of 
classic, automatic process-control to water and wastewater treatment systems has shown 
several difficulties, related to the following issues: 
Complex cybernetics of the system (Heylighen, 1990): as in every environmental system, 
there are many external factors and a lot of internal feedback-signals influencing the water 
treatment process, such as the interactions among the many micro-organisms coexisting 
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in the SSF reactor or between these micro-organisms and the contaminants. This 
complicated cybernetics makes difficult the establishment of valid models for the 
description of the behaviour of the system. The results of simulation by numerical models 
are only valid when applied appropriately, i. e. when they are applied to a plant behaving 
accordingly to situations that have been considered during the calibration phase. 
Simulation cannot deal with unknown or non-modelled situations. Models are often not 
easy to be developed, and they are frequently inaccurate and excessively simplistic 
representation of reality. 
Qualitative information: a lot of data describing the processes (such as water colour and 
smell, predominant algae species, presence of bubbles in the bed expansion test) and the 
problems (e. g. clogged RGPF) cannot be numerically quantified and therefore cannot be 
used in the context of a conventional numerical -control model. It is indeed considered 
unsatisfactory the modelling of such problems without taking into account qualitative 
information. 
Uncertainty: the knowledge about many descriptors of the process, such as starting head 
loss, is approximate and difficult or impossible to obtain on-line. Even when data are 
obtained on-line, a sensor can fail, and the supervisory system receives noisy data or no 
data. Moreover, input information is affected by missing data, because not all descriptors 
are analysed every day. Therefore, some subjective information, based on experience, has 
to be introduced by human experts and to be taken into account to identify with precision 
the state of the plant. 
System dynamics: the system is under continuous change (several parameters of the 
system, such as the water-flow composition and magnitude, are very variable in time) and 
this circumstance modifies the performance of the process over time. In contrast with 
most industrial processes, where type and amount of raw input material are under control, 
WTWs are very non-linear, which receive a water flow whose magnitude and pollutants 
concentration are definitely variable and uncontrollable. Therefore, a real-time control loop 
is needed to supervise the process. 
Delays in data capture: information arrives at the control system with different delays with 
respect to the sampling time. On the one hand, a few descriptors are measured on-line; 
on the other hand, some of them can be subjected to important analytic delays (e. g., 
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hours up to days in the case of dominant algal species). These delays can be effectively 
modelled using dynamic ANNs (Tijsseling, 2005). 
Reliability: important maintenance efforts are necessary for the reliable functioning of on- 
line analysers (for chlorine, ammonia, and dissolved oxygen), on whose data models are 
based. It has been seen that classic-control methods work well when the plant is in a 
normal state, but they do not if the state of the WTW is abnormaI5. It is clear that, if the 
skills of an expert engineer or technician need to be captured, far more than building 
bigger simulators or equation solvers has to be done; the computer system has to 
somehow embody the common sense of these experts. This common sense includes: 
" detecting completely new situations (e. g., a toxic-substance shock); 
" using the subjective information accumulated through years of experience; 
" using incomplete information and the objective information provided by years of 
continuous WTW operation. 
With a WTW as described above, it is normally possible to meet the general requirements 
regarding the final quality the water should have. In many cases, however, WTWs 
standard management wastes resources and energy, and is not cost effective in reaching 
acceptable water quality levels (Wen and Vassiliadis 1998). 
Moreover, in case of exceptional events (e. g., a storm, a heat wave or problems of 
biological origin such as algae), it can be very difficult to maintain the quality of the water. 
Specially in case of biological problems, a considerable time will be necessary to return to 
have a balanced microbiological population. 
That is why the application of Al techniques and advanced water treatment technology 
coupled with on-line quality control techniques in water management is needed. The 
integration of different Al models could provide an innovative way to: 
" improve the efficiency of the treatment process; 
" eliminate chemical pollutants; 
* reduce energy and chemicals consumption; 
6 An abnormal situation refers to the incorrect operation of a WTW. This means that some of 
the pollutants' concentrations at the effluent do not fulfill the legal constraints (and therefore that 
the treatment goals are not being achieved), or that some of the main operational descriptors or 
inflow characteristics are not within normal ranges. 
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0 reduce the formation of disinfection by-products. 
3.5 Decision Support Systems (DSS) 
Decision making "is a process of choosing among alternative courses of action for the 
purpose of attaining a goal or goals" (Turban & Aronson, 1998). DSS covers a wide variety 
of systems, tools and technologies. If a software program runs on a PC and can help a 
manager or user to make a decision, then we can refer to it as a DSS. Geographic 
Information Systems, software agents, Environmental Information Systems, Knowledge- 
based discovery systems can all be lumped into the category of systems we call DSS. 
From the user point of view, a IDSS facilitates an iterative decision-making process, in 
which the decision-maker/analyst incrementally learns more about a problem during the 
supported management process. As new bits of knowledge are gained, previous 
assumptions may be challenged. Through a number of iterations, one or more solutions to 
the problem can be incrementally developed and refined. 
In addition, a IDSS simplifies the supervisory process by insulating the user from tedious 
tasks, such as accessing data and setting up modelling studies. This allows the user to 
concentrate on developing, testing and comparing alternative control strategies. 
A potentially important component of such systems is continuous improvement, of which 
optimisation is an instance. Continuous improvement allows the DSS to take a more 
proactive role in the supervisory process by generating low cost alternatives that meet 
user-defined goals and objectives. These alternatives may be good starting places for 
analysis and may provide the user with valuable insights about how to efficiently solve a 
problem. 
While this vision of an environmental management DSS can be readily articulated, 
implementations that fit this description are rare. One reason is the complexity of many 
problems faced in environmental management. For example, developing water-quality 
management strategies for wastewater treatment includes the following difficulties: large 
number of potential control options, but no control on water sources; uncertainties in 
water composition, process control and meteorological data; complex pollutant behaviour; 
time-consuming process simulation models. 
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3.5.1 Features of DSS 
Every DSS should include the following features (Sauter, 1997): 
User friendliness. All modules of a DSS should present the analysis' results in a user- 
friendly manner. A few rules in this sense are: not to give the user unneeded choices; not 
to assume the user knows much about the domain; to remind the user the meaning of the 
choices; progress indicator bars make users happy; to store information when the user 
provides it (in any way) and not to ask for that information again. 
Framework for information capture. A structured framework draws information, in a 
logical manner, from the user and the environmental system, about domain -characteristics 
and processes. This framework, besides acquiring the domain knowledge, has to be able 
to organise and represent it. 
Specific knowledge- bases. These knowledge-bases are associated to the type of 
domain being considered or to the process being carried out at the site. They contain data 
on environmental parameters and processes that are relevant to the domain, for instance: 
what processes are required to manufacture a particular product; what toxic materials are 
used in the processes; which kinds of physical, chemical and biological samples need to 
be collected; which is the relative importance of the features in play; which are the 
requirements of the local legislation. 
Integration of different Al methods. It can be considered evident that for the solution of 
complex tasks it is beneficial to make use of combined methods and procedures. Different 
applicable methods can have distinct time-limitations, and can lead to solutions with 
diverse quality and computation -resources needs, allowing a richer cost-benefit analysis 
and a more reliable management. 
Generation of different alternative strategies. The IDSS generates different alternative 
solutions (according to different environmental definitions/visions) when a problem is met. 
It is important for alternatives to be very distinct from each others and not variations of a 
single action schema. 
Tolerance of approximate data. A limited number of persons and a limited amount of 
means is usually available for the environmental decision -making, because the levels of 
investment in environmental matters are frequently lower than the levels of concern that 
public and private organisations express. This far-from -perfection situation requires to be 
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able to achieve results from data not very accurately obtained. Thus, approximate 
reasoning models should be included to manage this uncertainty. 
Now that we have introduced the features of DSSs and the basic terminology of the field, 
we present a review of examples of this area of research. 
3.5.2 Examples of DSS in the field of environment 
In this section we describe some examples of IDSSs, including general applications in 
various environmental domains and specific implementations for water management: 
e StormCast (Hartvigsen and Johansen 1990) is a distributed-Al application where 
typical real-time response times are not needed. It has been built to support storm 
forecasts over the Scandinavian peninsula and it may be described as a set of co- 
operating agents, which continuously collect and process weather data from a 
fixed geographical area. At each location, there is an expert module (a RBES) 
responsible for the prediction of severe storms. This forecasting is based on the 
results achieved by the monitoring agents in their own areas (problem solving at a 
local level). 
* FRAME (Calori et al. 2004) is a knowledge-based tool to model air-pollution. The 
system is based on a rule-based expert system for the explanation and help 
phases. It includes an algorithm to determine user's expertise and to give selective 
access to information accordingly. FRAME's model-base is a frame representation 
system (FRS) that contains all the information and meta information about the 
models. The selection of a suitable model usually depends both on aspects 
connected to the physics of the problem to be simulated and on the available 
resources. 
o DCHEM (Distributed Chemical Emergencies Manager) (Avouris 1995) is an EDSS 
which supports decision making for the management of a specific class of 
environmental emergencies: accidents involving electrical equipment containing 
toxic chemicals. It is one of the first systems that uses distributed agent- 
technology and includes negotiation protocols in the problem-solving process. 
e WATERSHEDSS (Water, Soil and Hyd ro- Environmental Decision Support System) 
(http: //h2osparc. wq. ncsu. edu), developed by North Carolina State University's 
Water Quality Group in 1995, has as primary objectives to: (1) transfer water 
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quality and land treatment information to watershed managers in order to assist 
them in making appropriate land management and land treatment decisions to 
achieve water quality goals and (2) assess and evaluate sources, impacts, and 
potential management options for control of non-point source pollution in a 
watershed based on user-supplied information and decisions. 
* The Water Resources Institute's Information Service Centre has developed a series 
of IDSSs in which accurate geographic and natural resources related information is 
presented in a form that can be easily used by a municipality in the development 
and implementation of land use policy. The application of the IDSSs gives local 
officials, planners and engineers the ability to examine the potential impact of 
various possible decisions. ArcView software by Environmental Systems Research 
Institute (http: //www. esri. comý is used in some IDSS as the principal software to 
improve the efficiency in making land use planning and zoning decisions. 
e The North Carolina Supercomputing Centre's Environmental Programs group 
designed a system called simply Environmental Decision Support System (Fine et 
al. 1998), which is a problem-solving environment that provides a modelling and 
analysis system, for environmental scientists, engineers, policy makers and 
educators, in the domain of air quality. This system's design-goals include allowing 
modellers and decision-makers to generate, incorporate and understand new 
information with minimal effort, providing flexibility to model diverse issues and 
scales and contributing to a community modelling and analysis system. This 
system includes several components and tools for building air quality models: an 
air quality simulation platform, a model configuration manager, a package for 
analysis and visualisation, emissions processing package, a graphical computation 
manager, and an experimental opt im isation -based strategy development tool. This 
project originated as part of a cooperative agreement with EPA's Office of 
Research and Development in order to help the agency develop the next- 
generation air quality modelling system. It has expanded via a number of 
prototyping projects and is moving toward encompassing other aspects of 
environmental decision support. 
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Now that we have presented a review of examples of DSSs in the field of environmental 
science, we conclude this chapter by explaining in more detail how Al paradigms integrate 
in this class of systems to give rise to decisions. 
3.6 Conclusions 
Environmental management can be a daunting task because so many factors must be 
taken into account. Environmental decision-making involves understanding not only the 
immediate impact of human activity on the environment, but also issues regarding human 
health, economic costs, current and pending regulation, fairness, and sustainability. In 
principle, all of these interrelated factors have a bearing on any decision related to the 
environment. In an area as complex as the environment, the integration of various Al 
paradigms seems to be necessary and can help in many ways. 
Broadly speaking there are three main domains in which Al-paradigm integration can 
make a real difference. 
One domain is the modelling of complex environmental processes. Examples are 
the modelling of air quality, and water quality and treatment. Models can range in 
scope and sophistication from simple formulas that can be evaluated on PCs to 
massive programs that run most effectively on state-of-the-art supercomputers. 
e The second domain is information management. Integrating information from 
diverse sources is necessary to make informed decisions. Main sources of 
information range from field-monitored data to simulation results to documents on 
regulatory policy and often different sources of are best dealt with by different Al 
techniques. 
e The third domain involves modelling the decision process itself and thereby 
providing the structure and support to enable policy makers to take timely, 
balanced decisions that are consistent with the available knowledge about the 
environment. 
More specifically, DSSs including Al-paradigm integration are mainly used in tasks such as 
diagnosis, planning and optimisation. Considering the case of water, an integrated 
architecture should be able to handle incomplete, uncertain and approximate information 
and would have to include (Venkatasubramanian 1994): 
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monitoring: the management of sensors and continuous-analysis equipment; 
domain modelling: a taxonomy for WTW behaviour; 
* numerical control: a tool to deal with basic water-quality characteristics and cost- 
reduction; 
o quantitative- information control: the management of data such as water inflow, pH, 
chlorine level, head loss and dissolved -oxygen concentration; 
e qualitative-information control: the management of microbiological information and 
of data such as water colour, odour and appearance; 
expert knowledge: the experience of managers, biologists and operators of the 
plant; 
* experiential knowledge: the specific knowledge supplied by previously solved 
problems. 
Such architecture not only has to include all these elements, but also has to integrate 
them efficiently in real time. And, often, to easily acquire domain knowledge and to learn 
from past experience can be problematic. Powerful knowledge acquisition tools are 
needed in order to cope with problems on the border of the domain of competence, and 
periodic update and maintenance are necessary to avoid knowledge degradation over 
time. 
Despite the knowledge- i nteg ration efforts of this DSS, several problems remain unsolved 
and impasse situations exist. To improve such a system, the following issues have to be 
dealt with: 
* modelling of process based information for a higher reliability, 
0 better definition of the domain, 
* description of a precise common terminology. 
The research on these points, which will also improve the reusability of the system in 
question, is one of the goals of this thesis and will be described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Design and development of ANNTAX -a 
hybrid Al-based DSS using ANNs and 
Taxonomy 
One of the goals of this research is to explore how Al techniques can be applied to 
make the use of DSSs more reliable and practical for the management of complex 
environmental problems. This goal implies a focus in the areas of: 1) solving complex 
environmental problems using Al techniques in a distributed computing environment, 
2) improving supervisory systems for WTWs, 3) generating different alternative 
strategies to solve problems, and 4) identifying features and prototyping a potential 
architecture for environmental decision support. 
Now, with the proposal of architecture for a new DSS prototype, the ANN and 
taxonomy are not just added, but embedded and integrated into a living environmental 
decision support system for water treatment works. The main characteristic of this new 
system, called ANNTAX, is the integration of several Al techniques (including a 
semantic taxonomy for the representation of the water treatment process). The 
ANNTAX system is built to manage specific WTWs, but the taxonomy- underpinned 
representation of the domain will ease its portability towards other WTWs and other 
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domains. The ANNTAX system is constantly under development in relation with the 
research of the Emerging Technologies group at Thames Water Utilities Ltd. The 
ANNTAX system aims to go a step further in completing the comprehension of WTW 
processes, through the use of the taxonomy and exploiting the data on WTWs. 
In this chapter I first clarify the knowledge-acquisition process used and then explain 
the architecture of ANNTAX and its 3 layers: perception, prediction and action. Also in 
this chapter, I will focus on the design of ANNs and taxonomy. 
4.1 Architecture of ANNTAX 
The architecture of the system has a modular design, to improve understandability, 
reliability and above all modifiability. Modifiability is an important quality for software 
systems, because a large part of the costs associated with these systems is spent on 
modifications. 
The effort, and therefore cost, that is required for these modifications is largely 
determined by a system's software architecture. ANNTAXs architecture basically 
follows a standard vertical decomposition approach: a division is made into many 
specialised subsystems, such as perception, diagnosis, modelling, planning, execution 
and effector-control modules. 
Figure 4.1 contains a block diagram of the top-level decomposition of this architecture. 
The system receives raw data from on-line sensors and the laboratory, goes through a 
reasoning process and sends commands, via the action component, to the on-line 
sensors and effectors. This differs from many other systems, in which the control of 
on-line sensors is responsibility of the perception component. 
Excepting cases of failure, there is a continuous sensory data stream from all on-line 
sensors, which goes directly into the perception component, along with the results of 
laboratory analyses and the commands that were last sent to the effectors. 
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External environment 
Sensors and effectors - t-1 
commands 
ýt Perception r-t -ý Prediction r-t --ý Action ýýt 
ANNTAX 
Figure 4.1 Top-level decomposition of ANNTAX. 
The detailed architecture of ANNTAX is schematised in Figure 4.2 and its action model 
is the following one: 
perception: data gathering and knowledge acquisition; 
prediction: reasoning and learning; 
action: evaluation of alternative scenarios, advising, actuation and supervision. 
4.2 Perception layer of ANNTAX 
The ANNTAX system operates in a domain, which physically consists of a water 
treatment works. In particular, all the physical, chemical and biological measurements 
are gathered in treatment works of Thames Water Utilities Ltd. Some descriptors are 
measured on-line by sensors, other ones are measured off-line, and while other ones 
are calculated. 
4.2.1 Descriptors and data processing 
In the general case, data are collected in various ways, classified and stored into a 
database. Three types of descriptors can be distinguished from the source point of 
view: on-line data coming from sensors; analytical, off-line data, both quantitative and 
qualitative; and calculated descriptors. 
On-line source. On-line sensor data include diverse digital signals on the state of the 
mechanical equipment of the WTW (e. g., pump's engine on/off, blower functioning at 
high/low velocity, electro-valve open/closed, floodgate open/closed, automatic grids' 
engine on/off). Apart from these mechanical equipment signals, on-line sensor data 
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Figure 4.2 The ANNTAX architecture 
include many analogical signals, which are more interesting in view of the supervision 
task: flow rates (at inflow, primary filtrate, backwash flow rate, by-pass, internal recycle) 
and physical descriptors, such as pH and turbidity at each compartment of the filter 
tank. On-line sensor data acquisition is accomplished by the PLCs network of the 
WTW. The set of PLCs is connected to a master-PLC, which transmits the whole on- 
line sensor data-set to the PC where the SCADA resides. 
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Off-line source. Analytical, off-line data can be quantitative and qualitative. 
Quantitative descriptors are provided by analyses of samples collected daily at various 
locations of the WTW, while qualitative descriptors are supplied by daily in situ 
macroscopic observations or by laboratory microscopic examinations. A few 
quantitative descriptors (e. g., the conductivity in some WTWs) are measured by 
mobile, not-on-line sensors. In situ observations are recorded through the control of 
WTW's performance, media depth and sand characteristics; they are recorded in the 
laboratory database once a day and from there transmitted to the PC where the DSS 
resides. Microbiological determinations are generally carried out once or twice a week 
and they are not always recorded regularly (at constant intervals of time) in the 
laboratory database; therefore they are introduced manually to the PC where the DSS 
resides, through a user-friendly interface. 
Calculated descriptors. Combinations of quantitative data allow calculating more 
general process descriptors, such as chloramines ratio, total phosphoric acid residual, 
filter media depth, water and air dispersion coefficients, and bulk ammonia test. The 
relative abundance [abundant, common, frequent, occasional and rare] of the various 
microbiological species and the predominant filamentous organisms and protozoan is 
also calculated. 
From an environmental point of view, data can be classified as physical, chemical and 
microbiological descriptors. 
Physical and chemical descriptors. Among the available physical and chemical 
descriptors, the most relevant ones are selected on the basis of human experience, 
tradition and utility measures, although automatic methods exist that can make this 
selection. Chosen descriptors are then used by the ANNTAX system. The modelling 
and application of these descriptors, both in chemical engineering and Al systems, are 
well documented in bibliography. 
Microbiological descriptors. The modelling of microbiological descriptors exists in the 
scope of biological disciplines, but it has not yet been integrated into a decision 
support system dedicated to environmental issues, such as the ANNTAX system. In 
this section we describe the methodology followed in the knowledge acquisition 
related to ANNTAX 
In a WTW, the identification of the microorganisms of the algae population is generally 
carried out at the laboratories of the plant and generates qualitative off-line data. 
In the 
first phase of the development of the DSS, after the identification of 
WTW's 
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microorganisms, a comparative study of the communities of different treatment works 
was accomplished, to understand which is the influence of biological variability at a 
geographical level. A set of microbiological descriptors was then selected to be used 
by the system. For the maintenance of a high performance throughout the domain (the 
different WTW's), this descriptors set needs to be broad enough to obtain a 
representational database with a relatively ample number of instances. Referring to 
portability, the descriptors available only in the minority of the treatment works are not 
very useful in the development of the main knowledge bases of the system, but they 
can be used as specific-domain knowledge for specially developed modules. Finally, 
missing and incomplete information does not represent a problem in principle, but only 
a factor of increasing uncertainty. Data about descriptors require to be validated, 
integrated into one uniform timescale and discretized before being used for diagnosis. 
We need to move from raw data to interpreted data. 
Data validation. A checking procedure for the existence of the data and for 
correctness of the data values is carried out. This procedure can be summarised by 
the following sub-tasks: 
Detecting whether all data have been measured and whether they exist in the 
database in a machine-readable form. 
Monitoring the correctness of the values of the data (i. e., negative or out-of range 
values for chemical analyses of raw water; e. g., in a given plant, the inflow rate cannot 
be higher than 700MI/day). 
Updating the database. All the descriptors have a sampling rate (e. g., on-line sensor 
data are updated every 15 s, while analytical ones are imported once a day) and a 
validity time interval for their values (e. g., 36 hours for inflow- turbidity and 3 days for 
dominant-Algae-species). Once this interval has expired, the stored value of a 
descriptor is considered meaningless and a new value has to be acquired by the 
system or introduced by the user. 
Discretization. Discretization is important in pre-processing of data. Any discretization 
process is defined by a set of cuts over domains of descriptors. In our study, 
quantitative descriptors are in general discretized using three modalities (two cuts): 
low, normal and high values. 
Figure 4.3 shows a mind map of various physical, chemical and microbiological 
descriptors of a WTW designed as a part of ANNTAX system. 
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4.3 Prediction Layer of ANNTAX 
Once all data have been interpreted, the use of prediction tools begins. Prediction is a 
basic process for decision making 'in water treatment. It is built on specific data 
accumulated through years of operation in a particular works (ANN) to obtain very 
good results in water treatment management. 
ANN modelling has changed as computer technologies have changed. First, 
mainframes were required to run simple computer models. Then, with the advent of 
personal computers (PCs), models were developed which could be run on individual 
computers. Now, the new technology gaining popularity is the Internet. The Internet 
poses new challenges, like file storage on a client or server computer, but also 
provides new techniques for ANN modellers. This section will focus on some of the 
most promising techniques for ANN modelling via the Internet. The main purpose of 
this section is to provide a general overview of these techniques within the context of 
ANN modelling. Each technique is defined and then compared and contrasted with 
other techniques. 
4.3.1 The web-based ANN 
A web-based ANN is a special type of recall only neural network, specially made to be 
run on the Internet. Thus, it can be used as a part of the web page, or included in a 
web site. 
The Internet provides automatic access to our ANN models from all parts of the 
company. If we want to make something that could be used by a lot of staff around 
the company, we have two options: 
* Give each of them a copy of the ANN model software, and instructions to 
install it locally. This is the typical option. However, this option requires a 
logistic infrastructure to work properly, such as vast net of distributors, 
installers etc. The users need to have enough knowledge to install it or call 
someone to install it on their machines. They can access the model only from 
their local machines. Any new version or modification of the model has to be 
distributed. 
Publish the ANN model on the Internet. In this case: We have to only take care 
of the published ANN model. We do not need a network of distributors and 
installers. We do not need to install it. We can update the ANN model as often 
as we want. We have access to the latest version from anywhere in the 
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company through any machine. We do not have to buy any specific hardware. 
We can use the hardware that has been installed. 
Standard ANN software are generally inflexible with type and configuration of models, 
and impose several restrictions on compatibility and implementation. Hence, it is 
cheaper, more efficient, and easier, to solve any problem if we use a web-based ANN 
model instead of a traditional one. 
At the simplest level, the Internet resembles a large network or web of interconnected 
computers. Just like mainframes and PCs, the Internet can run programs to read, 
write, store, and delete files. What makes the Internet different than mainframes and 
PCs is that a user can do these file actions on other computers in the network. That is, 
a user or "client" can manipulate files from someone else's computer or from a 
"server. " Mainframes had a similar setup with terminals and a server, but the terminals 
usually did not perform any computation; they just provided an interface to mainframe 
programs. PCs allowed running programs and file manipulation, but only on the client's 
computer. The following section will detail some of the most promising techniques 
available for web-based ANN modelling. 
4.3.2 Techniques for construction of web-based ANN 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
One of the simplest techniques for applying hydrologic models to the Internet is 
through the capabilities of HTML. Vander Veer (1997) states, "HTML is a character- 
based method for describing and displaying Web page content. " It is not a 
programming language, but a formatting method. To change the size, font, or colour of 
some text, one surrounds the text with tags. A browser uses these formatting tags to 
change the display of the text when a file with HTML is read. Tags can cause text to 
act as a link to another web page or can be used to add multimedia elements, such as 
pictures or sound, to a web page. Scripts and programs (to be covered later) are also 
added to a web page using the appropriate tags. 
Used independently from other techniques, HTML provides ways to organise and 
display information and to access sites with downloadable models. HTML does not 
provide calculation methods for models, but can be used to structure information 
in 
ways that are helpful to model users. For example, there are numerous web sites 
that 
use HTML to provide sample data sets, online help, and 
downloadable executable files 
for different hydrologic models. While HTML does not actually perform the modelling, 
the web site for a model can arrange the information to 
best address the users' needs. 
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Use of HTML provides hydrologic models with constantly updated online 
documentation and globally accessible distribution. 
HTML also provides the foundation on which to build all other web site features. These 
features can be added through the use of CGI (common gateway interface) scripts, 
JavaScript, Java, and third-party software. Each of these three techniques has 
characteristics which make them unique from each other and better suited to address 
certain modelling needs. 
CGI (Common Gateway Interface) Script 
By using server-side scripts, CGI scripts allow a web page to be dynamic (Wooldridge 
and Morgan, 1997). A scripting language, as opposed to a programming language, is 
interpreted, not compiled. When a script is called, an interpreter goes line by line 
through the script and executes the code immediately. This is different than a 
programming language, where the code is initially compiled into an executable file and 
this file is later run to perform some action (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1997). Usually 
scripting languages are easier to use than programming languages, because they 
contain fewer features than programming languages (Vander Veer, 1997). Most CGI 
scripts are written in Perl, a scripting language with interpreters for all server platforms. 
By being server-side and dynamic, CGI scripts have several capabilities that HTML 
does not. First and foremost, CGI can produce new web pages based on interactive 
user perception. For instance, most web pages where a client fills out an online form 
use CGI. The HTML tag for the submit button contains the URL for the CGI script. 
When the client clicks a "submit button", the server-side script is sent the form data. 
The script processes the data and sends back a new web page to the client. This new 
web page may just be a pre-existing HTML file confirming that the form data was sent 
or a newly created HTML file based on the form data. CGI scripting has the ability to 
write new files to a server (Cornell and Horstmann, 1996). 
However, the utility of CGI comes at a price. Because it is server-side, CGI scripting 
has issues with development, platform compatibility, data storage, and security. Server 
administrators often store CGI script in a special location in a server, usually a directory 
named cgi-bin. The security structure of this directory is specially developed to allow 
the script to read and write files. To test a script, a developer must have the proper 
interpreter for the scripting language and platform (UNIX, Windows, Macintosh). In 
addition, the developer must have access to the cgi-bin directory to 
debug CGI scripts 
and will need to understand the data exchange protocol 
between HTML and servers. 
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Depending on the purpose of the CGI script, the developer will need to carefully create 
scripts that do not threaten server security or available memory storage. For example, 
if the CGI script writes a number of files to the server every time the script is run, the 
developer will need to make sure the server has enough space to handle the load and 
some mechanism to delete specific files. 
Another issue is server speed. Since the script must be interpreted each time it is run, 
a lengthy, complicated script may take considerable time to run. Other time lags are 
added by the client's Internet connection speed, number of users on the server, server 
processor speed, and transmission delays caused by general Internet traffic. As a 
result, the client may have to wait a long time to obtain results from a CGI script. 
For certain applications, like submitting form data, CGI scripts work well. However, 
other techniques have been developed which attempt to overcome some of the 
shortcomings of CGI scripts. 
JavaScript 
JavaScript is a client-side scripting language specifically developed to extend HTML 
(Vander Veer, 1997). Like CGI scripting, JavaScript is interpreted, not compiled. 
However, the interpreter for JavaScript is a web browser, not a special interpreter for 
the given scripting language and platform. JavaScript works within the web browser to 
give advanced features to HTML and more control over browser characteristics. While 
HTML can change the size and colour of text of a web page, JavaScript can change 
the browser window size or the display of browser tool bars. JavaScript can respond 
to user perception from the keyboard or mouse to per-form some action and allows 
more advanced interfaces like drop-down lists or "radio" buttons (Vander Veer, 1997). 
JavaScript works by being embedded into an HTML file using a special tag. When the 
file is loaded into a web browser, the JavaScript interpreter in the browser goes line by 
line through the JavaScript code. This allows dynamic elements to be embedded into a 
web page. Instead of sending a brand new web page in response to client perception 
(like CGI scripts, ) JavaScript can maintain portions of the web page, while changing 
other portions to respond to perception (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1997). 
Being client-side, instead of server-side, gives JavaScript certain advantages over CGI 
scripting. Data storage and security issues of CGI scripting are overcome, because 
JavaScript can not write files to the server and does all interpretation on the client's 
computer. An HTML file with JavaScript is stored like other web pages on a server and 
copied to the client's memory cache when loaded by the browser. 
The server does not 
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need to create new files or find space to store them. Only a web browser is needed to 
interpret JavaScript, so that web pages with JavaScript can be tested and developed 
with less trouble than CGI scripts. The speed for JavaScripts is also faster, since new 
files are not being created and all calculations are being done on the client's computer 
(Wooldridge and Morgan, 1997). 
JavaScript, despite its advantages over CGI scripting, still has several shortcomings. 
While being client-side gives JavaScript distinct advantages, its inability to write files to 
the server is a major drawback for hydrologic modelling. Traditionally, hydrologic 
models have been based around file creation. An perception file is created for a model, 
the model runs and creates an output file. While JavaScript does allow files to be 
saved to the client's computer, these files are only copies of the HTML code, graphics, 
or text on the web page display. Because of the security restriction posed by being 
client-side, JavaScript does not have the file percept ion/output routines that are 
commonly used to save data (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1997). 
Another concern for developing applications with JavaScript is the programming 
language itself. JavaScript is an object-based language that uses built-in and user- 
defined objects. This is different than procedural languages, like FORTRAN, which 
perform instructions in sequential order. Object-based languages are also slightly 
different than object-oriented languages, like C++, because object-based languages 
do not support inheritance. Inheritance is the ability to create a new object that inherits 
the characteristic of existing objects (Vander Veer, 1997). In addition, JavaScript is not 
completely standardised. According to Wooldridge and Morgan (1997), JavaScript was 
originally written for use with Netscape Navigator, while Microsoft created a JavaScript 
clone called JScript for Internet Explorer. While Microsoft claimed that JScript was 
100% compatible with JavaScript, Wooldridge and Morgan (1997) cite numerous 
examples of incompatibility, mostly based around the interactions between the script 
and web browser page elements. 
Despite these shortcomings, JavaScript probably provides the best balance of learning 
difficulty with advanced features for beginning web programmers. In an attempt to go 
beyond the capabilities of JavaScript, the Java programming language was developed. 
Java 
Java and JavaScript are two separate and different languages. Java is a platform 
independent, object-oriented programming language. Being platform independent 
makes Java code the same for UNIX, Windows, and Macintoshes. Java code, like 
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other programming languages, can be compiled into computer programs. However, 
Java code can also be converted into applets, which can be run on a web page. 
Cornell and Horstmann (1996) describe how Java code is converted into class files, 
which are used to run a program through a web page applet. This conversion to class 
files is much more complex than a web browser just interpreting JavaScript. 
Java applets can be used in a web browser that is Java enabled. Using the proper 
HTML tag, an applet can be embedded into a web page, usually within a window or in 
a separate frame. The applet acts like an independent program within the web page. 
Therefore, Java applets can do many things, like dynamic graphics, that JavaScript 
cannot. Java, however, cannot alter web browser characteristics like JavaScript, since 
an applet's scope is limited to the window or frame in which it is running. 
One big advantage of Java over JavaScript is the ability to access files. Java can read 
files from a server or a client computer. Java can also be used to write CGI scripts, so 
files can be written to the server. Still, Java applets currently can not write files to a 
client's computer. Cornell and Horstmann (1996) indicate this restriction is not an 
inherent part of Java and may be removed for future versions. 
The file perception/output problem is indicative of the major shortcoming of Java: it is a 
very new programming language. Even more than JavaScript, Java is not standardised 
and its capabilities change significantly between different versions. Because of this, the 
software used to compile and debug Java is still very crude and difficult to use. Future 
versions of Java will also need to adjust to the increased use of third-party software, 
namely Netscape Plug-Ins and Microsoft ActiveX components, which add specific 
extended features to a web page. As a result, Java is a powerful technique for 
modelling on the Internet, although difficult to use or trust. 
Third-Party Software: Helper Application, Plug-in and ActiveX, and 
Server-Side Software 
When web browsers were first being constructed, their developers realised that users 
might often want to extend the browser's features beyond what is easily available 
through HTML (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1997). One very simple way to do this is 
through the use of helper applications. If the browser is asked to load a file in a format 
it is not designed to handle, it can prompt the client to load the file using an existing 
software program on the client's computer. The browser can store the association 
between this format and the helper application, so the next time this file format is 
loaded, the application will automatically start. Helper applications can allow file 
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perception and output to the client's computer, while CGI scripting, JavaScript, and 
Java cannot currently accomplish these tasks. 
Any existing program on the client's computer can act as a helper application. While 
this can greatly extend the ability of a web browser to deal with files, there are several 
major shortcomings (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1997). First, the client must wait while 
the new program loads. If the program is memory intensive, there may not be enough 
memory to allow operation of both the browser and the program. Second, the 
program has no interaction with the web page, so that the program acts independently 
of the browser. The client must leave the web browser interface to use the helper 
application. Third, the client must have the proper version of the helper application 
software for his or her computer platform (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1996). The web 
browser acts as an FTP program for the client and the file is copied from the server to 
the client. 
To overcome these shortcomings, web browser developers have created components 
that can be embedded into a web page. Specifically, Netscape calls their components 
Plug-Ins and Microsoft calls theirs ActiveX. Both Plug-Ins and ActiveX components are 
platform specific programs that work with the web browser to add some new features 
to a web page, such as the ability to play a sound file or show a movie clip. Usually 
these components are very feature specific, making them smaller than helper 
applications, but also more limited. Like a helper application, Plug-Ins and ActiveX 
components are loaded on the client's computer and called when a certain file format 
is requested on a web page. Since these components work within a web page, they 
can begin to run as a file is being loaded, instead of waiting for the file to be entirely 
copied to the client (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1996). Both Plug-Ins and ActiveX are 
added to web pages using specific HTML tags and can communicate with JavaScript 
and Java components in the web pages (Vander Veer, 1997). 
However, there are some serious drawbacks for Plug-Ins and ActiveX. Plug-Ins and 
ActiveX components are very browser dependent. Vander Veer (1997) indicates that 
Microsoft planned to have Internet Explorer compatible for Plug-Ins and Wooldridge 
and Morgan (1996) said that Netscape Navigator would support ActiveX. In fact, the 
compatibility varies from totally incompatible to highly compatible depending on the 
version of Navigator Netscape and Internet Explorer. For example, older versions of 
Netscape can not use any ActiveX components, while newer versions of Internet 
Explorer can only use older Plug-in components. Adding to this problem is the 
platform dependence of Plug-Ins and ActiveX components, and the need to 
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continuously update components for certain file formats. What often happens is that a 
client must continually update their Plug-Ins and ActiveX components until they find 
that their browser is too old to support the newest component. Ultimately, they have to 
obtain a newer browser version and start the cycle over again. This is especially true 
for new technologies such as streaming sound files or video files over the Internet, 
where file formats are continually expanded and changed. 
Other significant drawbacks for Plug-Ins and ActiveX components relate to 
programming and development. Each component must be created for a specific 
platform and written in a programming language that can be compiled into the proper 
format for a Plug-In or ActiveX (Wooldridge and Morgan, 1996). Of the techniques 
listed so far in this chapter, Plug-In or ActiveX components are by far the most difficult 
to program. However, these components also provide some way for file perception 
and output to the client's computer through the web page. 
Server-side software provides a server-based alternative to Plug-Ins and ActiveX. This 
very specialised software is designed to be run on a server and deliver specific features 
to a web site. Server-side software can run server programs and perform file 
perception and output to the server. Because the software must account for the server 
and client, run programs, and manage files, developing new server-side software is 
even more difficult than designing new Plug-In or ActiveX software. Most applications 
which use server-side software purchase pre-existing server-side software for a 
specific feature, such as geographic information systems (GIS). 
Another shortcoming of server-side software is the security and file management issue. 
Like CGI scripting, the designer of server-side software must account for file 
perception, output, and storage space for these files. This level of control over files 
requires the server to have less security in certain directories. In addition, server-side 
software may require several programs to be running simultaneously to produce a 
desired output file. If the server is being used by many clients, the computing load may 
cause a slow response to client requests. 
Active Server Pages 
Microsoft@ Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side scripting environment that we 
can use to create and run dynamic, interactive Web server applications. With ASP, we 
can combine HTML pages, script commands, and COM components to create 
interactive Web pages and powerful Web-based applications that are easy to develop 
and modify. Organisations will use the Active Server Pages technology to put a 
Web 
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front end on existing business solutions, or to create entirely new Web-based 
applications. Since ASP provides a very open development environment, with support 
for both Microsoft Visual Basic@, Scripting Edition (VBScript) and JScriptTM' 
organisations can leverage the investments they already have in these scripting 
languages. 
4.3.3 Active Server Pages: the language for ANNTAX web- 
based ANN 
A static page remains constant until it is updated and republished. These pages were 
not interactive and developers had to physically enter any new information. With the 
advances in software and hardware, dynamic pages are being used to make the 
Internet more interactive. A dynamic page has the ability to change every time a user 
goes to the page. The advantage is that the developer does not have to enter new 
information every time the client wants the page to be updated. A well-developed site 
will allow client to add, remove, or update material without any background in 
programming. In addition, this allows a user to customise a page so that it may contain 
material that only the user wants to see. The central concept in a dynamic page is that 
a web server does the processing before passing information back to the client. 
Server technologies for dynamic pages 
Most dynamic pages are built using server-side script. Number of scripting languages 
are available for providing dynamic pages. PERL was the first scripting language used 
to create dynamic web pages. The technology used was the so-called CGI (Common 
Gateway Interface) scripting languages to create the customised code. 
Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI). 
To eliminate the problems associated with CGI applications, server-side scripting 
language like PHP, JSP, ASP etc. were introduced. Microsoft introduced a new server 
technology known as Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI). It 
takes just as long to load an ISAPI application as a CGI program, but the server 
doesn't destroy ISAPI applications at the end of each request. Instead, they stay 
loaded, either as long as the server is running or for a pre-determined length of time. 
ASP is an ISAPI application. It's a single Dynamic Link Library (DLL) (asp. dll) that 
parses files and executes the code they contain. Active Server Pages is an open, 
compile-free application environment in which we can combine HTML, scripts, and 
reusable ActiveX server components to create dynamic and powerful Web-based 
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business solutions. Active Server Pages enables server-side scripting for IIS with native 
support for both VBScript and Jscript. " 
Some of the features of ASP are: 
o ASP is language independent, 
* ASP is compiler free, 
9 ASP code resides in text files, 
9 ASP code times out, 
* ASP applications are usually small. 
Active Server Pages files have a asp extension and are composed of standard HTML 
and some script-logic (usually VBScript, JavaScript, Perl, etc). With ASP, the code is 
written in the HTML page itself. The HTML tags and the code are side by side. 
Client-server model 
ASP is based on client-server model. When the server receives a browser's HTTP 
'request' for a asp file, it executes (from top to bottom) any script contained in the file 
and dynamically adds HTML to the rest of the file prior to sending the "response" to 
the browser. In other words, the ASP script causes the server to dynamically generate 
HTML to be sent to the client. This process has been graphically illustrated below in 
Figure 4.4. 
Client requests 
ASP file 
Server returns HTML 
text to client 
II 
Server locates 
the ASP file on 
the hard drive 
and parses it, 
removing all 
ASP script and 
replacing it 
with HTML 
Client 
Servers 
Figure 4.4 Client-server model 
Running an ASP page 
For running, an ASP page requires either Microsoft's Personnel Web Server or Internet 
Information Server. Personnel Web Server is intended to run on. Microsoft Windows 95 
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or 98, or Microsoft Windows NT Workstation. Personnel Web Server can be 
downloaded freely from Microsoft's site. 
Internet Information Server (IIS) is Microsoft's professional Web server. It is designed to 
run on Windows NT server. The latest version of IIS is 5.0, which shipped with 
Windows 2000. ASP 3.0 is shipped with IIS 5.0 and installed automatically when IIS 
5.0 is installed. 
Creating an ASP page. 
An ASP page can be created using any text editor. As we have already seen, an ASP 
page is a combination of Text, HTML tags and ASP script commands. ASP scripts are 
differentiated from HTML by using <% and %> tags. The text that appears in between 
<% and %> is designated as ASP code. This is what the server process before it 
sends the page to the Web browser. The following example shows a simple HTML 
page that contains a script command: 
<HTML> 
<BODY> 
This page was last refreshed on <%= Now 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
The VBScript function 'Now' returns the current date and time. When the Web server 
processes this page, it replaces <%= Now %> with the current date and time and 
returns the page to the browser. It may look like the following: 
This page was last refreshed on 8/6/00 2: 20: 00 PM. 
ASP exposes seven built-in objects, which makes a programmer's job easy. These are 
Response Object, Request Object, Application Object, Session Object, Server Object, 
ObjectContext Object and ASPError Object. These objects can be used to send an 
HTML page to the browser, retrieve information from the browser, communicate with 
the server, cache data for application, and handle errors. For instance, the following 
script uses two objects 'response' and 'request ', where one will gather the IP address 
(request) and the other (response) will output that to the browser. 
<% Response. Write (Request. ServerVariables(" REMOTE-AD DR")) %> 
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Databases and ASPA 
Major breakthrough in dynamic pages occurred when databases were able to 
integrate into web pages. Database have been the main vehicle through which 
organisations of all kinds have made structured textual and other data available for 
data processing. Several advantages are seen for web-enabled databases: 
* Global access to data that is in public domain, e. g. bibliographic, statistical, full 
text, image and multimedia databases; 
* Wide access to data that is not in public domain but needs to be shared 
between different locations of a given enterprises, e. g. a multinational bank with 
branches all over the world, or between an organisation and its vendors; 
0 Platform -independent access to data and information; 
* Dynamic updating of data ensuring that live data is available globally for use by 
decision makers, customers, vendors, etc. This is becoming particularly 
important in the rapidly growing e-commerce sectors; 
e The fact that a single interface, i. e. the Internet browser is all that is needed on 
the client machine to access databases across the internet, and 
9 The possibility for developing and delivering interactive solutions and for the 
collection of valuable feedback, reactions, analyses, and user preferences for 
use in business and other decisions. 
At one time, connecting to a database was a difficult job. Databases came in a variety 
of formats and a programmer needs to know low-level API (application programming 
interface) for every database he wants to use. ASP made it simple through ActiveX 
Data Object (ADO). An ADO comes with ASP and allows us to connect to a database 
easily. ADO contains six objects, which includes a Connection Object, Recordset 
Object, Error Object, Field Object, Command Object and Parameters Object. Out of 
this Connection Object and Recordset Object are the frequently used objects. 
The Connection Object is used to connect to a data source. Obtaining a connection is 
the first step to working with databases. A connection can be either a DSN or DSN- 
less connection. DSN stands for data source name. In a DSN connection, a system 
DSN has to be created in the ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) Manager. 
A Recordset Object is used to work with the data in a table. It can be used to read 
through the rows of a table, modify the rows of a table, or collect new data to be 
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added to the table. The following scripts illustrate the use Of Connection and 
Recordset Object. 
Creating and Opening a connection 
Dim objConn 
Set objCon n =Server. CreateObjcet("ADO DB Connection") 
ObjConn. ConnectioString= TRIVER= (Microsoft Access 
Driver(*. mdb)l; "&-"DBQ=C: \My Documents\book. mdb" 
objConn. Open 
%> 
Creating and Opening a Recordset 
<% 
Dim objRS 
Set obj RS =Server. CreateObject("ADO D B. Recordset ") 
ObjRS. Open, "tablename", objConn ... adCmdTable 
%> 
After opening a recordset, the records can be read using any Visual Basic Control 
Structure. 
SQL and ASP 
Another feature of ASP is that SQL statements can be effectively used to query a 
database. It can use along with the RecordSet object and retrieve the specified 
records in a table. This makes the application small and a programmer's job easy. The 
following code illustrates the use of SQL statement in an ASP page to retrieve an 
author name from a table named book. 
Dim strSQL 
strSQL="SELECT * FROM book WHERE author='AuthorName' 
Dim objRS 
Set objRS=Server. CreateObject("ADODB. Recordset") 
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ObjRS. Open, strSQL, objConn 
%> 
Active Server Pages technology makes server-side scripting available to users of 
varying levels of programming skill. By learning a little VBScript and embedding that 
code within a web page, the user who is not a professional programmer can achieve 
some very professional -looking results with ASP. A library can use this technology for 
starting new web based information services and customising the existing services. For 
instance, creating a catalogue of printed and electronic sources of information, starting 
a message board in the library site, automated SDI service, conducting online user 
survey, hosting locally developed database to web, etc are many to choose. It's up to 
the library to decide how to use it by taking care of the user needs. 
4.3.4 Design of the ANNTAX web-based ANN 
Permanent storage tables 
Our data will be located as tables in our database, each of which contains fields where 
the data will be placed. 
BPN-originaL To store all perception patterns. It contains the fields Layer-number, row, 
column, value, pattern -code- name. 
For example, we can write the pattern number in the columns and the pattern items in 
the rows. 
Example: Suppose we have three strings: 
1. '000111000' corresponding to 'Shapel' 
2. '000000111' corresponding to 'Shape2' 
3.111000000' corresponding to 'Shape3' 
Each string has 9 elements, so we have three patterns of three items. If we design "I P 
to the perception layer, our first record of the table would be the following: 
Layer-number: 1 
Row: 1 (First element) 
Column: 1 (First string) 
Value: 0 (the first element of the first string has value 0) 
Pattern-name: Shapel (The name of the first string) 
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In other words, we will have a table with 27 records (3 shapes and 9 elements) 
So at this point we have a database with the BPN-original table filled with the patterns 
we want to recognise. Some networks may have patterns of 10000- 1 00oooo or more 
elements. If we consider that each pixel of a graphic file is an element, a file of 200K 
contains more than 200000 pixels. This excessive number of items makes the ANN 
run extremely slow if we are not using a mainframe. 
However, the ANN design and architecture are the same, independent of the number 
of patterns. That is the reason why, in this thesis, will focus on the network architecture 
and we will use small sample patterns to work with. They make ANN run faster and do 
not interfere with the way it is constructed. 
BPN-Weights-OriginaL To store all weights. It contains the same structure as BPN- 
Original. At the beginning, the ANN is not trained, so the table is filled with random 
values. Once the ANN is trained, the values make the perception pattern recognisable. 
These values are stored here. If these values were not stored, we would have to train it 
each time the ANN has to be run. It is a good idea to save the weights values in a 
permanent table apart from the actual work table. Sometimes, when we train the 
network a new perception pattern degrades the performance of the weights and it is 
not unusual for us to try it on again. That is the reason why we have created two 
tables: this one and a second one called BPN-weights that is just used to work with 
the actual pattern. 
Targets - OriginaL To store all target values. It contains three fields: Target-number, 
Target-name and Target-value. 
Example: If we have three possible answers, our first record of the table would be the 
following: 
Target-number: 1 
Target-name: 'Centered pattern' (name of the element) 
Target-value: 0.9 
This means that if the ANN processes an perception pattern and it calculates a value 
of 0.9 for it, the ANN has to answer that the pattern is a 'Centered pattern' or whatever 
we place as a target-name. 
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Temporary Working Tables 
Table 1: BPN. To store the perception pattern we are working with. It has the same 
structure as BPN-Original. 
Table 2: BPN-weights. To store the weights we are working with. It has the same 
structure as BPN-Weights-Original. 
Table 3: Targets. To store target values we are working with. It has the same structure 
as Targets-Original. 
Environmental Variables 
Like any system, the ANN will need some variables to work properly. We will have eight 
variables - Textl to Text8 - to store temporary values. 
Example: 
Text 1 Text =7 reserved for later use 
Text2Text =9 Imaximurn size of each pattern 
Text3Text =8 'total number of patterns stored in the database 
Text4Text =3 'hidden weight layer size 
Text5Text =61 current pattern number 
Text6Text = 0.025 6 minimum acceptable error 
Text7Text = 1000 'number of iterations before finishing training 
Text8Text = 0.5 'learning momentum 
Maximum size of pattems. When the ANN loads the perceptions, it counts the size of 
each one and stores the maximum length in this variable. It is important that all the 
strings may have the same number of elements. If some have a few items, the 
difference must be filled with '0' values. 
Hidden Weight Layer Size. The hidden layer can have a user-defined length. The effect 
that a longer weight layer may cause in terms of effectiveness must be seen in each 
case. Not always does a bigger hidden layer mean a better recognition system, but in 
general a heavier hidden layer means a slow ANN. 
Current Pattern Number When we train the network, we must use all of the database 
patterns. This variable shows the actual pattern number we are using. If we are just 
executing the ANN, it shows the number of the pattern recognised. 
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Minimum Acceptable Error. This is useful only in the training process. A 0.0025 value 
means an acceptable error of 0.25 percent. The network operator must identify the 
tolerance of the ANN recognition in terms of the percentage of error it may admit. If we 
increase the error value, the ANN will be able to recognise 'similar' shapes to the one 
stored in database. If we perception an algae image whose shape is similar to the one 
stored, the ANN will recognise it anyway. However, the ANN will also be able to identify 
false shapes as valid ones. A large mud ball or plastic rugs could be recognised as 
algae, for example. 
Number of iterations before end of training. This is a variable that experience will 
provide the answer to. When we use the above method of minimum error to train the 
ANN, we are saying to it: 
"Run the training algorithm until the error is equal to or less than the minimum error. " 
This is the standard method to train the ANN. However, some ANNs may delay for 
hours or days doing it. If the user detects that the ANN is spending too much time on 
being trained, we can program a safety clause that says: 
"Stop training if more than 1000 iterations have been made and error is still bigger than 
the minimum expected error. " 
It is often useful to reconsider the environment variables or some of the network 
architecture to set it up in a more synchronic way with the reality. 
Learning speed. This is a variable that takes control of the ANN learning. The ANN can 
be configured to learn the new patterns fast, and the ANN will not forget the old strings 
of its memory. 
Main Functions 
We have two processes that can be done by the same program or by different 
programs. 
1. Training of the ANN 
2. Running of the ANN 
We must train the ANN to get the right weights for the patterns each time we add a 
new clataset to the database. That means we have to make the ANN run to let it 
recognise the perception pattern. 
If we have two separate modules - one for training and one fore running - then the 
main function of an ANN for running must: 
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1. Set up the tables, load the perception data and the weights into the ANN, and 
give initial values to the environmental variables 
2. Make a forward propagation of the perception pattern 
3. Get the output value for that perception 
4. Send a message to the use displaying that value. 
A main function in ASP would look like the following: 
Function BPN (bpnpattern) 
'BPN for running only. No training 
st = setup-tables () 
if st = true then 
forwardpropagate (bpnpattern) 
bpn = getoutput () 
MsgBox "Output of pattern "& Str (bpnpattern) &" is: "& Str (bpn) 
End if 
End function 
If we prefer to make the ANN train the weights, then the main function would be the 
following: 
Function BPN2 (bpnpattern, limit) 
'BPN execution complete. Includes training 
Do While Net-Error > limit 
Setup-tables () 
forwardpropagate (bpnpattern) 'requires pattern number 
Calc-output-error (text4. Text) 
Adjust-weights () 
Loop 
I BPN2 = 'Network trained for pattern: & str (bpnpattern) 
End function 
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In summary, the design of the ANNTAX web-based ANN model consists of the 
creation of a web site that could be able to: 
0 Start the program 
Dimension arrays (depending on the network architecture) 
Name the first array "Perception Layer" 
0 Name the last array "Output Layer" 
9 Name the intermediate arrays "Hidden Layers" 
0 Read perception patterns from a database and store them in the perception- 
layer array 
If a database exists with perception -layer weights, then store them in the 
perception -layer weights array 
9 If a database exists with output patterns then store them in the output layer 
array 
0 Propagate: For each hidden layer - get values from the previous layer 
9 Calculate values emerging from the activation function 
0 Multiply these values by the weights of the layer 
0 Send the results to the next layer 
0 Send results of the last hidden layer to the output layer 
* Read output layer values 
e Seek in the output description database the meaning in words of the output 
values 
0 Send report to the network operator using the meaning of the output values 
0 Execute the default program for the output value 
e End network 
The actions that can be performed based on the network's output could be: 
0 Informative: The program informs that an answer for the perception pattern 
has been found. Example: In a network designed to classify different sizes of 
impurities in water, the ANN model uses the digital image taken from a video 
camera as an perception. The camera focuses on a pipeline in which several 
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different sized impurities are present. The ANN model has to recognise any size 
different from the standard ones and report this fact to the operator. The 
network perception is then the digital image taken from the camera, and the 
output is the identification of the size of the impurity. An informative action 
could be the execution of a warning message onscreen each time that a 
bizarre impurity is found. 
Operative: In this case, after the warning message, the program executes 
some procedure. Going on with the example of the impurities classification, we 
could have an operative action if the program is attached to an process control 
valve and alarm, and it orders the valve to extract a sample of this impurity from 
the pipeline. 
Predictive: In this case, the program uses the ANN model output to forecast 
the behaviour of a variable. Example: ANN model with weather data as an 
perception pattern could be used to make predictions about the future water 
demand, and then spread this information to the proper water resources 
department within the company. 
4.4 Action Layer of ANNTAX 
This layer exploits available data and information provided by the prediction layer to 
provide active decision -support about key actuations in the WTW. This layer includes 
the taxonomy module for inference. 
4.4.1 Motivation for the hybrid application of ANN and 
Taxonomy 
An attractive feature of ANNs is their ability to model highly complex, nonlinear 
relationships in data. ANNs hold great promise in contributing to improved prediction 
models for several reasons. First, burgeoning research and technology continually add 
complexity to science and engineering, thereby decreasing the operator's ability to 
weigh all available and relevant data in their operational judgments. Second, humans 
use heuristics to make decisions that can result in errors. Third, humans and 
ANNs 
have complementary strengths that, when combined, have the potential to surpass the 
abilities of either alone. 
To fully exploit the human strengths in decision -making, a 
WTW taxonomy (fully 
described in the next section) is integrated with the ANNs mentioned 
in previous 
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section. The hierarchical structure and the topics of the taxonomy can help to 
understand the impact of ANN's decision on the rest of the WTW. 
The taxonomy is normally static. The ANN model and taxonomy work independently 
and they both produce as output a diagnostics on the state of the plant. The result of 
the inference of the taxonomy is both: 
an interpretation of the ANN model's prediction information (e. g. 'I received 
information related to the answer from the ANN of the following operational 
problems ... ' or 'The answer was obtained searching the following classes ... ). 
9 an explanation of the process of decision-making about different topics 
including risk classification, action and communications of the ANN's prediction 
information (e. g. 'We have a odour situation' or 'I do not know the risk of 
implementing such action, as a result of prediction information from the ANN 
model to solve the operational problem). 
4.4.2 Advantages of using the ANNTAX taxonomy 
The main reasons for the development of taxonomy for water treatment are described 
in this section: 
Terminological confusion. In the domain of water treatment, many different 
experts work together. Their disciplines of Taxonomies are: Al, chemical engineering, 
chemistry, computer science, environmental engineering, and microbiology. Each 
Taxonomy uses a particular vocabulary (a precise common terminology does not 
exist). There are no rules helping in the use of each term. Synonyms exist. Some term 
can be used in different disciplines with similar, but not identical, meanings (semantic 
differences appear using the same term in different disciplines). All these reasons 
reflect the need for the creation of a unified, complete and consistent terminology, 
which can be used in different formal contexts and applications related to the water 
treatment domain. The taxonomy is a practical way to achieve this goal. 
Domain modelling. The taxonomy wants to model not only the terminology but 
also the entire domain of water-treatment processes and management, with particular 
attention to the activity of the operational component. Moreover, taxonomy encodes 
deeper process knowledge with respect to existing knowledge-based systems. 
Reuse. The taxonomy is created to be easily reusable. We clearly identify the 
environmental processes involved and the development steps in the taxonomy 
construction, but we do not assess the cost-effectiveness of the reuse of this particular 
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taxonomy. Reusing taxonomy is far from being an automated process. It requires not 
only consideration of the taxonomy, but also of the tasks for which it is intended. 
Before being reused, taxonomy could have to be translated and trustworthy, fully 
automatic translators are unlikely to be forthcoming in the foreseeable future. 
Nevertheless, we think that in many cases knowledge reuse can be cost-effective, and 
that it would take significantly longer to design the knowledge content of this taxonomy 
from scratch in other applications. In some cases, knowledge engineers working in 
other WTW's will only need to worry about creating the specialised knowledge and 
reasoners relative to specific tasks of their system. In general, this approach should 
facilitate building bigger and better systems cheaply. It should also lead to a greater 
diffusion of these systems. 
4.4.3 Risk Communication and Action 
Risk is viewed and defined differently by different people; their concepts of risk are 
partially influenced by their cognitive and affective states, their values, and beliefs. Also, 
their concepts about "safety" and what risks are safer relative to other risks are 
important to their risk decision-making framework (Slovic 2000). Perceptions of risk are 
known to be influenced by many factors, and Taxonomy and non-Taxonomy views of 
risk may differ in important ways; those differences may have significant repercussions 
on risk communication strategies (Kahnemann et al. 1982, Slovic 1987, Weinstein 
1987, Stallen and Tomas 1988). Risk management must address not only risk 
perceptions, but also cognitive processes and social interactions (Fischhoff et al. 1997, 
Bennett and Calman 1999, Slovic 2000). 
The role of risk perception in risk communication and human interrelationships has 
gained greater appreciation in recent decades. For individuals to make informed 
decisions about health risks, they need to understand risks, benefits, tradeoffs 
associated with potential risk management options, the limits of their own knowledge 
about related issues, and the limits of others' knowledge. People tend to: 
Simplify risk information that they receive, 
0 Find it difficult to change their minds after their views have been set, 
o Remember what they see, 
Have trouble detecting evidence that has not been presented to them, 
Disagree more about what risk is than how extensive a risk is, and 
Have difficulty seeing the discrepancies in risk-related disputes. 
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Additionally, people are unlikely to be interested in a risk issue if they believe they will 
not receive any information they can use to address the risk. The method of 
communication matters as much as the message 
Over the past 25 years, considerable new knowledge has been gained about how 
people form their concepts of risk. Communication research has produced a variety of 
theories and frameworks for analysing health risk communication and its influence on 
risk-reducing behaviour; three major categories are cultural, organisational, and 
psychological (Krimsky and Golding 1992). Cultural theory focuses on the societal 
level, organisational approaches examine formal groups or entities within society, and 
the psychological theories primarily address the individual scale and its fundamental 
importance to the larger scales. To conduct meaningful research and communication 
activities, the underlying theory of the methods used must match the level on which 
decisions are made about the risk. For example, the decision to drink water from the 
tap is made on an individual basis (not an organisational or societal level), so 
psychological theories and research approaches are appropriate. 
For environmental risks, people may assume that most issues are handled through 
governmental policies, but some environmental hazards require voluntary action by 
individuals. Risk communicators must identify the populations at risk and design 
appropriate outreach campaigns (usually but not limited to brochures or mass media 
outlets); however, these methods may reach a very small percentage of the intended 
audience. Even if the right audience obtains the risk information, individuals within the 
group may see themselves as personally not at risk. 
In addition, those responsible for risk communication often do not have the resources 
available to construct a carefully researched communication strategy (Chess et al. 
1991). A critical organisational capacity, then, is the ability to identify which issues are 
most important to communicate, what to communicate about them, who needs to 
know about the issues, and how to facilitate effective communication. This research 
study seeks to increase knowledge about these steps in the context of addressing 
drinking water contaminants. 
Experts have been struggling with effectively communicating environmental issues to 
the public for some time (Buxbaum 1972, Nealey 1979). The one-way "inform and 
educate" method (Weinberg 1997) is often used, but the importance of a two-way 
approach based on people's perceptions, beliefs, and concerns are now widely 
recognised (Blake 1995, Fisher and Chen 1996). Numerous publications lay out 
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guidelines from the theoretical (Chess et al. 1992, Morgan and Lave 1990) to the 
practical (Lum and Tinker 1993, Chess and Hance 1994). 
First, the successful communicator must correctly identify the best target audiences; 
recognise their beliefs, concerns, and needs; and act as a translator between technical 
and cultural concepts, with a goal of mutual understanding among the involved 
participants (Krimsky and Plough 1998). The second step is to discover and 
characterise stakeholders' interests, priorities, needs, and concerns because these 
drive the environmental health agenda (Fischhoff et al. 1981). Decision-makers may 
react by focusing resources on the risk perceptions of the most aggressive citizens, 
rather than focusing on what may be the "true" or perceived risks of less vocal citizens 
(Jones and Klein 1999). 
The method of risk communication is our third consideration. Researchers have shown 
that recipients may be satisfied with the information supplied in risk communication 
efforts, but dissatisfied with the effort to get it to them (Fisher and Chen 1996). The 
more heterogeneous the population, the more important it is to consider all peoples' 
beliefs. Rather than just "informing" people through a brochure, a mix of methods is 
usually more effective. 
4.4.4 Semantic Taxonomy Modelling 
Mental models are a concept in psychology that has developed from decades of 
scientific research. The term refers to webs of belief that all people unconsciously use 
to guide how they interpret information and how they make decisions about different 
topics. Mental models determine how people define a problem, what people pay 
attention to, what they ignore or react to, and what they use as an ideal or example to 
compare against new information. 
People's mental frameworks are highly complex and differ in important but often 
unpredictable ways (Fischhoff and Downs 1997), making it impossible to accurately 
predict how they will respond to communication efforts. One way to address this 
limitation is to conduct empirical research. 
The mental models approach (Morgan et al. 2002) utilises in-depth, targeted 
interviewing to guide an individual through a series of topics, allowing the individual to 
freely express thoughts and beliefs, and encouraging the participant to elaborate on 
topics so his or her perspectives can be explored. The method is best suited 
for 
decision environments in which individuals make judgments about organisations and 
issues on their own, although those judgments may be influenced 
by societal factors. 
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When implemented appropriately, the findings allow researchers to identify not only 
what people think and believe about a topic, but also why they think and feel that way. 
A comprehensive system of beliefs is sought from each person individually interviewed 
and structured analyses are used to evaluate the data among all interviewees. The 
method documents judgments rather than opinions, which are relatively more 
ephemeral, but can also be used. to assess shifts in judgments over time and the 
bases for those changes. 
Mental modelling has also been used extensively to evaluate communication 
strategies. These models can help determine if a risk communication effort will actually 
reflect and respond to lay people's perceptions and concerns-not just what the 
experts (e. g., local officials or WTW managers) think people need to know. Making 
erroneous assumptions about what people perceive as problems can result in 
ineffective or even damaging communication efforts. Comparing data from Experts and 
non-Experts on their views (Taxonomy vs. mental models), knowledge, and beliefs 
about a topic reveals where the two groups have similar and different frameworks. This 
analysis also provides a scientifically sound basis for innovative risk communication 
strategies and methods. 
First, Semantic Taxonomy (hereafter, taxonomy) models are influence diagrams 
representing an overall system. They graphically depict the integration of critical 
technical knowledge and Taxonomy views into a visual representation. Semantic 
taxonomy models are essential management tools because they capture a broad and 
holistic understanding of the issues at hand within any particular system. 
Each node (oval) in an influence diagram (e. g., Figure 4.4) represents a variable, which 
could be positive or negative. An arrow between them indicates that knowing the value 
of the node at the arrow's tail helps in predicting the value of the variable at the head. It 
also illustrates that beliefs about the former can influence beliefs about the latter. There 
may be a causal relationship between linked variables or simply an "informational" link. 
The rectangular nodes represent choices made by a decision-maker. 
In the first part of this research, we characterised the key components of the WTW 
drinking water system and the WTW's response in the event of an emerging drinking 
water contamination issue. The taxonomy model that resulted expanded the 
knowledge of the vision of the WTW as it relates to a possible emerging drinking water 
contaminant and the key stakeholders who would be involved. 
The model was then 
used as the basis for designing taxonomy models research on perceptions of 
TWUL 
customers. A multi-layered taxonomy model was constructed of 
the WTW and the 
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WTWs' responsiveness in the event of an emerging contaminant in the water. An 
emerging contaminant can be understood as a potential pollutant- physical, chemical, 
biological, or radiological in nature-that could have an adverse effect on the source 
water or water at some point in the system, and might be a potential health threat to 
water consumers. 
To begin, the Simple Taxonomy Model was prepared to outline the main "story" of the 
WTW System. The nodes illustrated in the Simple Taxonomy Model (Figure 4.4) are 
indicated by italics in the narrative. A Detailed Taxonomy Model was prepared, which 
expands upon the Simple Model, to depict the next level of variables and influences; it 
is the next layer to the Taxonomy Model (Figure 4.5). The following narrative for the 
Simple Taxonomy Model is provided as an example as to how to read this type of 
influence diagram in mental modelling research. 
The Simple Taxonomy Model of the WTW System provides a general overview of how 
the WTW system operates under usual conditions. Reading from top left to bottom left, 
the system begins with the WTW Customers' Desire for Water. This desire directly 
influences the WTW Governing Policies as well as WTW Draw on Water Sources. 
Influenced by both the WTWM Judgment of Issues and the User Assessment of Value 
of WTW Water and national and state initiatives such as UKWIR (UK Water Industry 
Research) and Office of Water (OFWAT, depicted on the detailed model), the WTW 
Governing Policies are in place to ensure that the customers of W`TW receive safe, 
clean, reliable drinking water. 
The WTW Governing Policies provide the governance framework for the water utility. 
These Policies consequently influence WTW Organisational Effectiveness. WTW 
management is responsible for ensuring that safe, clean, reliable water is delivered to 
the customer. Consequently, Organisational Effectiveness has a direct influence on the 
WTW Draw on Water Sources and WTW Treatment System Efficacy. The W`-FW 
Treatment System Efficacy is also influenced directly by WTW Governing Policies. 
The quality of the water drawn from WTW Water Sources influences the type and 
amount of treatment that the water undergoes before it is distributed for consumption 
by customers. The quality and quantity of the Water Sources are influenced by WTW 
Source catchment Factors. Once the water is treated, the Finished Water is available 
for Consumption by customers in WT W region. The quality and quantity of Finished 
Water can also be influenced by WT W Distribution Storage 
Efficacy. 
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Once the Finished Water reaches the consumer, he or she decides whether or not to 
consume it. The consumer judges Finished Water according to his or her expectations 
of the quality, quantity, and cost of it. The consumer's decision is also influenced by his 
or her perceptions of the competency of WTW treating and delivering the water. This 
judgment is depicted by both User Judgment of Drinking Water and User Judgment of 
System Stewardship respectively. Both of these factors ultimately influence the User 
Assessment of Value of WTW Water. The user's judgment of drinking water and the 
system stewardship will also be influenced by the Quality of Communications from 
WTW. Following Consumption, water that is no longer safe for human use must be 
treated through Receiving Wastewater Treatment Systems. The treated wastewater is 
discharged into Downstream Receiving Watershed. Impacts of Consumption 
describes the positive and negative influences of Consumption and Receiving 
Wastewater Treatment Systems including environmental, health, social, economic, and 
quality of life. 
4,5 Why is ANNTAX better than other DSSs? 
ANNTAX improves DSSs in several ways, but mainly by the introduction of an ANN 
model and the addition of WTW taxonomy. The introduction of the taxonomy helps in 
improving the reliability of decision support, in reusing knowledge and in facilitating the 
portability of ANNTAX In ANNTAX a semantic integration of information exists. In fact, 
a problem that goes beyond syntactic integration is the mapping of semantics of terms 
from different information sources (such as different WTW's), even when these terms 
have been expressed using the same syntactic structures. For instance, even when 
two applications use the same language as their interchange format, how can we be 
sure that the same words in their vocabularies mean the same things? The taxonomy, 
which we introduced, is an instrument to solve semantic problems of this kind. Solving 
part of the existing terminological confusion, ANNTAX matches more properly the 
domain needs. 
Impasse situations are also solved by the new taxonomy. In case of impasse (no 
diagnostics), ANNTAX turns to taxonomy demanding an off-line diagnosis based on its 
deep environmental knowledge. The hierarchical structure and the axioms of 
Taxonomy are what help to diagnose the situation in the case of an impasse of the 
other DSSs, allowing reasoning on different levels of abstraction. 
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In the ANNTAX system the process component is modelled by the taxonomy, and this 
opens new possibilities of search and inference in the process of WTW control. 
An identification of most common process descriptors have been carried out, to 
understand what can be the influence of operational variability at a geographical level, 
together with the standard physical and chemical ones. With Taxonomy it is then 
possible to capture, understand and describe the knowledge about the whole 
environment of a WTW. 
The ANNTAX taxonomy construction followed these steps: 
1. Study of the potential utility and the purposes of the taxonomy. 
2. Knowledge acquisition process: we were able to reuse some existing specific 
encoded knowledge and for the rest we went through interviews with experts 
and texts analysis. 
3. Conceptual isat ion step: characterisation of the domain knowledge through a 
set of standard features, identification of a preliminary list of the objects in our 
domain of discourse (the water) and identification of the properties of these 
objects and the relations that exist over them. 
4. Environment: For situations where the WTW operator has information on 
various unit processes and operations, we chose Microsoft Office as 
development environment for the taxonomy. 
5. Decision about which other existent taxonomies to reuse in the creation of 
taxonomy. 
6. Implementation of a user interface to access the taxonomy's content. 
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Chapter 5 
Implementation of ANNTAX: Case Study I- 
Quantitative prediction of RGPF's Output 
Turbidity and Head Loss 
Rapid Gravity Primary Filter (RGPF)'s output turbidity and head loss are probably the most 
important process parameters of a WTW operation. The objective of this chapter is to 
implement the ANNTAX system to predict the operational performance of an RGPF i. e. 
output turbidity and head loss, in Ashford Common WTW, UK. 
Data on key operational parameters were collected over a 18-month period and were 
used to train and validate the ANN model in the ANNTAX system. The results obtained 
from the ANN model were used by the taxonomy in the ANNTAX system, facilitated 
through a quantitative model, developed specially to regulate the knowledge of WTW 
operators when WTW operators are assumed to behave very logically. 
The combined results proved that the ANN model in the ANNTAX system could predict 
the RGPF head loss and output turbidity, with high accuracy, and the taxonomy in the 
ANNTAX system was able to use those results and regulate the knowledge of WTW 
operators to make efficient decisions regarding important works performance factors like 
backwashing. 
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Section 5.1 gives a brief overview of the background of the application. The RGPF 
process is outlined and the motivation for addressing these factors is discussed. In 
Section 5.2, the process data used for this implementation is described. The 
characteristics of the data and their implications on model development are discussed. 
The development and implementation for the ANN modelling of output turbidity is 
described in section 5.4, head loss is described in section 5.5, and the taxonomy-enabled 
Bayesian inference is described in section 5.6 respectively. This covers the full 
development cycle, from initial results to final model. The final section 5.7 addresses the 
conclusions of this chapter. 
Background and Objectives 
RGPF are the cornerstone of many of WTWs as they offer excellent performance with 
relatively low operating and maintenance costs, and it is specifically because of these 
advantages, that the RGPF is the primary water treatment process favoured by major 
water works around the world. 
A more recently developed type of RGPF are dual media filters that allow the chemical 
dosing of the input water, so improving filter performance. The addition of iron salt 
coagulant causes fine suspensions of silt and algae particles to be combined into larger 
particles. These large particles can be then trapped by the RGPF media, thus producing a 
filtrate with considerably less turbidity than the raw water. Consequently, this increases the 
turbidity removal efficiency, thus increasing the RGPF performance. The new RGPFs are 
termed dual-media as the water passes through a bed comprising a layer each of 
Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) and sand grains. The additional layer of GAC adsorbs 
organic compounds and improves odour removal. RGPF performance is further enhanced 
by the addition of coagulants such as iron sulphate to the raw water. In conjunction with 
this coagulation, ozone is used as an oxidising agent to increase the biodegradable 
material in the water. Figure 5.1 shows the dosing and filtration stages of the advanced 
filters. 
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Figure 5.1 Thames Water Ozone/Coagulation Dosing Plant for RGPFs 
Water treatment using iron based coagulants is a good alternative to aluminium base 
products owing to its good performance in reducing biological decomposition products at 
low pH. Iron products are excellent at inhibiting odour by eliminating hydrogen sulphide. 
The products used for drinking water treatment comply with international standards. 
As water flows through the RGPF, the particles filtered from the raw water build up within 
the filter bed. This build-up causes the head loss across the filter to increase, and can lead 
to a reduction in filtrate quality. A simple feedback control mechanism is used to maintain 
a constant flow rate by the use of an output valve at the bottom of the filter. This is 
gradually opened in response to measured reductions in flow rate. Once the valve is fully 
open the flow rate will drop off until the filter is completely blocked. Before this drop-off 
occurs, the RGPF will usually be taken off-line for cleaning. This cleaning is accomplished 
using a reverse flushing procedure termed "backwashing". Filter backwashing is 
scheduled either at regular time intervals, or as required to a drop-off in filtrate quality (i. e. 
when the turbidity breakthrough occurs), or because of terminal head loss (i. e. when the 
head loss across the filter bed becomes too high and exceeds a predetermined set-point). 
The period between successive backwashes is termed one filter "run". 
Figure 5.2 shows two filter runs under typical operating conditions. Output turbidity can be 
seen to start high due to the disturbance of the previous backwash and quickly lower as 
the filter bed settles (a process termed ripening). Towards the end of the run the filtrate 
quality begins to deteriorate. The head loss over the same run can be seen to start low 
and build up almost linearly until the set point of 2.5 meters is reached. At this point the 
filter is automatically taken off-line and backwashed. 
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Figure 5.2 Example of output turbidity & head loss over two filter runs 
Turbidity is a standard parameter used to express water quality. In addition, filter 
performance is also assessed using a number of other water quality measures: 
0 Particles in the range of 4-80 ýtrn - this range of particles need advanced 
treatment such as ozone pre-oxidation for removal. They fall within the range of 
pesticide contaminants, which has to be monitored and removed under UK Water 
Supply (Water Quality). Water quality measures for such contaminants will allow 
the WTW operator to set the ozone dosing appropriately. 
9 Chlorophyll-a 
0 Particulate organic carbon 
All of the above contribute to the standard turbidity measurement, but each type of 
particle behaves differently within the filter (depending on its size and how it reacts with 
coagulants). This variation can cause problems when building a filter model based on the 
simple turbidity measure. 
The addition of iron salt coagulant causes fine suspensions of silt and algae particles to be 
combined into larger particles, so enhancing filtration. Ozone dosing of the input water 
(pre-ozonation) also affects the coagulation of small particles. 
The addition of iron salt alone can achieve a 70-80% removal of turbidity, but has less 
effect on chlorophyll-a and particles of 4 to 80 [im diameter. Ozone treatment is alone 
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effective at assisting the removal of these larger particles and chlorophyll-a, this achieving 
70-80% removal (while using less coagulant). The combination of sand, GAC, together 
with iron sulphate and ozone, termed Advanced Water Treatment (AWT), consistently 
gives better than 90% particle removal in the 4-80 ýtm diameter range. 
A simple feedback method allows the works operator to manually adjust the iron dosage 
in the RGPF. This technique uses a set of known filtrate responses to a variety of raw 
water and coagulant dose conditions. This was achieved by measuring the percentage 
turbidity removal (between raw water and RGPF output) under various iron dosages. This 
is available as a standard control chart for use in the VVTW control room. 
Precise dosing is crucial to filter performance. With too little coagulants added, trends in 
the turbidity of the incoming water passes through into the filtrate, whereas using too 
much coagulant increases the iron residual (iron that has passed through the filter, 
contaminating the filtrate), and shortens run times, incurring unnecessary expense. 
Filter performance is subject to seasonal effects. Most obviously, periods of peak 
population of various taxa of algae cause particular problems during specific warm periods 
of the year. The chlorophyll-a concentration gives a simple measure of the water's algal 
content. The effect of algae varies depending on its type. Some forms are physically large, 
and quickly block a filter; others are small and pass through unhindered. The algae also 
have the effect of "mopping-up" the iron, reducing its effect. Larger doses are therefore 
required to achieve satisfactory results. Raw water turbidity is also generally much higher 
in the winter months than in the summer. 
A successful ANN model of the filter process would enable the required dosing to be 
specified much more accurately for any given scenario. Such a model is steady state 
rather than dynamic. A dynamic model that updates its prediction in real-time throughout 
the run is not required, as continuous control of the dosing chemicals throughout the run 
is not desired. 
The objectives of implementing the ANNTAX system in this domain are to provide accurate 
predictions of the following: 
The variation in filtrate quality (output turbidity) throughout a run. The target is to 
predict to within 0.05 NTU turbidity during dosed operation. The required accuracy 
varies depending on operating conditions; the main aims are to model: 
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* The filtrate quality during the steady state operation of a dosed run - the 
period of good operation during the middle of a correctly dosed run is the 
most important level to predict accurately. 
9 The occurrence of breakthrough due to overdosing. Towards the end of a 
run the turbidity sometimes increases rapidly due to filter bed 
breakthrough. This effect is important to model so that such operation can 
be avoided. 
* The very different operation between dosed and undosed conditions. 
Dosed conditions have a typical shape as seen in Figure 5.2 and explained 
above. Undosed conditions typically have much higher turbidities that vary 
in direct proportion to the input turbidity. This very different mode of 
operation should be accommodated within the same model. 
The start of most runs is characterised by a peak in turbidity and rapid ripening to 
produce good filtration. The height of the initial peak value is considered 
unmodelable, using the available data, due to the random elements involved in the 
backwash. 
2. The time until the next backwash (filter run length). This factor is more difficult to 
quantify than output turbidity as it depends on a number of operating 
assumptions. The development of head loss throughout a run is of particular 
importance in determining the filter run length. Head loss must, therefore, be 
modelled accurately before the run length can be predicted, and effort was spent 
assessing how best to do this. Successful run length prediction would allow the 
operator to schedule when backwashes will occur, so as to maximise available 
resources. 
m 5.2 Data Ana ysis 
5.2.1 Description of the available data 
Data was made available from the Ashford Common WTW SCADA system. 
Of the order 
of 50 Mb of on-line plant records were held on database. This data covered a continuous 
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18 month period from September 2001 until March 2003. A large number of variables 
were measured, with the data taking a number of forms: 
Quarter hourly - every 15 minutes certain variables were automatically sampled 
and recorded. 
Daily - once a day various data were automatically recorded. 
Weekly - once a week samples were taken by hand, analysed, and recorded. 
Log Book - hand written log books of plant settings and conditions were kept by 
the operators. 
Table 5.1 Summary of recorded data. 
Measured Sample Explanation 
Variable Rate 
Head loss 
Inflow Rate 
15 min A measure of the headloss across the filter 
15 min The throughput of water in the filter 
The quality of the raw water 
The quality of the filtered water 
The amount of iron salt being dosed 
A measure of the ozone being used 
A measure of iron salt in the filtered water 
A measure of alqae levels in the input water 
Input Turbidity 15 min 
Output Turbidity 15 min 
Fe Dose Daily 
Ozone Power Daily 
Residual Fe Daily 
ChloroDhvll a Weekly 
A large amount and variety of data were recorded, the most useful of which is described in 
table 5.1. 
The first stage in the development of an ANN application is to carry out a detailed analysis 
of the data. In a case such as this, that uses real data as recorded directly from an 
operating works it is usual to expect a number of erroneous and outlying values. 
On receiving the data the first action was to plot it. This gives an immediate feel for the 
data, and quickly highlights obvious inconsistencies. Plotting the data showed areas 
where variables had not been recorded, highlighted areas of poor data, and 
indicated the 
typical range of values that the variables covered. 
5.2.2 Characteristics of the data 
The data displayed a large variety of operating conditions, as explained below. 
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0 Output turbidity. This varies over a large range - depending on factors such as 
input turbidity and dosing levels. Unclosed periods are very different from well- 
controlled operation. 
0 Run lengths. These also vary greatly, from a few hours when input turbidity is high 
to many days during summer periods. Under typical operating conditions run 
lengths are of the order of a day. 
0 
0 
Input turbidity. This varies fairly slowly over a large range from 1 to 15 NTU. 
Inflow. This is kept at a constant value by the control mechanism described in 
section 5.1. 
0 
0 
Head Loss (HL). The threshold value can be seen to have been set by the 
operator at either 1.8 or 2.5 m. Once HL has exceeded this point the filter is 
automatically taken off-line and a backwash performed (section 5.1). During a 
backwash the system is off-line for approximately 20 minutes. This will cause one 
or two samples of useless data to be logged between each run. These show up as 
negative values of HL and flow rate. 
Iron and Ozone. Chemical doses cover a large range. In some areas these doses 
have been deliberately stepped to assess filter reaction. 
0 Chlorophyll a. The weekly reading is generally low but can occasionally take large 
values during algal blooms (section 5.1). 
Table 5.2 Ranges of available data. 
Measured Typical range 
Variable 
Head loss 0 to 2.5 m (negative during back-washes) 
Inflow Rate 10 to 20 m/hr (negative during backwashes) 
Input Turbidity 1 to 15 NTU 
Output Turbidity 0.1 to 0.3 NTU. when controlled, up to 3 NTU 
when undosed. 
Fe Dose 0 to 2.2 mg/litre 
Ozone Power 0 to 0.8 kWh 
Residual Fe <0.05 typical, up to 0.5 mg/l when overdosing 
Chlorophyll a0 to 10 mg/l (up to 40 mq/1 during peak algal 
blooms) 
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The typical values taken by the measured variables are detailed in table 5.2. 
5.2.3 Problems with the data 
Throughout the data set there are occasional instances of bad data. These were due to 
the following factors: 
9 Failed or dirty instruments. Problems with instrumentation occasionally caused 
odd readings, these are usually characterised by an obvious spike, or a period of 
no reading. Network models are often robust to small amounts of incorrect data 
when presented with a large number of correct examples, but these occurrences 
should be minimised. 
* Extra dosing chemicals. During two periods a third coagulant (poly LT3 1) was 
used to dose the water. This changes the characteristics of the filter and as the 
level of dosing was not recorded the system cannot hope to model this. Using this 
data to train the network would cause an incorrect relationship between the ozone 
and iron dosing and the output turbidity to be learnt. These periods of data were 
therefore ignored. 
* Missing data. At various times either the 15-minute, daily or weekly data were not 
sampled for various periods of time. If 15-minute data is missing then these 
periods must be ignored. Missing daily values can sometimes be deduced by 
reference to the log-books. Filling in such gaps is a time-consuming task but can 
make available large regions of otherwise useless data. 
9 Incorrectly recorded data. The daily and weekly sampling causes problems due 
to the large gaps between each sample. Each sample must be assumed to remain 
constant until the next days/weeks sample is recorded. Within these gaps the 15 
minute data may be responding to unrecorded changes in the daily/weekly data. 
These changes cannot be accounted for and will reduce the accuracy of the 
model. 
The variation in sampling rates creates complications in the processing of the data. The 15 
minute, daily and weekly values must be aligned correctly. To achieve this, the latest 
daily 
and weekly values are assumed to have remained constant until the next sample 
is taken. 
Notice must also be taken of the fact that over certain periods the sample 
interval was 
reduced from 15 minutes to 5 minutes. 
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System lags must also be accommodated. In this case it takes approximately 30 minutes 
for input water to pass through the filter, input turbidity was therefore lagged by 2 samples 
to compensate for this system delay. (Over the period of 5-minute sample this lag had to 
be increased to 6 samples. ) 
5.2.4 Segregation of the data sets 
Although a large amount of data was discarded there remained approximately 30000 data 
points. This data contained a good variation in operating conditions. Chemical dosing 
varied over a large range, as did the input turbidity and chlorophyll a value. The runs 
themselves had many examples of typical, well-controlled operation, as well as periods 
with longer and poorly controlled filter runs. This variation is of great benefit when 
attempting to train a robust model. 
Before building such a model the data must be split into three separate sections: training, 
validation and test sets. 
The Training Set 
Training data is that which is presented to the network during its training. It is important 
that this is representative of the data set as a whole. To achieve this for this study the data 
should include: 
* Sections of undosed and dosed operation. These different conditions have very 
different characteristics that must be well represented in order to be learnt. 
* Areas of data from throughout the year. Poor selection could cause, for example, 
the model to learn to predict winter operation at the expense of summer periods. 
9 Data including unusual but important events (such as algal blooms). Without 
representative examples of comparatively rare behaviour the network will only learn 
the typical operation. 
0 Data covering as large a range of dosing conditions as possible. The areas of 
stepped dosing levels mentioned in section 5.2.2 are particularly useful here. 
The processing of the data is a time consuming task. To produce early results quickly a 
small initial training set was chosen. This allows the viability of training a network on the 
data to be assessed. During development this data set was extended to include areas of 
differing operating conditions. These steps are described in detail in section 5.2. 
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The Validation Set 
The validation set is a separate, smaller set of data used to measure the generalisation of 
the network throughout its development. It should represent a similar selection of data to 
that in the training set, but should not be identical. The validation set data is used to 
assess the generalising ability of the network and prevent over fitting to the training data. 
The validation set need not be large, its main function is a pointer to when things are going 
wrong (i. e. the network is fitting to the training data, but not producing a system that 
works on unseen examples). 
The Test Set 
The test set is the final set of data. This is kept separate and inviolate until all development 
has been completed. During model development the network design will, to some extent, 
have been optimised to give good performance over the validation set. It cannot, 
therefore, be used to give a true account of generalisation performance. Such 
performance is evaluated using the test set data. 
The test data should again represent the spread of expected operating conditions. It is 
also useful to keep data from areas not explicitly trained upon so as to measure the 
network's ability to generalise. For example the data over the period 27 Oct. to 2nd 
November 2002 represents operating conditions unseen by the network, but with 
individual values all within previously experienced ranges. It should be possible for a 
successful model to interpolate such areas. It is less likely that a network can extrapolate 
to make predictions when inputs are outside the trained ranges. It is important, therefore, 
for training data to cover all ranges encountered in actual operation. 
5.3 The ANN architecture 
Due to the steady state nature of the problem it was decided that the Multi-layer 
Perceptron (MLP) would be the most appropriate network architecture to employ for this 
study. Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are feedforward neural networks trained with the 
standard backpropagation algorithm. They are supervised networks so they require a 
desired response to be trained. They learn how to transform input data into a desired 
response, so they are widely used for pattern classification. With one or two hidden layers, 
they can approximate virtually any input-output map. They have been shown to 
approximate the performance of optimal statistical classifiers in difficult problems. 
A 
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standard three-layer network would be used with biases available at the hidden and 
output layer neurons. An overview of the MLP and its Backpropagation training algorithm 
can be found in chapter 2. Model predictions on which applications are based are made 
possible through the use of runtime version of the completed model in Microsoft Visual 
Basic. This runtime version consists of programming code that can be linked to web 
pages, spreadsheets, databases and other software using a dynamic link library (DLL) and 
dynamic data exchange (DIDE). When a Microsoft Access database or Excel spreadsheet 
is used as the interface, for example, as in this case study, model predictions are 
generated in a user-defined cell according to the values of model input parameters 
entered by the user in the database form or spreadsheet. The prediction is dynamic; the 
value changes when the value of any model input parameters is altered in the database or 
spreadsheet. 
An important decision to be made when using an MLP is the optimum number of hidden 
units. This is a decision based on experience and experimentation and is covered in 
section 5.3.1. 
5.3.1 ANN inputs and outputs 
The ANN inputs were chosen from the available data described in section 5.2. It is 
sensible to use a minimum of inputs initially and add extra variables as required. This will 
include both quality and quantity factors such as turbidity and incoming flow respectively. 
Thus the most parsimonious network is developed which adequately models the process. 
The input ranges are determined by the maximum and minimum values taken over the 
data set. Each input range is coded linearly from 0 to 1 over a single input unit (unless 
spread encoding is employed - see section 5.3.2). 
The network's output depends on the problem to be addressed. We wish to predict 
output turbidity and filter run length (section 5.1). To predict output turbidity the ANN is 
trained with this as its output (section 5.4.1). The prediction of run length is more 
complicated. A run ends when the head loss exceeds a user-defined set point. 
This allows 
for two methods of prediction. First, the length of each filter run could be predicted 
by the 
network, or second, by predicting head loss throughout a run 
it is possible to discover the 
time at which the set point will be exceeded. Section 5.5 
describes our approach to this 
problem, and demonstrates the results. The HL model uses a separate network 
to that 
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used for turbidity prediction, however, the modelling for HL prediction gained from the 
experience of predicting output turbidity. 
5.3.2 Spread encoding 
The spread encoding of a value involves encoding it over a number of discrete units. In 
effect, each unit would encode an individual section of the values entire range. If a network 
with 4 input variables has each variable spread encoded over 3 units the resultant network 
will have 12 input units. 
Spread encoding is a technique used to improve performance when variables need to be 
encoded over a large dynamic range (Gomm, 1996). Its advantages over single-unit 
encoding include improved performance on non-linearities, and the ability of units to 
specialise in learning the behaviour in their particular range. A disadvantage is that at the 
crossover between each unit's range of activation the network's output may produce 
discontinuities. This is due to the difficulties of decoding a spread network output. An 
illustration of the implementation of spread encoding is given below. 
Consider the encoding of a variable, minimum value 10 and a maximum value 20, over 6 
neurons. The stop in x between successive neurons is therefore 2. If the objective is to 
encode a value of x= 12.5, non-zero activation values are attributed to the two inputs that 
straddle this value. For this example the input values would be as shown below in table 
5.3. 
Table 5.3 Example of spread encoding. 
Neuron No. 123456 
Value 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Encoding of x=12.5 0 0.75 0.25 000 
5.3.3 Monitoring ANN'sperformance 
ANN's performance was monitored by calculating the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) over the 
training and validation sets. For reasons discussed in section 5.4.1, it was found that 
results could best be interpreted by using the MAE statistics in conjunction with the direct 
viewing of the plotted outputs over the training and validation sets. 
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5.4 Modelling Output Turbidity 
This section describes the development of the ANN model of output turbidity. section 
5.4.1 describes the early work, and the conclusions drawn from it. This initial investigation 
led to the augmentation of the data set, as also described in section 5.4.1, the 
modification of network structure (section 5.4.2), and the use of additional network inputs 
(section 5.4-3). The final results of the output turbidity model are presented in section 
5.4.5. 
5.4.1 Initial Experiments 
The Data Set 
The pre-processing and selection of raw data is a time consuming task, for reasons 
explained in chapter three. Rather than spend days attempting to create a "perfect" 
database that is later found to be wanting in some way, it is advisable to initially select a 
small set of data and then augment it as a better understanding of the problem develops. 
For this reason the small data set described in table 5.4 was selected. The training set 
contains two distinct periods of quite different operation. The first period shows typical 
operation under dosed winter conditions. The second section contains a period where the 
operators deliberately introduced large changes in dosing in order to assess the effect on 
the system. Although such behaviour would not be encountered under normal operation 
such periods of data are extremely useful in the development of a robust model, and were 
therefore included in the training set. 
Table 5.4 The initial training and validation data. 
Training Set: 
11 Dec 01 - 20 Jan 02 A period of typical filter 
operation 
11 Mar 02 - 02 Jun 02 A period in which large step 
changes in dosing were made, and 
high output turbidity occurred. 
Validation Set: 
21 Jan 02 -9 Feb 02 A period of typical operation. 
04 Oct 90 - 14 Oct 02 A period of well-controlled filter 
operation, with high Chlorophyll a 
CHLA. 
For the validation set we again chose two very different types of operation. The first 
section is similar to that used in the training set and a network that can model the training 
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data should be able to perform well on this data. The second section of validation data 
contains conditions unlike any experienced in the training set. It was not expected that the 
network would perform well on this data but such sections are of use during early model 
development in assessing the network's generalisation ability. 
It was hoped that the initial experiments would demonstrate that a MLP network could 
learn to both model the training data and generalise to the validation data. 
The ANN 
As the objective was to accurately predict output turbidity, a network with this as its single 
output was constructed. The output was scaled between 0 and 2.0 NTU, so as to 
encompass all values found in the training and validation data sets. The following four 
inputs were selected as being the minimum necessary to build a working model: 
1. Input Turbidity - the input turbidity has a direct bearing on output turbidity. It was 
coded I inearly from 0 to 10 NTU. 
2. Head loss - this provides a measure of the state of the filter and hence its ability to 
filter the raw water. It was coded from 0 to 2.5 m. 
3. Iron dose - iron salt dosing will effect the output turbidity through its action as a 
coagulant (see section 5.2.2) and needs to be an input as the aim is to optimise its 
value. It was coded from 0 to 2.0 mg/I of iron sulphate. 
4. Ozone Power - (see section 2.2.2). This needs to be an input as the aim is to also 
optimise its value. It was coded from 0 to 1.5 kWh. 
The initial network comprised 4 input nodes, 10 hidden nodes and 1 output node. 
ANN's performance 
The network was trained using the training data set described in table 5.1 and evaluated 
on both the training and validation data sets. The accompanying Figures illustrate the 
network performance over selected areas of the training and validation sets. Figure 5.3 
demonstrates how the network has fitted to the typical operation prevalent in the 1st 
section of the training data. It can be seen that the error between the output and target 
value is generally below the 0.05 level, already indicating good performance. Figure 5.4 
demonstrates performance over the "stepped" section of training data. It can be seen that 
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the higher values are not being modelled as effectively although the trends appear to have 
been captured. 
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Figure 5.4 Initial network on 2 nd section of training data 
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Figure 5.5 Initial network on the 1't section of validation data 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 demonstrate performance over the validation set. Figure 5.5 shows 
performance on the first validation set was reasonable, though a number of runs are 
predicting large turbidities. Performance on the second set (Figure 5.6) was poor. 
However, the results on this section were still encouraging - although the network was 
predicting larger turbidities than actually occurred, the output would have looked sensible 
if conditions had been as for winter operation (on which the network was trained). This 
implies that the network is building a sensible model of the filter. 
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Figure 5.6 Initial network on 2 nd section of validation data 
Using Spread encoding 
Figure 5.4 demonstrates that the simple ANN did not correctly model the area of 
"stepped" operation. In order to better predict these higher values a network using spread 
encoding was investigated. Past experience has shown spread encoding to be valuable in 
cases where values vary over a large range. This is especially true where markedly 
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25/01/02 28/01/02 31/01/02 03/02/02 06/02/02 
07/10/02 09/10/02 11/10/02 
different output performance occurs over the range of conditions that the input values can 
take. 
The 4 inputs were spread over 3 units each, resulting in a network with 12 input units. The 
output was also spread over 3 units. The modified network was then trained in an identical 
manner to the unspread network and results plotted. 
Figures 5.7 to 5.10 show the performance of the modified network on the training and 
validation data. The stepped region of the training data (Figure 5.8) shows an obvious 
improvement, with both the high and low turbidities being predicted to within the 0.05 
error target. 
Performance (using MAE) on the first section of training data (Figure 5.7) is also improved, 
showing a very close fit between the network output and target. Figure 5.9 shows the 
spread network results for the first section of validation data. Again performance has 
improved, although the fit is not as close as for the training set. As with the original 
network, the final section of validation data (Figure 5.10) shows the spread network over- 
estimating the output turbidity for the same reasons. 
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Figure 5.7 Spread network on l't section of training data 
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Figure 5.10 Spread network on 2 nd section of validation data 
initial Conclusions 
A number of issues were raised by the initial analysis: 
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Training Set. The current small training set was selected to allow quick evaluation 
of our proposed solution. The training data is dominated by well-dosed winter and 
spring operation. The importance of constructing a representative training set was 
highlighted by the poor performance on the second section of validation data. This 
data represents autumn operation, with operating conditions unlike any seen in the 
training set. By including examples of such behaviour in the training data 
performance should be improved. The steps necessary in building a representative 
set of training data are covered further in this section. 
o Network Structure. Spread encoding appears useful in modelling the large range 
of values that turbidity can take. Questions as to how many units to spread values 
over, and the optimum number of hidden units to use in the network are 
addressed in section 5.4.2. 
e Additional Inputs. The initial approach was very simplistic, taking only the most 
obvious inputs. It was not expected that this would enable the modelling of all 
conditions and for this reason it is important to investigate the use of additional 
inputs. Discussions with works operators indicated that the chlorophyll a (CHLA) 
level in the input water should give a good indication of seasonal anomalies 
caused by algal blooms. As explained in section 5.1, at certain times of year algae 
blooms occur, causing obvious effects in filter performance. Chlorophyll a may 
therefore be required as an input to the network in order for such factors to be 
successfully modelled. The second section of validation data is an example of data 
characterised by unusually high chlorophyll a readings. This was therefore the first 
additional input to be investigated. Section 5.4.3 shows the results of using CHLA 
as an input. 
Augmenting the data set 
As stated earlier in this section, the construction of a reliable data set from real-life data 
can be a time-consuming task. The initial investigations began with a small data set and 
this was augmented and corrected throughout the development of the model. The 
process of constructing a valid training data set requires a number of points to be 
addressed: 
e Representative data. Data from all seasons and all operating conditions should 
be 
included within the training set if a robust and unbiased model is to be developed. 
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Correcting data. The data set contains examples of incorrectly recorded data. By 
referring to the original operator log books these values can often be corrected. 
Removing bad data. Certain sections of data are unsuitable for model 
development for reasons discussed in section 5.2.3. All unsuitable data must be 
removed from the network's data sets. 
The building of a representative data set is an iterative process, with data being added as 
experiments dictate, through discussions with works operators, and as a better 
understanding of the required solution develops. 
Representative Data 
The initial results were encouraging and demonstrated well the need for a representative 
training data set. Figures 5.6 and 5.10 showed poor performance over an area of autumn 
data in the validation set, attributed to the lack of any similar data in the training set. The 
first step, therefore, in augmenting the data set was to incorporate a wider range of 
seasonal operating conditions. 
Table 5.5 shows the sections of data included in the augmented training and validation 
data sets. Comparison with Table 5.4 shows an increase in summer and autumn data, 
and the inclusion of cases with a greater variety in conditions, such as very high raw water 
turbidity and CHLA. 
The complete training set consisted of 9516 data points while the validation set contained 
2355 points. 
Table 5.5 First extension of training and validation data. 
Training Set 
11 Dec 01 - 20 Jan 02 
11 Mar 02 - 01 Jun 02 
14 Aug - 20 Aug 02 
12 Sept - 16 Sept 02 
6 Jan 03 - 12 Jan 03 
22 Jan 03 - 27 Jan 03 
A period of typical operation 
A period in which large step 
changes in dosing were made, and 
high output turbidity occurred. 
A period of summer operation 
Turbidity breakthrough 
High input turbidity 
Very high input turbidity 
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28 Sept 02 - 10 Oct 02 
Validation Set 
High CHLA 
21 Jan 02 -9 Feb 02 
04 Oct 02 - 14 Oct 02 
01 June 02 - 07 June 02 
11 Oct 02 
A period of typical operation. 
A period of well-controlled filter 
operation, with high CHLA. 
Typical operation, some undosed 
periods. 
High input turbiditYi lOw Output 
turbidity 
The results of this extension of the data set can be seen in the two runs of Figure 5.11. 
These use the same spread network used to produce Figure 5.10. Comparison with the 
equivalent two runs for 11 -Oct in Figure 5.10 shows a much better fit over this previously 
poor section of the validation set. 
It is important to remember that data set augmentation progressed in concert with a large 
number of experiments that introduced extra inputs, modified network structure, and 
corrected erroneous data. This means that direct attribution of the cause for a specific 
improvement is difficult to illustrate here. As an example of this iterative process, it was 
necessary to spend time removing discrepancies between daily and log book data, and 
then to reprocess the entire data set. Correcting these discrepancies increased the 
amount of available data, as Iron and Ozone dosing values that were previously recorded 
as unknown in the daily samples were shown to be zero. This modification increased the 
training set to 11653 data points while the validation set decreased to 2315 points. 
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Figure 5.11 Validation set performance (11/10/02) using augmented data 
set 
Once good performance was achieved on the areas of dosed operation, it was decided in 
consultation with operators to augment the training data with more examples of undosed 
operation. The aim being to develop a system capable of also modelling this quite distinct 
mode of operation. 
These discussions also led to the inclusion of a number of extra sections of data, and the 
exclusion of areas that had been dosed with extra chemicals (see section 5.2). The data 
set sizes increased to: 
Training 18854 
Validation 4074 
Test 8114 
Bad 27587 
Total 58629 
Table 5.6 Final set of training and validation data. 
Training Set 
11 Dec 01 - 15 Jan 02 
12 Mar 02 - 16 Apr 02 
23 Apr 02 - 23 May 02 
A period of typical operation 
period in which large step 
changes in dosing were made, and 
high output turbidity occurred. 
Typical spring operation 
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9 Jun - 24 Jun 02 
20 July -3 Aug 02 
01 Sept - 10 Oct 02 
Nov - 30 Nov 02 
17 Jan 03 - 28 Jan 03 
Long runs 
Long runs, low output turbidity 
Microcystis, high CHLA, long runs 
Undosed operation 
Very high input turbidity 
Validation Set 
20 Jan 02 -5 Feb 02 
20 Apr - 21 Apr 02 
30 May - 07 Jun 02 
11 Oct - 12 Oct 02 
05 Nov - 11 Nov 02 
05 Jan 03 - 12 Jan 03 
A period of typical winter 
operation 
Typical operation 
Spring data 
High input turbidity, high CHLA 
Undosed operation 
Breakthrough occurring 
The data described in table 5.6 represents the "final" set of data used in the development 
of the model. The results in sections 4.5 and 5.5.4 were achieved using this set of data, 
however, experiments up to this point used intermediate data sets. This evolution of the 
training data makes direct comparison of results throughout the model development 
problematic, but is an unavoidable process when using large amounts of real-world data. 
Correcting Data 
Network performance is generally assessed by the calculation of the Root Mean Square 
(RMS) or Mean Absolute Error (MAE) over the training and validation sets (section 5.4.1). 
When these values were calculated for the early experiments they were found to be of 
limited use in the comparison of network performance. The values were dominated by 
occasional sections of large error - sections that could easily be identified by visual 
inspection of the network's output. MAE was therefore an insufficient metric in its own 
right, and had to be used in conjunction with the visual inspection of results. 
Plotting the results together with the absolute error highlighted the regions in both the 
training and validation data that had obvious discrepancies between the network's output 
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and the target value. An example of this behaviour has already been seen in Figure 5.8. 
The output turbidity for a short run that occurs on the 27th March 2002 has been 
predicted, but with a large offset. 
Investigation of these sections almost invariably showed that the daily recorded dosing 
values input into the network did not agree with those written in the logbooks. The 
network was therefore making predictions using incorrect input data, and naturally this led 
to large errors over these regions. For example, the first two runs in Figure 5.12 have 
ozone dosing turned on, but the network is told that ozone is off. The fact that the network 
so obviously "flags" these discrepancies between actual conditions and the erroneous 
data input into the network is a significant result. In addition to the ability to correct or 
disregard the data, it opens possibilities for fault detection and condition monitoring. 
The discrepancies between log book values and sampled values were found to be due to 
a number of problems with the daily sampled data: 
Missing Data. Occasionally the data may be missing for periods of days or weeks, 
or recorded as "not known". This is fairly common for the daily sampled data. Over 
such sections the dosing values are assumed to remain constant at the last 
recorded value. Going to the original logbooks often allows the correct values to 
be found for these periods. 
Sampling Period. If a variable is sampled daily at 10 am and the value then 
changed by the operator at 11 am, the change won't be measured until 10 am the 
next day. This will lead the network to predict that day's run using an incorrect 
dosing value. These changes are generally recorded by hand in the logbooks, so 
correct times can be found. It was therefore possible to work through the data set 
correcting these discrepancies. 
An example of network output after such corrections is shown in Figure 5.12. The 
improvement over the offset sections once the data has been corrected is obvious. 
However, both plots show good performance over the sections that always had correct 
data. This is an interesting result as it shows the network is able to learn the underlying 
relationships even in the presence of portions of bad data. 
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Figure 5.12 Result of correcting erroneous data 
Excluding data 
Through discussion with operators, a problem was anticipated due to the "memory" 
effects of RGPF filters. When the level of iron or ozone is changed during a run, as 
happens occasionally, the effect is not the same as it would be if the new levels had been 
active since the start of the run. This is most obvious in cases where iron has been turned 
off during the run. Particles of iron will remain in the filter until the next backwash, so 
causing the output turbidity to behave differently to truly unclosed operation. To overcome 
this problem it was decided to ignore any data following a dosing change within a run. 
This is a valid solution as it is not our aim to produce a system able to model dose 
changes within a run. 
5.4.2 ANN's structure 
As explained in sections 5.3 and 5.4.1 the ANN structure can be modified by varying the 
number of hidden units and by the use of spread encoding. Selecting the best structure to 
use can require extensive experimentation. 
Hidden Units 
Selecting the optimum number of hidden units to use in the hidden layer of an MLP is a 
well-documented design difficulty. The number of hidden units is usually found by a 
combination of experience and experimentation. 
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 compare two networks with different numbers of hidden units. Both 
use spread encoding and have CHLA as an input. The resultant networks have 15 input 
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units and 3 output units. The network with 5 hidden units can be seen to have difficulty 
learning the shape of the turbidity trace. The larger 20 hidden unit network performs much 
better, with a closer fit to the target on all 3 sections of data. Networks with 10 and 30 
hidden units were also used. It was noticeable that increasing the hidden units led to 
better modelling of the turbidity decay shape, but good solutions were found with both 20 
and 30 hidden units. This indicates that, as long as there are enough, the exact number of 
hidden units is not a critical factor in the model development. This is due to the large 
amount of training data reducing the risk of over-learning the specific characteristics. 
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Figure 5.13 Effect of hidden units on training set 
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Figure 5.14 Effect of hidden units on validation set 
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Spread Encoding 
Spread encoding is explained in section 5.3.2 and early results are described in section 
5.4.1. These results showed that by spreading the input and output values over a number 
of units the network performance could be improved. 
Experiments were performed that spread input and output variables over 2 to 5 units. 
Figures 5.15 to 5.17 show results using an unspread network and a5 unit spread 
network. Although spread encoding could be seen to aid performance, problems were 
sometimes caused by the difficulties in decoding a spread network output. These effects 
are demonstrated clearly in Figure 5.17. 
This shows the sudden steps in output that can occur at the boundaries between 
spreading units. These steps are due to each output neuron learning to predict its own 
section of the output range, with poor continuity between ranges. To overcome these 
difficulties the use of multiple networks was investigated. 
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Figure 5.15 Effect of spread encoding on the training set 
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Figure 5.16 Effect of spread encoding on the validation set 
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Figure 5.17 Effect of spread encoding on the validation set (large 
turbidities) 
Multiple Networks 
Although spread encoding could be seen to have some benefit it was not obvious what 
were the optimum parameters to use. 
It was observed that similar networks with different spreading in the output units 
performed well over slightly different regions. In an attempt to smooth out the output 
discontinuities and provide a more robust solution it was decided to combine the outputs 
of a number of networks. Initially 3 networks with spread encoding over varying numbers 
of output units were combined. The combination being achieved by taking a simple 
average of all the networks output values. This led to an overall decrease in MAE. 
Increasing the number of networks still further continued to improve overall performance. 
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This can be seen in table 5.7. Here 10 networks with varying combinations of input and 
output spreading have been run, and their errors over the validation set calculated. 
Although network 10 appears to have the lowest MAE, it suffers, as illustrated in previous 
section, from the discontinuities caused by spread encoding. The last line of table 5.7 
shows the improvement when all 10 network outputs are combined. By averaging the 
output of all 10 networks a combined output with a reduced MAE is created. (These 
results were achieved using the data and ANN structure discussed in section 5.4.4) 
Table 5.7 Result of Combining 10 networks with different spread 
encodings. 
Network Input 
Spread 
Output 
Spread 
MAE 
1 1 1 0.096 
2 1 2 0.072 
3 1 3 0.087 
4 1 4 0.080 
5 1 5 0.083 
6 3 1 0.089 
7 3 2 0.090 
8 3 3 0.089 
9 3 4 0.070 
10 3 5 0.069 
All 10 0.066 
averaged 
Combining multiple networks thus improves the robustness of the model and removes the 
need to select a single "best" network. This investigation was performed towards the end 
of the model development and is not incorporated in the Figures for the majority of section 
5.4. The final network results, produced using this technique, are described in section 5.5. 
5.4.3 Additional inputs 
The initial experiments used the minimum set of inputs thought necessary to model the 
system (section 5.4.1). These consisted of input turbidity, head loss, iron dose and ozone 
power. After assessing the early results in consultation with operators, it was decided to 
extend the inputs by the inclusion of CHLA and inflow, and to replace HL with time since 
start of run. The effect of each change is discussed in this section. 
In addition to the inclusion of extra data, the transformation of data before it is entered into 
the network can be of benefit. This includes the addition of moving averages and the 
combination of variables. Inputting sensible transformations of the data makes the 
network's modelling task easier. It would be expected that with sufficient training time and 
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representative examples the network could learn the transformations for itself, providing 
them directly as inputs however can speed model development and training. 
The types of transformation considered in the study were: 
9 Combination of variables; e. g. Inflow x Input Turbidity to derive "load' . 
* Smoothed variables; e. g. the use of moving averages. 
* Transformed Variables; e. g. the input of 1 /time. 
These are dealt with for the appropriate variables in the following sections. 
CHLA 
As explained in sections 5.1 and 5.4.1, it was expected that the inclusion of CHLA would 
aid in the modelling of algal effects - especially the seasonal algal blooms that occur in 
spring and early autumn. Figures 5.18 to 5.20 compare network performance with and 
without CHLA as an input. Both networks have the original 4 inputs, 20 hidden units and 
use a spread encoding of 3 on the input and output units. The additional input over CHLA 
is coded from 0 to 40 mg/l. 
Figure 5.18 shows a definite improvement on the training data and this is repeated over 
the area of the validation set shown in Figure 5.19. Interestingly, both sections of data in 
Figures 5.18 and 5.19 have fairly low CHLA values. In contrast both networks make good 
predictions for the runs in Figure 5.20 -a period of high CHLA. CHLA does improve 
modelling performance but its effect is not as great as hoped. Reasons for this are 
discussed in section 5.4.5. 
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Figure 5.20 Effect of CHLA on validation set (high CHLA) 
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Figure 5.19 Effect of CHIA on validation set 
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Inflow 
The rate of flow of water through the filter would be of benefit in modelling the rate of build 
up of particles within the filter bed. This had been observed in other filter modelling studies 
and was, therefore, the next variable to be added as an input to the network. Figures 5.21 
to 5.22 show the effect of adding inflow to the 5 input (i. e. including CHLA) network shown 
previously in Figures 5.18 to 5.20. The results for inflow are less clear cut than for CHLA. 
Inflow appears to aid performance in Figure 5.22, degrades it in Figure 5.23 and appears 
to add considerable noise to the training data results of Figure 5.21. 
Although inflow is kept at a constant value for months at a time, the control loop 
responsible for maintaining this introduces a lot of noise about the set point. This noise is 
obvious in the network output for both the training set (Figure 5.21), and the second 
section of validation data (Figure 5.23) but is not so obvious in Figure 5.22. 
These results demonstrate the difficulties in assessing whether a particular input has 
benefited the modelling of the system. As an attempt to remove the effects of noise the 
use of moving averages of inflow were investigated. These results are covered later in this 
section. 
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Figure 5.22 Effect of inflow on validation set 
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Figure 5.23 Effect of inflow on validation set (high CHLA) 
Time Since Start of Run 
As discussed in section 5.1, the ANN must produce a prediction of a complete filter run 
using the data available at the start of each run. It was realised that using head loss as a 
network input was not valid in this scenario. HL is a factor beyond the direct control of the 
plant operator. Its value (or profile) throughout a run cannot be known at the start of that 
run and is therefore not available as an input to a steady state network. 
HL's main function as a network input was to provide a measure of the state of the filter, 
and so indicate the stage in its cycle that the filter run had reached (section 5.4.1). For this 
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reason HL was replaced as an input with the time in minutes since the run began. This 
number was coded linearly from 0, at the start of a run, to a maximum of 14000 minutes 
for the longest filter runs in the training set. 
It was hoped that the replacement of HL with time would give comparable performance. 
Figures 5.24 to 5.26 show the results of replacing HL with time. The network uses the 
simple set of 4 inputs as shown in Figures 5.18 to 5.20. Performance over all three 
sections of data appears to improve slightly with the use of time instead of HL. Therefore it 
is reasonable to conclude that time can be used to represent the state of the filter. 
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Figure 5.26 Replacing HL with Time (validation set, high CHIA) 
Combined Variables 
Inflow was thought to be of benefit in estimating the build up of particles within the filter 
bed. However, a more direct measure of this build up is achieved by combining inflow with 
input turbidity by simple multiplication. This combined variable is termed "load" as it gives 
a measure of the volume of particles flowing into the filter. This load variable is then used 
as a network input in its own right. Experiments were performed using this both to 
replace, and in addition to, the separate inputs of inflow and input turbidity. Results do 
appear to show improvement over certain areas of difficult data, especially when used in 
conjunction with the moving averages. An example of these results, using the combined 
variable as a replacement input, is shown in Figure 5.27. 
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Figure 5.27 Effect of moving averages and Inflow*Turbidity 
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Smoothed Variables 
A variable may need to be smoothed to reduce noise or to indicate long-term trends. This 
can be achieved by the use of moving averages. Taking a moving average of inflow 
causes the noise component to be reduced. This should allow the network to better learn 
the underlying relationship governing the inflow set-point value and output turbidity. An 
indication of long term trends is important in the case of input turbidity, where water 
quality towards the end of a run will depend not just on the current input turbidity, but on 
the values it took earlier in the filter run. Long-term moving averages can help give an 
indication of these earlier values. 
Moving averages of various decay values were tried. A value of 0.7 gives a smoothed 
trace, removing noise and introducing little delay. A larger value, such as 0.95, gives a 
longer history of the variable. Figure 5.27 uses these two moving averages on the 
combined inflow times turbidity variable. 
Practical difficulties in using moving averages are discussed in section 5.4.5. As explained 
above, with long filter runs it may be important to have an accurate measure of the build 
up of dirt that occurred, days earlier, at the start of the run. Moving averages are not ideal 
in this situation as they tend to "forget" earlier values as the moving average progresses. A 
more useful direct measurement is the average value of the variable over the complete 
filter run to date can be used. This is used in the final results shown in section 5.4.5. 
Modified Variables 
In order to predict the early peak and initial drop off in turbidity at the start of each run it 
was felt that an input that clearly signalled the beginning of each new run would be of 
benefit. Time was initially coded linearly between zero and the maximum run length in 
minutes. It can be seen from the results in the Figures to date that the early non-linear 
decay is hard to model. 
By including a non-linear input variable such as 1/time, the network should improve its 
modelling of the start of each run. Because (1/t) decays rather too rapidly it was decided to 
use (IINtime). Over the range 5 to 14000 minutes this takes values from 0.45 to 0.008. 
The initial value corresponding to a time of 0 was coded as 0.5, the network input was 
then scaled from 0 to 0.5. Results using 1Ntime can be seen in Figure 5.28. 
There is a 
very noticeable improvement in the modelling of the early ripening period. 
These results 
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were produced by combining the output of a number of networks, as covered in section 
5.4.2. 
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5.4.4 Final Turbidity results 
Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.3 outlined the experimental processes undertaken in the creation of 
a reliable neural model. Based on these experiments a final network choice was made, the 
results of which are discussed in this section. 
The final ANN 
Table 5.8 The ANN input data and scaling ranges 
Input Data Minimum Maximum 
Time since start of run 0 14000 minutes 
1/s/Time 0 0.5 
Fe Dose 0 2.2 mg/l 
Ozone Power 0 0.8 kWh 
CHLA 0 40 mg/I 
Inflow 0 2 m/hr(/10) 
Input Turbidity 0 
15 NTU 
Inflow * Turbidity 0 30 
Average of Inflow 0 30 
Turbidity 
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The final networks used the inputs described in table 5.8. Ten networks were used, each 
using a slightly different form of spread encoding (as detailed in table 5.7). The networks all 
used 30 hidden units. The network output of output turbidity was scaled from 0 to 3 NTU. 
A schematic representation of the networks and the input variables used can be seen 
below in Figure 5.29. 
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Figure 5.29 ANN model for output turbidity prediction 
The Final Results 
Examples of ANN operation over the validation set and test set are shown in Figures 5.30 
to 5.35. These results highlight the following points: 
Validation Set. Figure 5.30 demonstrates excellent performance over the typical, dosed 
filter runs. The initial peaks and ripening phase are modelled very well, with error below the 
0.05 target level for virtually the entire run. Figure 5.31 repeats this good performance over 
spring runs, and includes a section of undosed filter operation. This good performance on 
undosed sections is repeated in Figure 5.32. Figure 5.32 also shows a good fit on the two 
1 1th October runs (characterised by high CHLA). An impressive feature of these results is 
the way the network accurately predicts output turbidity over such a diverse set of 
operating conditions. The very different dosed and undosed characteristics are fitted 
extremely well. 
Test Set. Running the network over the unseen test set produced the results shown in 
Figures 5.33 to 5.35. Due to the large extent of data it is impractical to show results over 
the entire data set. The plots shown demonstrate performance over a representative range 
of conditions. A histogram of the MAE over the entire test set is seen in Figure 5.38. 
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Figure 5.33 confirms that the network performs well at predicting dosed filter runs. The 
last section of this Figure and the central section of Figure 5.35 also demonstrate the 
excellent fit over the periods of unclosed operation. indeed, the unclosed section in Figure 
5.35 exhibits unusually high output turbidity (2.5-3-0 NTU. ), at the top end of the 
network's operating output, and yet is still predicted exceedingly well - with both the 
overall level and the fluctuations being modelled correctly. 
Figure 5.35 also shows two other sections of interesting behaviour. The latter section from 
20/12/02 onwards shows an area of very high input turbidity that has led to obvious 
turbidity breakthrough. Such behaviour is rare in the training data, but has been modelled 
here reasonably well. Though the extent of breakthrough has been underestimated, the 
overall output level has been correctly predicted. 
The initial section of Figure 5.35 (up to 02/11/02) is also of interest. This shows a period of 
operation deliberately excluded from the training data so as to test model performance on 
an unseen combination of input values. 
The network prediction is fair, though the output has been slightly over estimated (this may 
in part be due to the weekly CHLA values being high. The final point to note from Figure 
5.35 is the large error during the run on 4/11/02. This is another example of incorrectly 
recorded chemical dosing. In this case the network is told that iron dosing is off, and 
therefore predicts a high turbidity. In reality, the log-books record that iron had been 
turned on and this accounts for the low actual turbidity value. Unfortunately the exact iron 
dose is not recorded, and this data cannot therefore be corrected. Such errors should be 
ignored, but were reproduced here as an example of how the network can flag system 
discrepancies. 
Finally, Figure 5.34 shows an example of a long summer run (13th - 19th July) and 
performance over a period of high CHLA. All sections are predicted very well, with the 
exception of the run on 13th October. This shows two anomalies. First, early in the run, 
two sudden dips in predicted turbidity occur. Examination of the input data shows that 
these correspond to two sudden drops in inflow rate, indicating that the filter is not 
operating correctly. The sudden breakthrough in output turbidity is also not modelled. As 
in the example in Figure 5.6 this is due to incorrect data. Here, a sudden, brief increase in 
iron dosing is not recorded by the daily sample. As with the validation set, the network 
again demonstrates impressive performance of the wide range of operating conditions. 
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Figure 5.35 Final ANN on test set - unusual conditions 
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5.4.5 Comparative results using Logistic Regression 
In order to compare the network performance demonstrated in the previous section 
against more traditional statistical techniques, results were produced using logistic 
regression. 
Logistic regression is equivalent in principle to an MLP network without a hidden layer. The 
inputs are connected directly to the output units and the connection weights are adjusted 
in an iterative manner. Logistic regression was implemented using identical inputs and 
spread encoded as for the final ANN solution. The results, therefore, give an indication as 
to the "added value" of the ANN technique given the large amount of data pre-processing 
that has been performed. As with the ANNs, ten combinations of spread encoding were 
used and the outputs averaged. 
Logistic regression analysis revealed significant correlations between the RGPF key 
performance indicators such as turbidity, CHLA and the output turbidity and headloss. 
Physicochemical and treatment practices data were collected from SCADA and used to 
estimate the level of removal of turbidity achieved under various operating conditions. The 
calculated removal values were then used to estimate the annual risk of losing RGPF's 
using mathematical models and to compare the sites. 
The performance of logistic regression is shown in Figures 5.35 to 5.37. These plots show 
results over the test set data and should be compared directly with the equivalent ANN 
results shown in Figures 5.33 to 5.35. This comparison shows the network results to be 
far superior to those obtained from this simpler technique. This is reinforced by the 
histogram of MAE compiled over the entire test set data (Figures 5.38 and 5.39). 
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5.5 Modelling Head Loss 
A second aim of this implementation, as stated in section 5.1, was to provide a prediction 
of the expected length of each filter run. (i. e. the time from the start of the run until it next 
has to be back-washed. ) This time depends on both operating conditions and operational 
method. Factors such as input turbidity and the chemical dosage of iron and ozone will 
affect the build up of dirt in the filter. As with turbidity prediction (see chapter 5.4), these 
will have to be used as inputs to the network. 
A second factor in this case is the criteria used for determining when a backwash is 
necessarily. The plant operator can backwash either when output turbidity exceeds 
acceptable levels, or when the Head Loss exceeds a threshold value. Over our data a HL 
threshold is used to determine back washing. This threshold value varies over the data. In 
some regions it is set to 1.8 m, in others 2.5 m. Obviously, in cases with identical 
operating conditions, the runs with a threshold of 2.5 will have longer run lengths than 
those with a threshold of 1.8. 
There are two possible methods for predicting the expected filter run length. The first is to 
directly predict actual run length. This method has a number of problems. Each run would 
represent just one data point - drastically reducing the data set. The input data would 
also need to represent the variation in input turbidity, dosing etc. throughout the entire run. 
Run length variation due to HL threshold would also need to be incorporated into the 
model. The alternative method is to develop a network to predict the Head Loss 
development throughout a filter run. This prediction would allow the time that the HL 
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threshold is exceeded to be predicted indirectly. This technique has the great advantage 
that, when used in conjunction with the turbidity model, the operator would be able to 
model both HL and output turbidity - and so choose an optimum backwash regime 
accordingly. It was therefore decided to tackle the problem using this second method. 
5.5.1 Initial Results 
Initial runs built on the knowledge gained from modelling turbidity (as covered in section 
5.4). We believed that HL would respond to the same factors as output turbidity, and 
would therefore require similar inputs and network structure. Almost identical network 
architectures and inputs were employed, the main difference being that the output was 
now trained on the measured Head Loss. 
Results of this work can be seen in Figures 5.40 to 5.43. The network inputs are input 
turbidity, time, iron dose, ozone power, CHLA, inflow and inflow * turbidity. These are 
almost identical to the inputs used in the final turbidity prediction network, with the 
exception of the removal of i/it. Due to the more linear development of HL the 1/-It input is 
of no benefit to the network model. Five networks are combined to produce these results, 
each using 30 hidden units and an output spread encoding ranging from 1 to 5 units. 
Figures 5.40 and 5.41 show results over the training data. They demonstrate a good fit to 
both the short winter runs at a HL threshold of 1.8 (Figure 5.40), and the longer autumn 
runs shown in Figure 5.41. Performance over the validation set is shown in Figures 5.42 
and 5.43. 
As with turbidity prediction, experiments were performed to determine the effect of CHLA, 
inflow, hidden units and spread encoding. The results of these experiments consistently 
showed two recurring problems. These can be seen clearly in Figures 5.42 and 5.43. First, 
the network appeared unable to accurately predict the exact starting value of HL for each 
individual run. This initial error would create a constant error offset throughout the duration 
of that run. This is demonstrated well in the runs of Figure 5.42. Second, the network's 
predicted HL value is accurate for the majority of each run, but would often fail to model 
the increase in gradient that occurred as HL rose above 2 metres. The results in Figure 
5.43 highlight this problem, though they do also show the network successfully modelling 
long runs of many days duration. The reasons for these failings and led to the 
developments described in section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. 
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Figure 5.40 ANN prediction on training data (threshold=1.8) 
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Figure 5.43 ANN prediction on validation data (longer run lengths) 
5.5.2 Starting point bias 
The network appeared unable to accurately predict the starting point of each run. It was 
found that the exact starting value of each run will vary randomly, due to the variability in 
backwashes. This random variability will result in the HL starting at random points on its 
development curve. This is further compounded by the first sample after a backwash 
occurring at any time up to 15 minutes after the run starts. 
This random behaviour cannot be modelled, as there is no data relating to the efficiency of 
a backwash. In an attempt to remove the effect, each individual run was aligned to start at 
zero by subtracting the initial value from all points in that run. 
The results of this can be seen in Figure 5.44 and 5.45. The results showed some small 
improvement, but for clarity of presentation, this method will not be used on the test set. 
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5.5.3 Normalised HL 
The Head Loss varies proportionally with the filter flow rate. This causes a number of 
potentiai problems. The flow-rate is kept constant by a simple control loop that opens a 
valve at the bottom of the filter. This leads to noise on the flow rate, due to the stepping 
effect of the controller, and causes flow rate to decline at the end of a run, once the valve 
has been fully opened. 
It was thought that these effects can be removed by predicting normalised HL. Where the 
normalised HL = HL * 7.2 / Flow Rate. This normalisation should remove the effects of 
flow rate from the predicted HL value. The results of this can be seen in Figures 5.46 and 
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5.47. These results do appear smoother, due to the removal of inflow noise, but do not 
help solve the problem of increasing HIL gradient when HL exceeds 2 metres. 
Consideration of this problem raised the question as to whether inflow may be used in this 
manner. The drop-off in inflow at the end of a run gives an obvious indication that the filter 
is becoming blocked. However, this information is not available at the start of a run and 
could not legitimately be used as a network input. Inflow is an important measurement in 
that the controller set point directly affects filter performance, but this effect must be 
separated from its other role in indicating the state of the filter towards the end of a run. 
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Figure 5.47 ANN prediction on validation data (normalised HL) 
5.5.4 Performance on the test set 
The network described in section 6.1 was run over the test set data and Figures 5.48 to 
5.50 show the resultant output. These again demonstrate good prediction up to a 
HL of 
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1.8 m (over both short and long runs), with degradation in performance above this value. 
Calculating the run-length, based on the 1.8m set point, yields a prediction accurate to 
within 5- 10% of the total run length. 
It is important to note that 1.8 is the usual operating set point for these RGPF filters. The 
majority of our data only uses 2.5 due to the experimental nature of the plant. A number of 
reasons were noted as to why things may behave differently at these higher values. These 
problems are to be addressed further in the second stage of model development, though 
it may ultimately prove unnecessary to predict these higher values. 
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Figure 5.49 Example of test set performance (HL prediction) 
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5.6 Evaluation of Emerging Contaminant Scenarios 
using Taxonomy 
Three Taxonomy Models describe the influences an emerging drinking water contaminant 
would have on the overall WTW System. An emerging contaminant would affect the 
decisions concerning governing policies and technical and communication interventions. 
Each Model represents a segment of the detailed models. 
The principle observations from these models are: 
* The Works Manager of WTW is ultimately responsible for tracking and assessing 
internal and external triggers that may indicate an emerging contaminant. The 
effectiveness of the manager's judgment of issues precipitates appropriate action 
to address the possible adverse effects (Figure 5.51). 
Based on what is known and available, an immediate technical intervention would 
be taken by WTW staff to isolate and/or remove the contaminant. Following the 
initial response, the management team might recommend that staff obtain 
additional training to ensure the necessary skills to deal more effectively with this 
kind of contaminant in the future. The changes to the operations and the 
workforce and enhanced Organisational Effectiveness may play out over the 
system, directly influencing WTW Draw on Water Sources, WTW Treatment 
Systems Efficacy, WTW Distribution Storage Efficacy, and Finished Water (Figure 
5.52). 
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* WTW staff would also begin to implement its Communication Interventions plan-a 
component of the Emergency Operations Plan, which defines how WTW should 
respond to a "hazardous material" in the water. Success can be understood as the 
degree to which WTVV provides timely, clear, and complete information to 
appropriate officials who will then notify the public. The quality of notification would 
be affected by the quality of available information on contaminants, managers' 
knowledge of risk communication methods and tools, and the company's sense of 
obligation to inform appropriate people about the emerging contaminant issue 
(Figure 5.53). 
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5.7 Conclusions 
This study has demonstrated that the RGPF process can be modelled using ANNs. 
Network prediction of output turbidity demonstrates excellent performance, with a good fit 
over a very large range of operating conditions. The target accuracy of 0.05 NTU. has 
been achieved over the majority of dosed and unclosed filter runs, with encouraging 
results over the more difficult areas of unusual conditions. The effects of various inputs 
and network configurations have been demonstrated, and a robust model has been 
developed. Run length prediction has been tackled by creating a network to model Head 
Loss development throughout a filter run. This has demonstrated good performance up to 
the usual operating set point of 1.8 m. Above this level, predictions are less accurate, due 
in part to various algal effects that can not be incorporated using the currently available 
data. Throughout model development it has been found that when large prediction errors 
do occur they can generally be attributed to inaccuracies in the input data. This ability of 
the network to flag inconsistencies in data is potentially of great benefit in system 
monitoring. This study has developed ANN models that could now be used as part of an 
overall filter optimisation scheme. 
The taxonomy models provides the WTW staff, board, and stakeholders a more 
comprehensive view of the scope of issues related to the routine operations and emerging 
contaminants. It also identified the drivers and impacts of emerging contaminants on 
WTW's policies, technical and communication responses. 
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Chapter 6 
Implementation of ANNTAX: Case Study 2- 
Qualitative prediction of dominant algae 
species in storage reservoirs 
te In Chapter 4, the design of ANNTAX system was described in detail. The requirements 
and general protocols for developing models using the ANNTAX system were also 
outlined. The focus of this chapter is to implement ANNTAX system to a storage 
reservoir owned and operated by TWUL utilising these protocols. Specifically, the 
feasibility of developing an ANNTAX prediction model of dominant algae species in 
Queen Elizabeth 11 (QEII) reservoir located in London, UK is determined, and the 
applicability of ANNTAX to a water utility is demonstrated. 
The remainder of this chapter will focus on background information, methodology, 
results and applications, and conclusions and recommendations. The background 
information section provides the context in which the model for dominant algae 
species prediction was developed including a description of the problem, the QEII 
reservoir and the strategic link between storage reservoirs and WTWs. The step-by- 
step methodology employed in model development is also discussed. This discussion 
is followed by the results of model performance, and finally a discussion of the results 
along with some conclusions and recommendations are presented. 
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6.1 Background information 
Discussed in this section is a description of the QEII reservoir as well as the strategic 
link between storage reservoirs and WTWs. In addition, as a part of the background 
work, a literature review was performed to provide information on factors considered to 
be influential in the prediction of dominant algae species. 
6.1 .1 Description of OEII storage reservoir 
The Queen Elizabeth 11 (Figure 6.1) is a bank side reservoir which was constructed in 
1962. Some of the design features of QEII are as follows: 
* The embankment is 4,350 metres long and has a maximum height of 15.24 
metres. 
e The capacity of the reservoir is 19.55 Mm' and the surface area is 1280,000 
square metres. 
e The crest of the embankment is at 25.48 m AOD and top water level is at 
23.62 m AOD. The Top of the wave wall is at 25.90 m AOD. 
* The inside face of the embankment slopes at 1 (V): 3(H) and is faced with 150 
mm thick concrete slabs. 
* There is a wide berm (45.7 to 61. Om wide) at between 9.75 m AOD and 11.28 
AOD. 
9 The crest of the embankment is about 4.5 m (15 feet) wide; there is a rolled 
hogging road around the crest. 
e The outside face of the embankment slopes at 1 (V): 2.5(H) with a 7.3 metre (24 
foot) berm at part height. 
9 The dam has a central clay core 3.12 m wide at the top increasing to 3.65 m 
wide at the bottom. This is keyed into the London clay. 
There is a 600 mm diameter multifuel pipeline belonging to the British Pipeline Agency 
running parallel to the toe of the dam on the west and south sides of the reservoir. 
The site is situated on the Thames Valley alluvial plain with soil, brick-earth, gravel and 
sand overlying London Clay which is about 120 metres thick with 
its top between 6 
and 9 metres below original ground surface. 
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Figure 6.1 Front elevation of QE2 reservoir 
Figure 6.2 Another view of QE2 reservoir 
The reservoir is filled by pumping from the River Thames. There is no catchment other 
than the area of the reservoir itself. The shoulders of the dam are constructed of gravel 
won from the reservoir area. On either side between the gravel and the clay core there 
are filter zones described as "marginal zones of clay and ballast" 910 mm wide. Clay 
11 
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placed before the World War 11 in the core trench is understood to have been puddled 
whereas clay placed at higher levels after the war was compacted by roller. 
Inlet to the reservoir is via a 2.54 m (100 inch) diameter tunnel through the London 
Clay. There is an outlet tower at the northeast corner of the reservoir fitted with 9 no 
valves which admit water into the wet well beneath which there is a shaft down into a 
2.54 m diameter tunnel with its invert 31.9 m below Ordnance Datum. 
There is a plug valve at the bottom of the shaft with a 450 mm and a 75 mm bypass. 
Just outside the embankment the tunnel tapers down to a 1524 mm diameter valve at 
the bottom of a deep shaft. The tunnel then continues to another deep shaft at 
Boorman's field. 
Water can be discharged to supply at a rate of 760 MI/d (8.8 m3/sec). Additional 
drawdown is possible by back charging through the inlet back to the river. When this is 
included the total rate of drawdown is 1229 MI/day (14.22 m/sec). 
6.1.2 Significance of Algae in Water Supplies 
Algae are common and normal inhabitants of surface waters and are encountered in 
every water supply that is exposed to sunlight. While a few algae are found in soil and 
on surfaces exposed to air, the great majority of them is truly aquatic and grows 
submerged in the waters of ponds, lakes, reservoirs, streams, and oceans. By 
operators of water treatment works the algae are best known for their ability to 
produce odours and tastes and to clog sand filters. In addition, they have come to be 
recognised as important in the water supply in many other ways, including their 
capacity for modifying the pH, alkalinity, colour, turbidity, and lately the radioactivity of 
the water. 
One of the principal reasons for the importance of algae is their ability to give rise to 
very large quantities of organic matter in the water. Such large quantities of algal 
material can always be counted on to cause serious difficulties in water treatment 
works. 
Small numbers of certain particular kinds of algae may also be troublesome. The 
diatoms Tabellaria, Syndera, and Melosira will almost invariably reduce the length of 
filter runs. The brown flagellate, Synura, even in small numbers, is a notorious taste 
and odour producer. 
The unattached organisms that are dispersed individually or 
in colonies in the water are 
designated collectively as the 'plankton'. Included are the plankton algae, which 
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constitute most of the 'phytoplankton' (meaning plant plankton), and the planktonic 
animals or 'zooplankton'. Unattached, visible, and sometimes extensive accumulations 
of algae at or near the surface of the water are designated as 'blooms' or 'mats' or 
'blankets' (Figure 6.3). According to Baldwin et. al. (2003), when the water becomes 
turbulent, fragments of algae mats may become detached and be carried away. These 
massive growths of algae can be troublesome in clogging screens, in the production of 
slime, and as a source of tastes and odours particularly if anaerobic decomposition 
occurs. The blooms and surface mats can be the cause for complaints by persons 
using the body of water for recreational purposes. They also may be one cause of fish 
kills by acting as a barrier to the penetration of oxygen into water under the algae. The 
algae that collect and grow on the surface of a slow sand filter as a gelatinous slimy 
film can be responsible for gradually reducing the flow through the bed. Anaerobic 
activities in the sand bed would tend to render the filtrate less palatable. 
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Figure 6.3 Algae bloom in an impoundment. 
Taste and Odour Algae 
One of the requirements in the production of potable water for modern communities is 
that the product shall be free of obnoxious and abnormal tastes and odours. Of the 
several causes of these tastes and odours, the algae present in the raw water supply 
are recognized as being either the primary, or at least one of the most important. 
A 
pilot study has been made of algae of Queen Elizabeth 11 (QEII) reservoir 
in London. In 
addition, the time of occurrence of taste and odour complaints 
by customers was also 
recorded. It was found that (FWUL, 2003) practically all of 
the taste and odour 
1 
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occurrences were associated with the presence of algal blooms and that the few 
exceptional cases came during declines of dense algal growths. It is now ev_ident that, 
for the Thames Valley region as well as for many other parts of the country, algae are 
involved, either directly or indirectly, in the establishment of conditions leading to taste 
and odour production in water supplies. 
Filter Clogging Algae 
As the water passes through a sand filter in the treatment works the spaces between 
the grains of sand become filled with colloidal and solid particles, which had been 
dispersed in the water. If the raw water comes from a surface water supply such as a 
reservoir, the algae, which are invariably present, will be well represented in the 
material collected by the sand filter. They are frequently the primary causes for the 
clogging of the filter. 
Both the slow and rapid gravity sand filters may become clogged with algae and it is 
not fully understood why certain algae are more effective than others in reducing the 
movement of water through the filters. 
Ability to develop in large numbers is certainly one essential factor. The rigid wall, such 
as is found in the diatoms, the copious mucilaginous material around the cells as in the 
case of Asterionella, and the tendency to form flakes or a network of strands, as in 
Syndera and Tribonema are other factors. 
Diatoms are present during all seasons of the year and are by far the most important 
group of organisms, which clog filters. The rigid cell wall of diatoms is composed 
principally of silica and is not subject to decomposition. Therefore, even though the 
diatoms may die off rapidly on the surface of the filter, their silica walls remain to plug 
the pores in the sand. 
Most of the microscopic organisms present in the water that is passing through a rapid 
gravity sand filter generally will be caught in the top one-half inch of the sand. This is 
particularly the case when the organisms are abundant in the water. A few of the 
organisms will penetrate deeper into the filter bed while others disintegrate quickly as 
they come in contact with the sand. The longer the filter runs the greater the 
percentage or organisms that will penetrate below the top one-half inch. 
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6.1.3 Strategic link between storage reservoirs and WTWs 
The information presented in the above section indicates that algae related problems 
have presented many challenges to treatment works managers and reservoir 
managers. 
The reservoir manager may understand the interaction between the chemical -physical 
and algal component to such an extent that they can suggest management actions 
that may select for specific algal groups. 
On the other hand, water treatment works managers involved with the production of 
drinking water have sufficient information to make suggestions regarding the ideal algal 
unit to remove or at least which algal characteristics prevent the algae to be removed 
by a specific unit treatment process. 
Hence, an efficient algae prediction tool would greatly help the both reservoir and 
water treatment works management, to plan the countermeasures to be taken against 
such an algal invasion. 
As shown in Table 6.1, mathematical models and knowledge of the interaction 
between nutrient supply, impoundment morphology, hydrodynamics, temperature, 
light intensity and other physical factors enable us today to predict the tropic condition 
within limits. 
But to our knowledge, there is no work in the literature corresponding to the prediction 
of the dominant algae species in storage reservoirs directly feeding water treatment 
works. Although chlorophyll-a can be predicted, the specific algal species cannot be 
successfully predicted. It is not chlorophyll-a that is a problem for treatment works, but 
specific algal species. 
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Table 6.1 Published literature in algae prediction modelling 
Reference Storage 
type 
Type of model Predicted 
parameter 
Howard and Reservoir Physical model for Cyanobacterial 
Easthope, 2002 lake mixing pattern 
Clement and Reservoir Physical model based Phosphorus 
others 1998 on water quality retention 
Lewis ad others Supply Physical model Chlorophyll-a 
2002 reservoir 
Lee and others Coastal ANNs Chlorophyll-a 
2003 area 
Scardi and Coastal ANNs Chlorophyll-a 
Harding 1999 area 
Walter and Reservoir ANNs Chlorophyll-a 
others 2001 
Jeong and others River ANNs Chlorophyll-a 
2001 
Scardi and Lake ANNs Chlorophyll-a 
Harding 1999 
Yabunaka and Lake ANNs Chlorophyll-a 
others 199ý 
Wei and others Lake ANNs 
Quantity of 
2001 algal species 
Recknagel and Lakes ANNs 
Quantity of 
others 1997 
algal species 
Maier and Dandy River ANNs 
Cyanobacteria 
1997 
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6.2 Methodology 
In developing a model of dominant algae species for the QEII reservoir, the 
methodology involved the study of factors affecting algae dynamics, source data 
analysis and model development. 
6.2.1 Source data analysis 
One of the initial tasks in methodology was to determine what data was monitored, 
recorded, and readily available at QEII. As part of the eutrophication abatement 
program, the Metropolitan Water Board (until 1989) and Thames Water Utilities Limited 
post 1989, have maintained a comprehensive stream flow, reservoir level, and 
physical, chemical and biological water quality monitoring program to assess Reservoir 
response to management actions across the catchment. The method and frequency of 
data collection, as well as the reliability and type of errors associated with the readings, 
were taken into account. Given the frequency with which readings are taken, it was 
then decided what time scale to use. Model inputs and outputs to be used in model 
development were then chosen. These parameters were chosen based on availability 
of the data, significance of impact of the parameter as described in literature, and 
reliability of the data. A major component of this chapter has been the acquisition and 
compilation of the data into a single data set for the period 1996 to 2005, including 
quality validation of the data. The methodology for input and output factors selection, 
seasonal variations in input factors are collectively discussed in forthcoming sections. 
6.2.2 ANN Model development 
Normally, with the input and output parameters chosen, the selection and organisation 
of the data patterns is done in preparation for training a model. However, initial 
attempts at model development were unsuccessful largely due to the highly variable 
nature of the data, therefore the data patterns needed to be further processed. As part 
of the processing, the data patterns were categorised to group together similar 
patterns to deal with the large variations thereby assisting the model to be better able 
to handle the variability and detect the cause-effect relationships. This is a unique 
approach that is not typically performed in traditional ANN modelling. Following this 
step, training of models using the processed and organised data patterns was 
executed. 
Data preparation. In order to prepare the data for model training, the 
data needed to 
be pre-processed. This involved categorisation of the 
data patterns into similar groups, 
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analysis for and removal of noise patterns, and organisation of the data patterns for 
model training and testing. 
Categorisation of the data was done using Kohonen networks programmed using 
Microsoft Visual Basic running on ASP. Two stages of categorisation were performed 
based on water characteristics in the first stage and operational parameters of the 
reservoir in the second stage. 
Developed by Teuvo Kohonen in the early 1980's, the input data is projected to a two- 
dimensional layer which preserves order, compacts sparce data, and spreads out 
dense data. In other words, if two input vectors are close, they will be mapped to 
processing elements that are close together in the two-dimensional Kohonen layer that 
represents the features or clusters of the input data. Here, the processing elements 
represent a two-dimensional map of the input data. 
The primary use of the self-organizing map is to visualize topologies and hierarchical 
structures of higher-order dimensional input spaces. The self-organizing network has 
been used to create area-filled curves in two-dimensional space created by the 
Kohonen layer. The Kohonen layer can also be used for optimization problems by 
allowing the connection weights to settle out into a minimum energy pattern. 
A key difference between this network and many other networks is that the self- 
organizing map learns without supervision. However, when the topology is combined 
with other neural layers for prediction or categorization, the network first learns in an 
unsupervised manner and then switches to a supervised mode for the trained network 
to which it is attached. 
The Kohonen layer processing elements each measure the Euclidean distance of its 
weights from the incoming input values. During recall, the Kohonen element with the 
minimum distance is the winner and outputs a one to the output layer, if any. This is a 
competitive win, so all other processing elements are forced to zero for that input 
vector. Thus the winning processing element is, in a measurable way, the closest to 
the input value and thus represents the input value in the Kohonen two-dimensional 
map. So the input data, which may have many dimensions, comes to 
be represented 
by a two-dimensional vector which preserves the order of the 
higher dimensional input 
data. This can be thought of as an order- perserving projection of the 
input space onto 
the two-dimensional Kohonen layer. 
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During training, the Kohonen processing element with the smallest distance adjusts its 
weight to be closer to the values of the input data. The neighbors of the winning 
element also adjust their weights to be closer to the same input data vector. The 
adjustment of neighboring processing elements is instrumental in preserving the order 
of the input space. Training is done with the competitive Kohonen learning law 
described in counter- propagation. 
The problem of having one processing element take over for a region and representing 
too much input data exists in this paradigm. As with counter-propagation, this problem 
is solved by a conscience mechanism built into the learning function. The conscience 
rule depends on keeping a record of how often each Kohonen processing element 
wins and this information is then used during training to bias the distance 
measurement. This conscience mechanism helps the Kohonen layer achieve its 
strongest benefit. The processing elements naturally represent approximately equal 
information about the input data set. Where the input space has sparse data, the 
representation is compacted in the Kohonen space, or map. Where the input space 
has high density, the representative Kohonen elements spread out to allow finer 
discrimination. In this way the Kohonen layer is thought to mimic the knowledge 
representation of biological systems. 
A noise analysis was then performed on each set of data. Noise is defined as data 
patterns with similar input values bust vastly different output values. This would cause 
model predictions to be less accurate because there is conflict with the input-output 
relationships that the model is trying to capture. To determine if a pattern was 
considered to be noisy, the value of the output parameter was compared between the 
patterns within a category. If a data pattern had a significantly different value for its 
output parameter than the other patterns, it was considered to be noisy and was 
removed from the data set. 
Once noise was removed, the n-dimensional distance of each data pattern was 
calculated relative to the mean of the data set, and each pattern was subsequently 
ranked from furthest distance to the mean to the closest distance to the mean. Finally, 
data were extracted in that every third pattern was placed in the testing set and every 
fifth pattern was placed in the production set. 
N-climensional distance between two points was calculated using the following 
equation: 
V--X )2 + (X2, A - X2, B 
)2 + (Xn, A - Xn, B 
)2 Eq 6.1 
AB ' 
(XlA 
1, B 
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Where D AB = the n-climensional 
distance between pattern A and B, 
x,, x, = values of each input for either pattern A or B. 
Before the n-dimensional distance of a data pattern was calculated, the data set 
needed to be normalised, a process that scales the range of all input values between 0 
and 1. The purpose of this was to ensure that each input value had an equal 
contribution or impact on determining the n-dimensional distance. Therefore, a 
significant change in one input would not be masked by changes in other inputs. 
Normalisation of an input value was calculated using the following equation: 
Xnorrn(A) 
- 
(XA 
- 
Xmin) 
Eq 6.2 (Xmax-Xmin) 
where = the normalised value of XA 
XA= the actual value of input X of pattern A 
Xýý = the minimum value of input X in the data set 
)(ýax 
= the maximum value of input X in the data set 
Once this calculation was performed for each input value in each of the categories, the 
n-dimensional distance relative to the mean of the data set was calculated for each 
pattern. 
Individual model training. The ANN model was developed using Microsoft Visual 
Basic running on ASP according to the protocol previously described in Chapter 4. 
Model performance as measured by the coefficient of determination, denoted R', and 
by mean squared error, both of which were calculated by standard Microsoft Excel 
functions. 
The effect of a number of different ANN components and configurations that can be 
manipulated through the programs were examined including base architecture, scaling 
functions, activation functions, number of hidden layer neurons, learning rate, 
momentum, and initial weights. 
The effect of base architecture type, defined as the overall structure of the network, 
was examined first. A number of ANN architectures have been developed to suit 
individual business problems, which vary in number of hidden layers and inter-layer 
connectivity. All of the network types evaluated are based on the multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) architecture as previously discussed in 
Chapter 2, and all use the 
backpropogation algorithm as the learning rule. In order to make an initial assessment 
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of the effect of base architecture type, a single model of each type was trained where 
number of hidden neurons were arbitrarily set to be twice the number of input neurons 
in each hidden layer, and default settings were used for all other parameters. 
After selecting the base architecture, the optimal number of hidden layer neurons for 
each of the hidden layers was determined. Following this determination, the effect of 
each of different activation functions was evaluated. Next, learning rate, momentum, 
and initial weights of the links between each layer, which can be set between 0 and 1, 
were modified in numerous combinations. These are important elements that affect 
how weight changes occur during the learning process. 
6.2.3 Taxonomy Modelling 
WTWs are often faced with decisions of whether or not to communicate to the public 
about drinking water contaminants (for this case study, we focus only on offensive 
algal species). Such a decision must balance the intent to inform the public about 
public health concerns while not creating undue alarm over negligible risks. In making a 
decision to communicate to its public, a WTW must address both science-based 
public health concerns as well as those that are driven solely by public perceptions and 
media attention. The obvious indicators of a public health threat are factors such as a 
contaminant's occurrence and persistence in drinking water sources, as well as its 
toxic potency. Highly toxic contaminants that are known to occur and persist in water 
are likely to also create a great deal of public awareness. Certainly, WTWs should, to 
the extent possible, be proactive in formulating communication strategies regarding 
such contaminants. These are the easy decisions. The more difficult decisions arise 
when WTWs must decide whether or not to communicate about contaminants for 
which there is a great deal of public awareness even if there is no substantial evidence 
for their toxicity or occurrence. 
There are two types of information that may indicate growing concern about a 
potentially important new contaminant. WTWs must be responsive to both types of 
information. First, there is scientific evidence that the contaminant may relate to 
significant adverse health effects and that it has the potential to occur in drinking 
water. Examples of scientific evidence that a drinking water contaminant may pose a 
human health risk include: characterisation of a severe health effect, quantification of 
potency, prevalence in drinking water sources, concentration in drinking water 
sources, and persistence and mobility in ambient waters. Second, there is mass media 
coverage that may contribute to public perceptions of a risk for an emerging 
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contaminant (Slovic 2000). Examples of evidence of elevated public concern may 
include frequency of mention in news media, on the Internet, and public inquiries to 
WTWs. 
Given access to a broad base of information about a contaminant, the problem facing 
a \AITW is how to interpret the information in a way that will indicate whether action 
should be taken. Possible actions depend on the nature and degree of concern about 
an emerging contaminant. For example, for a scientific but not public concern, a utility 
may begin a monitoring program and design a risk communication program once the 
contaminant's local levels are known. Alternatively, for a public but not scientific 
concern, a utility may establish a risk communication strategy to address the public's 
questions promptly. Thus, one problem in the decision process is classifying the type 
and extent of concern. 
This case study was designed to demonstrate how one might use ANNTAX, with the 
help of both scientific and public concern information, for classifying emerging drinking 
water contaminants into those for which communication strategies should be devised 
and those for which communication is probably not necessary. The approach taken 
was to construct a taxonomy-based classifier tool that was based on the 
characteristics of prototype contaminants for which past communication decisions had 
been made or deliberately not made. 
In this case study, ANNTAX is implemented as prototype classification tool, which 
usually takes the form of ANNs, clustering algorithms, machine learning classifiers, and 
their hybrids. The name of this strategy derives from it uses of criteria based on prior 
classification of examples or prototypes. Once the classifier has been trained using a 
training data set of prototypes, it can be used to classify objects into two or more 
outcome categories. 
The premise behind prototype classification is that there exists a set of prototypes with 
known classification, and that this set of prototypes, together with the prototypes' 
pertinent characteristics or "attributes, " can serve as a training data set to calibrate a 
classification algorithm. Prototype classification is also based on the supposition that 
the set of known prototypes are correctly classified, or mostly so. Once calibrated, the 
trained classification algorithm can be used to classify new objects for which the 
attributes are known. 
The prototype classification method is fundamentally different from other 
decision 
algorithms in that, rather than making a decision about a new contaminant 
by direct 
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examination of information about its importance to human health and public 
perception, one feeds such information into a trained classifier and lets it provide 
guidance on communication decisions. However, as described below, the modeller is 
free of the burden of specifying an algorithm for how such information ultimately should 
lead to a decision. 
In general, prototype classification is useful when one believes that it is too difficult to 
make the correct decision by direct examination of information about a contaminant 
because the correct decision depends in a complex manner on a large number of 
possibly important factors. We believe that this is apt in this context because 
communication decisions for water utilities must appropriately account for a variety of 
diverse factors including media coverage and public concern. 
There are three key iterative steps in designing and implementing the ANN model. For 
this ANN model, they were: 
1. Develop a comprehensive list of attributes that will be considered as inputs to the 
model, 
2. Construct a database of contaminants with associated attributes for a sufficient 
number of potential contaminants to train the model, and 
3. Develop and test the ANN model. 
The goal in developing the ANN model, as a part of ANNTAX implementation 
presented here was to create a reliable assessment tool that water utility staff could 
use on a routine basis after little or no training. The purpose of the model was, for each 
contaminant, to predict a value for a classification variable, which would reliably 
represent the types of concern (scientific and/or public) about each contaminant. 
It is well known that societal concern is determined not by scientific perspectives 
alone, but also by public perceptions of contaminants and their risks (Slovic 2000). To 
help position WTWs proactively to address real and perceived health risk concerns, we 
focused on identifying emerging contaminants as early as possible from existing 
information sources. First, we identified attributes that represent public risk perception 
of a contaminant and are believed to relate to output categories that could 
be linked to 
risk management decision -making. Second, we set out to 
develop a classification 
algorithm that would sort emerging contaminants into four possible outcomes, 
based 
on the evidence of scientific and public concern associated with each contaminant 
(Figure 6-4). 
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After our initial work with both the TWUL algae database and Drinking Water 
Inspectorate's (DWI) database, however, we determined that another outcome 
indicator would need to be used: whether or not WTWs should communicate about a 
contaminant. We used this dimension to reflect the degree to which WTWs would feel 
that a contaminant would be a public concern. We defined communications by WTWs 
by reviewing a set of documents they submitted; this set consisted of customer 
complaints, press releases, and news stories pertaining to the five years before our 
study. We created a spreadsheet with the list of contaminants found, along with the 
type and number of communications WTW (in this case, TWUL) had conducted. The 
scale of values was 0-2, where 0= WTW had never communicated about the 
contaminant, 1= one communication, and 2= two or more communications. This use 
of three scores was based on the fact that there were few instances in which two or 
more communications had occurred for specific algal contaminants. 
I. Scientific and public concern 
II. Scientific concern, but no public concern 
III. Public concern, but no scientific concern 
IV. No scientific or public concern 
Public Concern 
Yes No 
Scientific Yes 
Concern 
No 
I II 
NitellE Anabena 
III IV 
Volvox l Actinastrum 
Figure 6.4 Initial model for outcomes with examples 
Step 1. Compile a Comprehensive List of Attributes 
To help us identify what types of specific contaminants had been detected in TWUL's 
WTW water supply, we obtained a list of all contaminants found over a ten-year period, 
1991-2002 (Appendix C). We then assigned a value to each contaminant according to 
its "type": 1= Filter and screen clogging, 2= Taste and Odour, 3= Slime producing, 4 
=Colouration, and 5 =Corrosion. For algae species 
that were tested, we assigned a 
value of 1 to "detected" and gave a2 to those that had not been 
detected. 
We then developed two sets of attributes: one for the scientific evidence of human 
health risk and one for the perceived risks associated with the contaminant. 
To assign 
values to these attributes for each contaminant 
to be included in the database, we had 
to develop searching and scoring mechanisms. 
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Scientific Concern. We began with the five scientific attributes and the related scoring 
schemes effectively characterising the potential occurrence of a contaminant and the 
health effects associated with it. The two attributes used to characterise health effects 
were severity and potency. The variables used for occurrence of contaminants in water 
were prevalence, magnitude, and persistence-mobility (Table 6.2). 
Table 6.2 Scientific attributes for the ANN model 
Attribute Interpretation 
Severity How bad is the clinical health effect? 
Potency How much of a contaminant does it take to cause 
illness? 
Prevalence How commonly does or would a contaminant occur in 
drinking water? 
Magnitude Is the level high enough to cause harm? 
Persistence- How likely is it that the contaminant would be 
Mobility found in the aquatic environment? 
The severity score is based on the most sensitive health endpoint that occurs at the 
lowest exposure level and accounts for susceptible subpopulations. It is based on 
plausible exposure levels and relates to the contaminant's potency score. Potency 
links to the dose-response relationship of the contaminant and its known adverse 
health impacts. It is derived from the dose reported for the least severe effect. 
Persistence and mobility are evaluated based on the contaminant's environmental fate 
and transport characteristics, particularly its solubility and stability in water. 
Severity, persistence/mobility, and potency are input values based on scientific 
evidence available for each contaminant; the scores for these variables do not change 
from site to site. Some inputs-such as prevalence and magnitude-may require data 
for a specific utility when the model is applied for site-specific purposes. 
Public Concern. A considerable amount of literature documents public concerns, or 
non-expert views, about environmental hazards as dependent on two 
key dimensions 
of the perceived risk: dread and familiarity (Slovic 2000). 
Research conducted over the 
past 25 years has demonstrated that these two characteristics, among many 
features 
of risks studied, are the most closely related to how people 
judge and respond to risks. 
However, there has been little research on public perceptions of waterborne 
contaminants. Some of the original risk perception research 
included water fluoridation 
(Slovic 2000), but few water contaminants have been studied since 
then. The research 
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that has supported the dread and familiarity dimensions, however, has proven to be 
robust and can be credibly extended to risks not previously researched (Slovic 2000). 
Consequently, a public concern set of inputs was created to incorporate the perceived 
risks associated with contaminants. The challenge was to find a set of attributes that 
could be classified for the purpose of training the database and that could be 
replicated by a utility. After testing several approaches, we used structured searches to 
develop contaminant-specific values for four risk perception attributes (proximity, 
frequency, concern, and population). Proximity and frequency were used as indicators 
of familiarity, while concern and population represented the dread dimension (Table 
6.3). 
Proximity was selected because the theory is that problems closer to one's residence 
create a greater concern than those in other areas, and local news stories would have 
the most immediate impact. Namely, the closer to a person the contaminant is found, 
the more likely a person will have concerns about the potential impacts of that 
contaminant. For this model, we used a scale of 1-4: 1= same city and county level 
reports (in this case, Middlesex), 2= same state as the WTW (England), 3= same 
region as the utility (UK), 4= news items from the rest of Europe and USA. 
An example of a local contaminant causing concern would be nitrate for WTW. WTW 
customers are more aware of this issue, because of the efforts their utility undertakes 
to protect the source water from nitrate contamination, remove this contaminant from 
their drinking water, and communicate about nitrates. Issues such as perchlorate 
contamination in California would not be as familiar or as a great a concern to TWUL 
customers, as the problem would be perceived as being "far away. " 
The frequency attribute was developed based on the idea that the more a population is 
exposed to information over time, the more they will be "familiar" with that information. 
The number of complaints about a particular contaminant during a fixed time frame 
resulted in a reliable cross-seasonal score about levels of concern. 
Concern was evaluated using terms derived from our reviews of contaminants on the 
customer complaints and the work done by Slovic (1993). We found that serious 
concern was denoted through frequently used words such as "bad taste, " "toxic, " 
"death, " and "odour. " Moderate concern was evaluated through the use of "health 
concern" and "unknown. " Finally, we decided that lack of concern should also be 
included in the scoring, as customers may be aware of beneficial aspects of drinking 
water. Words such as "healthful" and "hydration" were used to score 
this aspect. We 
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created a scale of 0-3 and constructed a list of words in a story that would convey the 
level of threat from a contaminant as perceived by the public. Zero was reflective of no 
customer complaints. A value of 3 connoted the most serious concern (e. g., toxic, 
cancer). The value of 2 reflected a lesser concern (e. g. 9 "bad odor" and " health 
concern"), and 1 was given to articles with words that had a connotation of beneficial 
or protective perceptions. 
Table 6.3 Attributes used to represent oublic conc, --rn 
Attribute Definition Scoring Example Rationale 
Range 
Proximity Place - 0= No The closer the media Closeness 
to mention is to the consumer, 
the utility 
1= Local Middlesex the more public 
customers 2= State England concern it can be 
3= Country UK assumed to have 
4= Outside Europe/USA within a community. 
Frequency Time - The Number of 19 The more recent, and 
number of complaints complaints the more a community 
complaints per 36- featured hears about a 
mentioning month taste and contaminant, the 
a specific period odour during more likely they are 
contaminant (e. g., 200 
the period to have elevated 
reviewed 1-2004) levels of concern. 
Concern Dread - The 
0= No Certain words can 
words that mention "Hydration" create a perception 
of dread. This scale represent 1= Neutral "" Unknown used different 
different 2= Concern effect" levels to reflect 
levels of 3= Dread "Cancer" or public concern. 
concern "Toxic" 
Population Person - 0= No Specific groups 
Specific mention affected by a 
communities 1= Not No contaminant may 
specified population cause a greater 
mentioned level of public 
2 Private well concern. 
Personal or specific Additionally, if 
neighborhood people think an 
3= Concern Elderly issue is more likely 
to affect them, they 
4= Dread Children, also demonstrate a 
pregnant higher level of 
women I concern. 
Another aspect of dread is the population affected by a contaminant. Slovic (1987) has 
demonstrated that the involvement of vulnerable at-risk populations, such as children 
and pregnant women, lead to higher levels of dread. Also, in environmental health, 
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those issues that affect people directly, versus at the community or societal levels, 
cause a higher level of dread. 
As a result, the population attribute was defined as the group of people most directly 
affected by a contaminant and was scored from 0-4. Contaminants that affect children 
and pregnant women are known to cause the greatest concern, and those 
contaminants were given a value of 4. A score of 3 was assigned to other susceptible 
populations such as the elderly that cause concerns but not to the same degree as 
children. Contaminants that are perceived to affect one, rather than "others" (as in the 
case of well contamination) were given a value of 2. Contaminants that had generally 
negative health effects but did not affect a specific population were given a value of 1 
Zero reflected no mentions in the complaints database. 
Step 2. Construct a Database of Contaminants 
The next step in developing a model is estimating the values for each of the attributes 
for each contaminant selected to both train and test the model. For the scientific 
attributes, we used the scoring processes demonstrated in the previous section. We 
designed new scoring schemes for the public concern input variables. 
However, there were two issues we had to consider in finalising our scoring methods. 
One was the quality and extent of data available to score the variables and the other 
was the number of scoring categories needed to accomplish successful output 
classification. To address the first issue, each data set considered as a potential 
source of information was evaluated for its completeness, accessibility, and credibility. 
Well-known reviewed customer data sources were considered the most credible 
options, but such data sets were not available for all of the attributes. For the public 
concern attributes, we chose the mass media and websites most likely to be accessed 
and read by WTW consumers, based on our taxonomy models research (see Chapter 
4) and WTW public relations data. Second, in a multi-variable model, the number of 
scores needed for each parameter does not have to be very large. Upon completion of 
preliminary training and testing of the model, we determined that no more than five 
scores per attribute were sufficient for our classification purposes. 
A final consideration was the number of contaminants that would be needed to both 
train and test the model for reliable outcome values. Typically, the number of units (i. e., 
contaminants) needed to train a model is five times the number of 
input parameters. 
Anticipating that there would be about seven to eight input (scientific and public) 
variables in the model, our goal was to have at 
least 50 contaminants to work within 
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the design phase of the project and reserve another 25 chemicals to test the model. 
Additionally, a variety of chemicals were needed to provide scores for each of the 
model's outcome categories. 
Scientific Concern. To determine the scores for the five scientific concern variables for 
each contaminant, we relied on data drawn from peer-reviewed databases chosen by 
WTW's real-time online and hard copy (1991-2002) water monitoring databases. 
These sources included evidence for both regulated and unregulated contaminants. 
Public Concern. To identify and operationalise attributes and scoring schemes for the 
public concern component, we used readily accessible Internet-based information 
sources and search tools. We sought accessible and timely data to score evidence on 
the dread and familiarity components of the public's perceptions of each contaminant. 
We made several attempts, ranging from simple to sophisticated, to develop an 
affordable and feasible system that would capture and sort relevant information for 
scoring purposes. 
For the public concern domain of the ANN model, we developed a database of more 
than 200 customer complaints items on drinking water related to algae from the past 
five years (1999-2004). Public concerns are not static; the larger the database the 
richer the information. As the database grows over the years, eventually one could 
construct a map of public concern about drinking water contaminants as it changes 
over time. 
Training Data Set. From the methods described above, we had two lists of 
contaminants with their attribute values assigned. One data set, derived from the 
WTW, contained the scientific attribute scores for all regulated contaminants and some 
substances generally regarded as safe by the DWI. The second data set comprised 
the contaminants detected by WTW along with the scores for the public concern 
attributes. However, these two lists of contaminants did not match and could not be 
merged as needed for modelling purposes. As a result, we used the second data set 
only for this project. 
The training data set contained contaminants that were heavily skewed in the outcome 
variable (Tables 6.4 and 6.5). WTW had never communicated about 86 contaminants 
(given an outcome score of 0), communicated once for 10 substances, and more than 
once for four substances. Of these 104 contaminants, four substances were 
held out 
of the modelling process to use in testing the model. The skewness of 
the outcome 
values required careful consideration in constructing the model. 
It should also be noted 
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that some of the data elements were not contaminants per se, but suggestive of taste 
and odour contamination. 
Table 6.4 Table of algal contaminants used for ANN model (Filter and 
screen clogging) 
Blue-Green Algae (Myxophyceae): 
Anabaena fIow-aquae 
Anacystls dimidiata 
(Chroococcus turgidus) 
Gloaotrichia echinulata 
Oscillatoria amphibia 
Oscillatoria chalybea 
Oscil latoria ornata 
Oscillatorla prlnceps 
Osclllatorla pseudogeminata 
Oscillatoria rubescens 
Oscillatoria splendlda 
Phormidium 
Rlvularla dura 
Green and Yellow-Green Algae 
(nonmotile Chtorophyceae, etc. ) 
Chlorella pyrenoidosa 
Cladophora aegagropila 
Closterium monillferum 
Dichotomosiphon tuberosus 
Dlctyosphaerlum pulchellum 
Hydrodictyon reticulatum 
Mougeotla sphaerocarpa 
Palmella mucosa 
Splrogyra porticalis 
Tribonema bombycinurn 
Ulothrlx varlabills 
Zygnema Insigne 
Diatoms (BaciIIarIophyceae-: 
Asterionella formosa 
Cydotella meneghiniana 
Cymbella ventrlcosa 
Diatoma vulgare 
Fragilarla crotonensis 
Melosira -ranuIata 
Melosira var)ans 
Nav)cula graciloldes 
Navlcula lanceolata 
Nltzschla palea 
Stephanodiscus binderanus 
Stephanodiscus hantzschii 
Synedra acus 
Synedra acus var. radians 
(S. delicatissima) 
Synedra pulchella 
Tabellaria fenestrata 
Tabellarla flocculosa 
Pigmented Flagellates 
(Chrysophyceae, etc. ): 
Ceratium h1rundinella 
Dinobryon sevtularia 
Perindirilum wisconsinease 
Trachelomonas crebea 
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Table 6.5 Table of algal contaminants used for ANN model 
problems) 
Problem and algae Algal group 
Slime-producing Algae: 
Anacyslis (Aphanocapsa, Gloeocapsa) 
Batrachospermum Blue-green 
Chaetoyhora Red Green Cymbel a 
Eugl. na sariguinea vat. furcata 
Diatom 
Flagellate Euglerta velata 
Cloeotrlchla Flagellate 
Gomphonema Blue. gteen Diatom Osdilatoria 
Pairnelia Blue-green 
Phormldlum Green Blue- r Spirogyra g een Green Tetraspora Green 
Algae Causing Colouration of Water: 
Anacystis 
Ceratlum Blue-green Fl Chiamydomonas agellate Flagellate Chioiella Green Cosmarlum Green Euglerta orlentalls Flagellate Euglena rubra flagellate Euýlena sangulnea 
Or li t i i 
flagellate 
a or a prol fica Osdilatoria rubescens 
Blue-green 
Blue- Algae Causing Corrosion of Concrete: 
green 
Anac stis Chroococcus) 
Cb 
M Blue-green 
a phora 
Dlatorna Green Diatom Euglena Flagellate Phormldlum 
Phytoconis (Protococcus) 
Blue-green 
Green Algae CausIng Corrosion of Steel: OsdhlatorIa Blue-green Algae Persistent in Distribution Systems: 
Anacystis Blue-green 
Asterlonella Diatom 
ailorella Green 
Chtorococcum Green 
Closterium Green 
Coelastrum Green 
Cosmarium Green 
Cydotella Diatom 
Dinobryon Flagellate 
Elakatothrlx gelantinosa Creen 
Eplthemla Diatom 
Euglena Flagellate 
Gomphosphaerta aponlna Blue-green 
Scenedesmus Green 
Synedra Diatom 
Algae Interfering With Coagulation: 
Anabaena Blue-green 
Asterionelia Diatom 
Euglena Flagellate 
Gomphosphaerfa Blue-green 
Synedra Diatom 
Algae Causing Natural Softening of Water: 
Anabaena Blue-green 
Aphanlzomenon Blue-green 
Cosmarlum Green 
Scenedesmus Green 
Synedra Diatom 
(other 
Correlation Analysis of the Attributes. During the model development, we evaluated 
the data to ensure that highly correlated variables were trimmed to a single factor. For 
example, persistence and mobility were highly related so they were combined into one 
attribute. Conversely, although some operators thought that prevalence and 
persistence/mobility might be highly correlated, they were not, and thus were used as 
separate input variables in the model. 
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Before doing our taxonomy modelling, we examined the extent to which the public 
concern attribute values were correlated and found that for most of the attributes there 
was no significant correlation between them. The absence of correlation between 
attributes is desired because it implies that each contributes unique information that 
may be useful in the classification of contaminants. 
For the "frequency" and "concern" attributes, there is some correlation. Frequent 
media coverage of a contaminant appears to be correlated with the use of terminology 
that would indicate concern and/or dread. For the purpose of classification modeling, 
this implies that these two attributes contain similar information, and their mutual 
inclusion may introduce some redundancy into the training data set. We believe that 
the correlation was not significant enough to warrant eliminating one of the attributes 
from the dataset. 
Step 3. Develop and Test the Model 
The third step in our process involved developing and testing the model. We used 
Microsoft Visual Basic. The program determined the model's functional form and the 
best fit (linear or nonlinear). We used error analysis to explore the tradeoffs between 
model simplicity and complexity. Improvements in model fit can always be made by 
having a model with multiple layers, nonlinear transfer functions between layers, and 
complex connectivity of nodes in adjacent layers. We developed a model with only the 
level of complexity that was warranted, given the expected level of uncertainty in some 
of the training data set. 
Construction of the Model. Each contaminant in the training data set has a value for 
each of the six attributes, which are denoted IX 11 
ýý' "'Xi"', IX 61' 
The data set contains 
contaminants in each of three classes, which are denoted by the value of the 
classification variable, T. For this work, T=0 for contaminants for which there has 
been no public communication by WTW, T=1 for contaminants for which there is 
record of a single communication by WTW, and T=2 for contaminants for which there 
is record of multiple communications by WTW. The modelling objective is to determine 
a mathematical model, in this case an ANN, that relates the classification variable, T, to 
the attribute variables JXQ, in a way that captures the data in the training data set. 
This 
involves two steps. First, the ANN is trained on the data set by searching for a function 
that minimizes the mean squared error (mse) between the predicted value of 
the 
classification variable, Y, and the true value of the classification variable, 
T. The result is 
a parameterised function that predicts Y. This 
is a continuous variable, unlike T, which 
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is a discrete variable. In order for Y to be useful in placing contaminants into discrete 
classes, it must be compared against thresholds that determine the cut-off values for 
the different classes. 
Determining the threshold values is the second step in classification modelling. It is an 
optimisation problem involving minimisation of an objective function related to the 
number of errors made by the classifier. The optimum threshold is that which 
optimises how well the trained algorithm classifies the objects in the training data set. 
There are a variety of ways of quantifying how well the trained model does in 
classifying the contaminants in the training data set. The simplest way is to minimise 
the total number of contaminants misclassified. This approach works well when 1) the 
training data set is well balanced in regard to the number of objects in the different 
classes and 2) the different types of misclassification errors are equally unfavourable. 
Alternatively, one could specify an optimisation that favours one class of data over 
another and minimise the errors made in classifying the objects in that class. 
For example, one might minimise the number of errors made in classifying 
contaminants for which communication is deemed necessary. This would be 
appropriate if one believes that this type of error (i. e., not communicating about 
important contaminants) is worse than the error of communicating about contaminants 
that are less important. Which approach is correct is a utility preference, and it should 
be consistent with the WTW's philosophy regarding public communication. 
In this work, the training data set is unbalanced in that there are far more contaminants 
in the T=0 class than in the other two classes. To equally weight the different classes, 
a weighted objective function was used for each of the two steps described above. In 
the training step, the objective function was the sum of equally weighted mse's for the 
contaminants in each class. In determining the optimum thresholds, the sum of the 
fractions of misclassified contaminants for each class was minimised. This produced a 
more balanced objective function compared to one that minimised the total number of 
misclassified contaminants. 
The results and discussion of the taxonomy modelling are presented in the next 
section. Thus, ANNTAX will provide the user with the complete solution, which will 
consist of the following elements: 
1. The predicted dominant algae species in QEII reservoir - ANN model 
2. The impact of this species on WTWs and customers - WTW taxonomy model 
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6.3 Materials and Methods 
6.3.1 Factors affecting algae dynamics in OEII reservoir 
Climate. There is a strong climatic gradient across the reservoir, with the high rainfalls 
occurring at the eastern edge of the basin. There are also east-west gradients of 
increasing temperature and solar radiation. In addition, north-south gradients occur 
with decreasing temperature and solar radiation and summer rainfall giving way to 
increasing winter rainfall. 
Temperature stratification indicates poor water mixing and this is conducive to the 
development of blue-green algae blooms. 
Wind is an important factor in mixing surface waters and inhibiting the formation of 
temperature stratification. Analysis of average wind speeds measured at recording 
stations in London's Heathrow Airport show that there is average variation with time of 
year. Wind speed normally drops during the night, hence the average daily value will 
underestimate daytime speeds, but in general the winds are light. 
Figures 6.5 to 6.8 provide time series plots of daily meteorological conditions 
(precipitation, wind speed and air temperature) for the Meteorological Station at 
London Heathrow. 
With the exception of rainfall, analysis of meteorological conditions indicates that wind 
speeds, temperature, humidity and solar radiation are predominantly seasonally based. 
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Figure 6.8 Temperature pattern in QE2 reservoir 
Nutrient availability. A common strategy to try and control the occurrence of 
phytoplankton blooms is to reduce the nutrient loads entering a water 
body so as to 
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reduce the maximum algal biomass that can be supported. However, this strategy only 
works if the nutrient management strategies employed have the capacity to reduce 
nutrient levels adequately. It is important to identify nutrients that can be controlled and 
will limit the growth of phytoplankton. 
If an essential nutrient is present at a limiting concentration when all other growth 
requirements are adequate, then the phytoplankton growth rate will be reduced and 
controlled by the concentration of the limiting nutrient. As the population of cells 
increases, more of the limiting nutrient becomes incorporated within cells and less is 
available to support further growth. Provided that there is no nutrient re-supply, the 
concentration of available nutrient in the water declines until eventually it is too low to 
support any further increase in biomass and the population maximum is reached. The 
size of the population maximum is determined by the yield, which is defined as the 
amount of cellular material produced per unit of the limiting nutrient. 
This simplified description suggests that if the amount of a limiting nutrient is measured 
prior to the growth of the algal cells, and the yield is known, then it is possible to 
predict the maximum biomass of the phytoplankton population that can be supported. 
This is the basis of the well known empirical relationships between summer 
chlorophyll-a concentrations and the preceding total phosphorus concentrations that 
have been demonstrated in a large number of lakes. In these models, the chlorophyll-a 
concentration is used as an estimate of the phytoplankton biomass, and the total 
phosphorus concentration is used as a measure of phosphorus reserves available to 
support cell growth. The broad applicability of these relationships has demonstrated 
the key role of phosphorus in determining the maximum biomass of phytoplankton that 
can be supported in waters where nutrient limitation is the controlling determinant. 
Of the many nutrients required by phytoplankton, it is phosphorus and nitrogen that 
most frequently seem to become limiting in inland waters. Although nitrogen limitation 
is common in some inland aquatic environments, the empirical chlorophyll -phosphorus 
models are often still successful in predicting the phytoplankton biomass maximum. 
This is because the initial nitrogen limitation favours the growth of nitrogen fixing 
species that can utilise dissolved gaseous nitrogen and so continue to grow even 
when combined inorganic nitrogen is unavailable. In these conditions the 
orthophosphate concentration is reduced to limiting levels by incorporation into cell 
biomass, and the population becomes phosphorus limited. The broad reliance of 
biomass yields on phosphorus concentrations, even under situations of nitrogen 
limitation, suggests that limitation by other nutrients and trace elements, although 
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possible, is uncommon in inland waters. However, it should be noted that this is not 
the case for marine and estuarine environments. 
Algae cannot directly utilise all the forms of phosphorus that occur suspended or 
dissolved in water. In general, algae take up dissolved orthophosphate and it is the 
concentration of this component that determines the algal growth rate. However, the 
maximum algal biomass that can be supported by the total quantity of phosphorus 
present is dependent on the amount of orthophosphate that becomes available to the 
cells as they grow. This quantity includes not only the dissolved component that is 
directly available for incorporation into cells, but also a component adsorbed to 
suspended particles that can move into solution as the algae take up the dissolved 
form. To better describe the forms of phosphorus present to immediately stimulate 
algal growth and to support biomass accumulation, the total phosphorus was 
fractionated into two components: 
9 forms of phosphorus of less than 10,000 molecular weight in size (nominally 
containing particles <0.003 pm in diameter) and providing an estimate of 
dissolved orthophosphate and; 
* clesorbable phosphorus which includes the <0.003 pm fraction plus any 
phosphorus weakly attached to the surfaces of suspended particles but 
released into solution and available to support algal growth. 
Water quality data for the period 1998 to 2000/2003 is summarised in the time series 
plots (Figures 6.9 to 6.19) of in-Reservoir water quality. 
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Figure 6.9 Reactive silica levels in QE2 reservoir 
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Figure 6.12 Chlorophyll-a levels in QE2 reservoir 
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Turbidity, conductivity, light availability and phytoplankton growth. Phytoplankton 
capture light energy and transform it into chemical energy through the processes of 
photosynthesis, where dissolved carbon dioxide is converted into complex sugars. Of 
the total amount of carbon (C) fixed in photosynthesis, some is incorporated into cell 
structures and can be directly observed as cell growth, and some is used in the 
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Figure 6.13 Turbidity levels in QE2 reservoir 
process of respiration where complex sugars are broken down into carbon dioxide to 
provide the cell with energy. The net amount of carbon accumulating as cell growth is 
the difference between the carbon taken up in photosynthesis and that released in 
respiration. As photosynthesis occurs only in the light, while respiration occurs both in 
the light and the dark, the accumulation of carbon will depend on the time the 
phytoplankton spends in the light and in the dark. If carbon is accumulated in excess 
of growth requirements in the light, a certain amount can be stored and used as an 
energy supply during periods of darkness when photosynthesis cannot occur. 
The depth in the water column to which light penetrates is determined by the extent to 
which it is absorbed and scattered by dissolved compounds and suspended particles 
contained within the water. 
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6.3.2 Model development and performance 
The data on all available parameters were discussed in the above section. The ANN 
model was coded in Microsoft Visual Basic and implemented in Active Server Pages. 
The inputs and outputs that were chosen from the list of available data parameters to 
be included in modelling are shown in Figure 6.20. As discussed, all these parameters 
have a significant impact on algae dynamics in the QEII reservoir, and data for each are 
available. The outputs of this ANN model consist of 15 different algae species that are 
known to cause problems in WTWs such as taste, odour or filter-clogging. The output 
values are measured according to a novel ACFOR scale, which takes into account of 
the extent to which each algae species appeared, and how abundant the algae 
species was using an abundance scale. This scale works according to the following 
percentages of algae population: 
A= ABUNDANT (greater than / equal to 30%) 
C= COMMON (20-29%) 
F FREQUENT (10- 19%) 
0 OCCASIONAL (5-9%) 
R RARE (1 -4%) 
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Figure 6.20 ANN architecture for predicting dominant algae species 
in QEII reservoir 
At the completion of model training, the best model was found to be a standard 5- 
layer MLP network that employed the backpropogation rule. As shown in Figure 6.20, 
the ANN model contains 20 input parameters, 5 hidden layers and 15 different algae 
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species as output parameters. The successful model also had a learning rate of 0.1, 
coupled with a momentum of 0.1 and initial weights of 0.3. 
Interesting insights into internal weightings of the inputs in a trained neural network can 
be obtained by sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analysis is a process whereby, one of 
the input factors is maintained at the same value, while the output factors are changed 
+100% and -100%. Whichever input factor has a highest change to this exercise, 
denotes as the factor with highest sensitivity. 
The input sensitivities of algae predicted for QEII shows that chlorophyll-a (as a 
cumulative feedback factor for the whole algae biomass) determines most the 
dynamics of Microcystis. It was interesting to see that density data of the zooplankton 
groups Cladocera and Copepoda have a higher weighting as forcing functions for 
Microcystis than the nutrient components orthophosphate and nitrate. But the grazing 
of Microcystis by zooplankton was not expected to be intensive, as they tend to form 
big cell colonies and produce toxins. Therefore, this result seems to reflect the indirect 
effect of competition advantages of Microcystis due to preferred grazing of non-toxic 
algae by zooplankton. The user menu, input and output forms are shown in Figures 
6.21,6.22,6.23 respectively. 
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File Edit View Favorites Tools Help 
j Favorites J' History z-Lý -j ,; -j Back ýýj 
Asearch 
Address : Ilresearchlib: 100/algaesolutions/WebForml, aspx 
Go ge- &search Web 0 'OAutoFill I ýgC 
AlgaeSolutions 
Ai 
...... .... ..... . 
Algae Library 
Help 
quit Application 
'- 
-. '\ 
Figure 6.21 ANNTAX User Menu 
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L91e Edit View Fporites Tools delp 
Back 1ý1 ZISearch Cýkjl`avorites jHistory 
Addiress r http: ljresearchlib: l 00falgae solutionsiWebInput, aspx 
Go Sle - 
&5earch Web Aut,, F& ýýtions 
Algae Solutions 
Please update the values (if necessary), and click the button to proceed. 
Predict 
Figure 6.22 ANNTAX User Input Form 
Figure 6.23 ANNTAX User Output Form 
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webForm I- microsoft Internet Explorer provided by RWE Group 
6.4 Evaluation 
For evaluation we used an initial set of 350 data corresponding to almost a year's (from 
1.4.2004 to 9.5.2005) of real-operation of QEII reservoir. Each instance corresponds to 
one day and contains the mean values of 20 descriptors for that day. Due to a low 
percentage of missing values (less than 10% of descriptors), we discarded only a part 
of the data from 2.12.2004 to 29.1-2005. This filtering assured a better quality in the 
training set. The set of all these values, except one of them, represents the state of the 
plant for that day. 
(("Day" 1 "Month" 4 "Year" 2004 "Hour" "10-0am" "Temp" 14.00 "Rain" 1.10 
"Chlorophyll" 142 "Nitrate" 5.6 "Nitrogen" 2.1 "Silica" 12.3 "Cladocera" 5532.4 "Wind" 
4.1 "AmmNitrogen" 0.183 "DO" 12.4 "Nitrite" 0.0643 "Phosphorus" 0.045 "Copepoda" 
656.0 "Sun" 14 "Chloride" 39.4 "Nitrate as NOX 30.24 "Nitrite as N02" 0.173 
"Carbon" 1303 "Turbidity" 4.05) 
(("Day" 22 "Month" 6 "Year" 2004 "Hour" "11-Oam" "Temp" 18.00 "Rain" 0.0 
"Chlorophyll" 189 "Nitrate" 6.5 "Nitrogen" 4.0 "Silica" 19.1 "Cladocera" 6735.9 "Wind" 
1.1 "AmmNitrogen" 0.386 "DO" 11.4 "Nitrite" 0.0343 "Phosphorus" 0.445 "Copepoda" 
761.2 "Sun" 15.3 "Chloride" 32.4 "Nitrate as NOT 37.24 "Nitrite as NOT 0.651 
"Carbon" 1432 "Turbidity" 5.5) 
(("Day" 31 "Month" 10 "Year" 2004 "Hour" "04-Opm" "Temp" 12.00 "Rain" 2.10 
"Chlorophyll" 120 "Nitrate" 1.34 "Nitrogen" 2.0 "Silica" 10.5 "Cladocera" 3489.1 "Wind" 
4.3 "AmmNitrogen" 0.167 "DO" 14.8 "Nitrite" 0.0451 "Phosphorus" 0.0375 
"Copepoda" 591.0 "Sun" 10 "Chloride" 41.4 "Nitrate as NOX 35-24 "Nitrite as N02" 
0.103 "Carbon" 1198 "Turbidity" 2.39) 
W'Day" 9 "Month" 5 "Year" 2005 "Hour" "2-OOpm" "Temp" 19.00 "Rain" 0.1 
"Chlorophyll" 172 "Nitrate" 7.8 "Nitrogen" 1.9 "Silica" 10.3 "Claclocera" 4932.1 "Wind" 
3.1 "AmmNitrogen" 0.178 "DO" 13.6 "Nitrite" 0.0494 "Phosphorus" 0.091 "Copepoda" 
729.0 "Sun" 11 "Chloride" 29.4 "Nitrate as NOT 42.2 "Nitrite as NOT 0.201 "Carbon" 
1545 "Turbidity" 3.56) 
To evaluate the performance of the ANN model, we performed a 
3-fold cross- 
validation (subset of 62 days). The test 
has been carried out with the data of the testing 
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subset, which were labelled as Clogged-Filter state. Finally, we calculated the mean 
percentage success and the standard deviation of the ANN model in predicting the 
right species of algae associated with the clogged-filter state in the WTW. 
6.4.1 Evaluation of ANN model 
The result of the application of the ANNTAX system on the three sets is shown in Table 
6.6. 
Table 6.6: ANN's evaluation. 
Experiment Number of data Correct prediction 
1 112 78% 
2 158 91% 
3 80 83% 
The mean success rate is obtained as an average of the success on each of the three 
sets. We complement these average successes with the standard deviation and the 
semi-difference between maximum and minimum values over the three sets: 
Mean successful outcomes: 84% 
Standard deviation: 2% 
Semi-difference between maximum and minimum values: 3% 
6.4.2 Evaluation of Taxonomy 
Simple Linear Classification. The simplest function to represent the mapping 
between contaminant attributes and the classification variable is a linear equation: 
y= WO + Wl Xl + W2X2 + W3X3 + W4X4 + W5X5 + W6X6 
where w, is the weight for attribute i This seven-parameter function can also be 
represented as a very simple neural network, as shown in Figure 6.24. In this network, 
the sum of the weighted inputs is passed through a linear transfer function to produce 
a single output variable, Y. 
Using this simple linear function, the training data set was fit to produce the 
parameters shown in Table 6.7. All the attributes except proximity and 
frequency were 
important and statistically significant. This would imply that type, past detection, 
concern, and populations are the attributes that 
have, in the past, determined whether 
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WTW should communicate about drinking water contaminants. In principle, proximity 
and frequency should be important determinants driving communication decisions, but 
the simple linear analysis did not show this. As shown in Figure 6.25, the linear 
approach does a poor job of classifying the training data set, so one should not 
interpret too much on the basis of the statistical significance of these parameters. 
Input 
vector 
xl 
x2 
X3 
x4 
x5 
X6 
Figure 6.24 A single neuron ANN which is equivalent to a 
multivariate linear function 
Table 6.7 Linear classification results shown as the values of the 
regression parameters and their statistical significance 
Attribute Weight Regression 
Estimate 
Significantly Different from 
Zero at the 95% Confidence 
Level? 
wo 0.28 Yes 
Type W, -0.17 Yes 
Detected W2 0.34 Yes 
Proximity W3 0.007 No 
Frequency W4 0.013 No 
Concern W5 0.32 Yes 
Populations W6 0.14 Yes 
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The resulting distribution of Y values for the contaminants in the training data set is 
shown in Figure 4.3 for the linear classifier. The optimum threshold values of 0.21 and 
1.36 are indicated by dashed lines. The overall trend that T=0 contaminants tend to 
have lower Y values, T=2 contaminants tend to have higher Y values, and T=1 
contaminants are in the middle, is certainly observed. This is interesting in that it serves 
to verify that past communication decisions are consistent with the factors that we 
believe to be important indicators of public concern. However, the correct separation 
of contaminants is far from perfect. Twenty-six contaminants the T= 0 class are 
misclassified, and two of these appear in the T= 2 class. Two contaminants in T=1 
contaminants are misclassified as T=2 contaminants. None of the T=2 contaminants 
have been misclassified. The poor classification of the training data set indicates that 
these data are not easily separable using a linear classifier and that a more complex 
mathematical model is needed to describe the relationship between the attribute 
values and the classification values. 
ANN Classification. The ANN used for this classification problem has two layers 
connected in a feed-forward configuration (Figure 6.26). The hidden layer contains two 
nodes (neurons), each of which has a hyperbolic tangent sigmoidal function as the 
transfer function. The output layer has a single node with a linear transfer function. This 
is a simple ANN architecture, and yet its nonlinearity and high degree of 
parameterisation (a total of 17 parameters) offers great flexibility in classifying a linearly 
non-separable data set. 
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3- 
2- 
0 2 
-0.5 
0 0.5 
Figure 6.25 Histogram of Y values 
for contaminants in the training 
data set using the linear classifier 
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xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 
x5 
x6 
Figure 6.26 The multilayer ANN architecture used for this 
application 
The training algorithm used to calibrate the ANN is a conjugate q-radient method. The 
parameters for the resulting classification model are shown in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8 Resulting parameters of the ANN classifier 
First layer input weight 4.120 -6.30 -13.32 3.30 3.49 6.06 
matrix 2.03 -3.24 23.64 -8.40 6.35 -13.19 
First layer biases -21.45 
1.26 
Second layer input weight -0.56 -0.96 
matrix 
Second layer bias 0.50 
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Figure 6.27 Histogram of Y values of contaminants in the training 
data set using the ANN classifier 
Figure 6.27 shows the resulting distribution of Y values for the contaminants in the 
training data set. The optimum threshold values of 0.53 and 1.5 are shown as dashed 
lines. As with the linear classification, there is a general trend that T=0 contaminants 
have lower Y values, T=1 contaminants have intermediate Y values, and T=2 
contaminants have high Y values. Unlike the linear classification, the ANN classifier 
achieves greater separation between the contaminants in the three different classes. 
Table 6.9 Classification of contaminants left out of the training 
data set as validation test cases 
Validation Test Cases Predicted class Correctly 
(Known Classification) using the ANN classified? 
classifier 
Chlorella T=0 Yes 
pyrenoidosa(O) 
Trachelomonas T=0 Yes 
crebea(O) 
Zygnema Insigne (0) T=0 Yes 
Pandorina (1) T=1 Yes 
'm 
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Error Analysis. 
Errors in Classification of Algae Contaminants in the Training Data Set. Only five 
contaminants in the training data set were misclassified using the ANN classifier. Four 
were T=0 contaminants that were placed in the T=1 class; One of the T=1 
contaminants, was placed in the T=0 class. None of the T=2 contaminants in the 
training data set were misclassified. 
Validation Test Cases. Four contaminants were randomly selected to be left out of 
the training data set. These are listed in Table 6.9 together with their ANN 
classification. All three T =0 contaminants were correctly classified, as was the single 
1 contaminant. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The analysis presented in this section was designed to explore the relationship 
between the classification variable (2) and the attribute variables for the ANN classifier. 
This analysis substitutes for direct examination of statistical significance of parameter 
weights as can be done for a linear classifier. Because - of the nonlinear complexity of 
the underlying mathematical function in an ANN classifier, the parameters (i. e., the 
weights and biases shown in Table 6.8) cannot be easily interpreted by direct 
examination. Instead, we conducted a sensitivity analysis by testing the classification 
outcome for specific variations in the attribute values. 
For each class of algae contaminants a nominal set of attributes was assigned by 
constructing an array of average attribute values for that class. Then, for each attribute 
we varied the value to test its extreme values or each of its possible values, while 
holding the other attributes at their nominal values. This is sometimes called "one-at-a- 
time" sensitivity analysis. It is a simple approach that illuminates first order effects and it 
is an excellent place to start. The results of the analysis are presented in concise 
fashion in Table 6.10. Certainly in a nonlinear function, higher order effects and 
interdependencies are possible. if strange or interesting first order effects are evident, 
one can conduct more complex sensitivity analyses using, for example, full factorial 
designs. 
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Table 6.10 Results of the sensitivity analysis to explore 
classification outcomes resulting from variation of attribute values 
Attribute value3 Predicted Predicted 
tested class for a 
class for nominal T=O 
contaminant nominal 
T=1 and T=2 
contaminants 
Typ e 1,2, and 3 0 2 
4 and 5 0 1 
Detected 0 or 1 0 1 
2 0 2 
Proximity 1 0 1 
4 0 0 
Frequency 000 
15 11 
Concern 102 
301 or 2 
Popula tions 100 or 2 
221 or 2 
31 or 2 
41 
Type. For a contaminant with T=O characteristics, the classification is insensitive to 
"type" meaning that this is an unimportant attribute in guiding communication 
decisions for otherwise unimportant contaminants. However, for contaminants that are 
important for other reasons (i. e., with T=l or T=2 characteristics), "type' is an 
important attribute. Types 1,2, and 3 tend to put something in the more important T=2 
class, whereas Types 4 and 5 put something in the T= 1 class. 
Detected. For a contaminant with T=O characteristics, the classification is insensitive 
to "detected, " meaning that this is an unimportant attribute in guiding communication 
decisions for otherwise unimportant contaminants. However, for contaminants that are 
important for other reasons (i. e., with T=1 or T=2 characteristics), "detected" is an 
important attribute. If something has not been tested for or if it has been tested for and 
not detected, this indicates that communication may still be necessary but not likely to 
warrant multiple communications. However, if something has 
been tested for and 
detected, it is likely to be something that requires multiple communications. 
Proximity. The results of the sensitivity analysis for "proximity" are interesting. The ANN 
classifier shows a slight inverse relationship with this attribute variable, predicting 
that 
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in the case of VVRIV contaminants with nationwide media coverage are more important 
than those with media coverage pertaining to TWUL WTWs. This is surprising because 
one might have expected that for larger values of the "proximity" attribute the "T' 
classification would be larger. This finding implies that public concern may be driven 
less by known risks to local water quality and more by risks to water quality elsewhere 
in the country. However, our result is more likely to be related to the following: TWUL 
WTW customers' level of trust in the utility to identify and address water quality 
problems (see Chapter 4), and/or TWUL customer complaints characterisation of local 
environmental health issues (see Chapter 2). In more heterogeneous communities, our 
results for "proximity" may not be replicated. In future models, it may be appropriate to 
reconsider or rename this attribute. 
Frequency. The attribute "frequency" is important in predicting that a contaminant 
should be in a class that warrants communication, and this is true for all types of 
contaminants. That is, no matter what the other attribute values are, if "frequency" is 
high then communication is more likely to be warranted. 
Concern. The attribute "concern" is found to be unimportant in affecting the 
classification outcome of contaminants. The unimportant contaminants (T=O) remain 
classified as T=O even if the "concern" attribute is 3 (reported use of dread 
terminology). Contaminants that are nominally in the T=1 and T=2 classes remain in 
those classes for both extreme values of the "concern" attribute. 
Populations. The attribute "populations" appears to be an important determinant of 
communication classification. When "populations" is 1 (pertaining to the general 
public), communication may or may not be important depending on other factors. 
When "populations" is 2-4 (pertaining to susceptible subpopulations or individuals like 
oneself), communication is indicated for all types of contaminants. 
Test Cases 
The final part of the analysis is classification of interesting contaminants using the 
calibrated ANN classifier. Five contaminants were selected for this analysis, as shown 
in Table 6.11. All are materials that were not in the training data set, and no information 
was available regarding past communication decisions at 
TWUL WTWs. 
The Binary Classification Problem: Whether to Communicate or 
Not 
Another way of approaching this classification problem is by reducing 
the decision to 
simply whether or not to communicate about a contaminant. 
As such, this becomes a 
binary classification problem rather than the ternary 
(T =0,1, or 2) classification 
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problem analysed up to this point. To examine this binary classification problem, the 
contaminants in the T=1 and T=2 classes in the training data set were lumped into a 
single T=1 category. As with the ternary data set, these data were found to be linearly 
inseparable. An ANN classifier had better results, as shown in Figure 6.28. Only four 
contaminants were misclassified, which is quite good, but only marginal improvement 
over the neural network classifier for the ternary classification presented above. 
Table 6.11 Predicted classification for interesting test cases using 
the neural network classifier 
Contaminant Predicted 
classification 
Anacyslis T=1 
Cymbella T=0 
Cosmarium T=0 
Syndera T=0 
Euglena T2 
Melosira T0 
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Figure 6.28 Histogram of Y values of contaminants in the training 
data set using the A14N classifier 
6.5 Discussion 
In the evaluation experiments, ANNTAX have been able to successfully predict 84% of 
Filter-Clogging states, suggesting associated action strategies. The evaluation phase 
helped us to identify flaws in the conceptual isation of the domain (categories, values' 
ranges, relations and problem-solving strategies) within each module of ANNTAX and 
allowed several improvements in the implementation. 
Thus, future work will focus on the inclusion, after a necessary modelling phase, of 
even more qualitative knowledge and on the implementation of more relations among 
the various descriptors defined in the taxonomy. 
We also demonstrated and developed a tool to aid WTWs in making decisions about 
public communication on drinking water contaminants using a taxonomy-based ANN 
classifier. Certainly, if a contaminant is toxic or occurs in drinking water at relatively 
high concentrations, communicating the health risks to the public is important. 
However, public concern is generated even with contaminants that are not toxic or do 
not occur in drinking water. 
This analysis focused on the factors indicative of public concern, as evidenced by 
scientific risk perception results. A prototype classification method was used in which 
past communication decisions provide the basis for construction of a classifier model. 
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The model can subsequently be used to classify new contaminants into those for 
which communication is more or less important. This method is appropriate if one 
believes that past decisions were the correct ones. The past decisions are captured in 
a training dataset that contains contaminants in different classes. For this analysis, we 
categorised the contaminants in three classes denoted by the classification variable, T. 
We used T=O for contaminants for which past communication was purposefully not 
done, T=1 for contaminants for which past communication was done, and T=2 for 
contaminants for which past communication was done more than once. We 
categorised the contaminants in three classes denoted by the classification variable, T. 
These classifications, together with other data that characterise the contaminants in 
terms of public concern, were then used to train a mathematical model, which in this 
case was an ANN classifier. 
Next, we constructed a data set of contaminants for which past communication 
decisions had been made at TWUL WTWs. Each contaminant was characterised using 
attributes that were believed to be important in driving communication decisions. The 
attributes were: "type" of contaminant; "detected" contaminants in TWUL's system; 
"proximity" or the geographic region relevant for news media coverage; "frequency" of 
the contaminant's mention by the customer complaints; "concern" words used by the 
media; and "populations" (e. g., the types of specific populations mentioned). 
In total there were 104 contaminants in the training data set. Four randomly selected 
contaminants were left out of the training dataset and were used as validation test 
cases. In training the ANN classifier, the objective function was weighted to balance 
the contribution of the different classes of data. A correlation analysis of the attribute 
data revealed that there was no substantial correlation between the attribute values. 
Every effort was made to find the mathematically simplest model. A simple linear 
classifier was tried, but it did a poor job. The next approach, a simple ANN classifier 
with two layers in a feed-forward configuration, was used and was found to perform 
very well. From our sensitivity analysis, we determined that the most important 
attributes were "frequency" and "populations, " which produced the most significant 
changes in the classification outcome. The other attributes were 
important in specific 
contexts. All four validation test cases were correctly classified. 
The classifier was then used to predict communication 
importance for contaminants 
for which decisions had not been previously made. 
The results indicated that public 
concern was likely to be high for Euglena and 
Anacyslis, while the other specific 
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contaminants (Cymbella, Cosmarium, Syndera, and Melosira) were likely to be less 
important for public concern. 
6.6 Conclusions 
This work presented a study on the application of artificial neural networks to the task 
of modelling and prediction of algal blooms. A storage reservoir was evaluated with 
characteristics including a variety of nutrient levels, light and temperature conditions, 
and depth and water retention time. The river presented a unique application of the 
approach in a water system with extremely short retention time. 
A neural network structure was developed for each system where the availability of 
time-series data dictated to some extent the neural network design. Results showed 
that the neural network approach is a successful method of modelling such complex 
and nonlinear phenomena as algal blooms in freshwater systems with different 
environmental conditions. 
The validation of the neural network model using independent data not included in the 
training procedure showed good agreement for predictions of the occurrence of 
specific algae species in reservoir water systems. 
In the case of QE2, the model validation has proven that artificial neural networks are 
able to predict timing, magnitudes and succession of several algal species realistically, 
such as Micropystis, Oscillatoria and Phormidium. 
Using the interconnection weights as a guide, a sensitivity analysis of the model 
performance under variations in the input data magnitudes was con- ducted. The 
results provide a means of defining the primary components driving the dynamics of 
algae species. Additionally, the number of output variables included in each of the 
models was varied to identify the variables that play a major role 
in algae growth. This 
concept is complementary to traditional approaches that require a 
large number of 
system characteristics to be estimated when data is unavailable. 
In conclusion the work supports the concept that the neural network approach can 
be 
successful for modeling and prediction of very complex and non-linear ecological 
phenomena such as algal blooms. 
As a complement to traditional modelling techniques, 
the neural network approach 
was shown to be useful for identification of 
the primary driving mechanisms in the 
system dynamics. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
7A Conclusions 
The goals of this thesis were: (a) the development of new and solid bridges between Al 
research and environment research, (b) the advancement in DSS development, and (c) 
the use of ANNs and taxonomies in decision support for the solution of complex 
problems. 
To meet these goals, the following research objectives were established and achieved: 
1. The improvement of the modelling of the information about water treatment 
processes (see Chapter 4). This included the solving part of the existing 
terminological confusion in the domain. 
2. The incorporation of knowledge related to the treatment process into the 
decision support process (see Chapter 4). This process component is 
modelled by ANN and semantic taxonomy (or taxonomy). With this setup, it is 
possible to capture, predict, understand, describe and reason on the 
knowledge about the whole physical, chemical and microbiological 
environment of a WTW. 
3. The creation of a system to supervise the processes taking place at a water 
treatment plant (see Chapter 4). This system is an environmental decision 
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support system with three layers: perception, diagnosis and decision support. 
A more reliable management with respect to previous systems is possible by 
means of the input of new knowledge (including process knowledge), of a 
novel integration between ANNs and Taxonomies, and the introduction of 
planning capabilities. 
4. The resolution of existing reasoning -impasses (see Chapter 5). In the case of 
impasse (no diagnostics), the decision support system turns to the taxonomy, 
demanding an off-line diagnosis mainly based on its deep process knowledge. 
The hierarchical structure and the axioms of the taxonomy, allowing reasoning 
on different levels of abstraction, help to diagnose the situation in case of 
impasse of other systems as well. 
5. The representation of cause-effect relations in the water domain (see Chapter 
6). The decision support system formalises a certain degree of cause-effect 
reasoning, because of the implementation of a set of ANN models that enable 
the taxonomy to automatically deduce the answer to questions about the water 
treatment domain. 
6. The possibility to share or reuse in other works the acquired knowledge about 
the management of a treatment works (see Chapter 6). The decision support 
system is portable towards similar domains and creates an opportunity of 
knowledge sharing among various water treatment works. The introduction of 
ANNs and the taxonomy is the key factor to help in reusing knowledge and 
facilitate the portability of the system. 
The specific tasks, undertaken to meet the objectives, and contributions to literature 
are: 
1. A review of Al techniques (ANNs and Taxonomy), and the impact of them on the 
definition and development of DSS is carried out. The review includes a selection 
of successful applications to a wide range of environmental problems related to 
the water domain (section 3.5.2). 
11. ANNTAX -A novel IDSS for water treatment works 
has been developed. Its 
architecture is characterised by the novel integration of 
ANNs and semantic 
taxonomy. The ANN element in the ANNTAX system is designed to predict 
operational problems in WTWs, and the domain taxonomy element 
is designed 
to identify and understand the impact of the operational problems on the rest of 
the process treatment train in WTWs. 
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111. ANNTAX is able to model and predict the information about output turbidity and 
headloss in a RGPF and the dominant algae species in a storage reservoir. 
ANNTAX is a proactive, non-linear planner, which works as a real-time system 
employed to represent and use experts' procedural knowledge for accomplishing 
predefined goals. A fully working version has been implemented. 
IV. The ANN models in ANNTAX system are web-based, and were programmed 
using Microsoft's Visual Basic language and implemented using Active Server 
Pages on the Thames Water Intranet. The novel web-based ANNs design brings 
many benefits to the ANNTAX system such as: easy accessibility, user-friendly 
interfaces, little or no learning curves, and no additional software to download. 
V. A semantic taxonomy for the real-world domain of water treatment processes 
has been created. This taxonomy s the manifestation of a shared understanding 
of the water domain that is agreed among experts in environmental and chemical 
engineering. 
VI. Methods to solve diagnosis impasses and to represent transitions between 
states of the domain have been defined through the novel combination of ANNs 
and Taxonomies. With them, two kinds of predict and cause-effect relations were 
implemented: association of micro-organisms to the problematic situations that 
they cause (see Chapter 6), and association of the actual state of the works to 
the actions that need to be performed in order to reach the normal state from 
that actual state (see Chapter 5). These relations can then be used for some kind 
of qualitative simulation, in order to predict long-term future states of a WTW in 
response to alternative action schemas. 
a 7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
In collaboration with biologists and chemical engineers, the evolution of the taxonomy 
in the ANNTAX decision support system from a superficial knowledge to a deeper 
knowledge of the process and microbiological component of the water treatment 
process will be completed. This should allow an even better management of water 
treatment works. 
A process of adaptation, update and refinement of current Al reasoning modules 
(ANNs and taxonomies) of ANNTAX needs to be brought to a conclusion 
for the 
complete integration of the taxonomy into the resultant environmental 
decision-support 
system. 
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Open research lines to be considered, based on the experience from the Ph. D. thesis 
are: 
Construction of sub-taxonomy for knowledge management: this sub-taxonomy 
will connect impasse situations to the agents (people, systems) with the 
knowledge to solve them. 
0 In the context of the two case studies demonstrated in this research, a number 
of points should be addressed in the next stages of ANN model development: 
- It is envisaged that the ANN model will be used to predict a filter run 
from a set of values presented before that run has taken place. The use 
of inflow rate is of particular importance in this context. Information on 
the timing of the drop-off in flow rate that can occur as a filter becomes 
blocked is obviously not available as a network input. 
- Chlorophyll 'a' gives a direct and useful measure of algal 
concentrations. Unfortunately it suffers form two problems. First, it is 
only measured weekly so more frequent sampling may be required. 
Second, the effects of algae are not constant. Different blooms consist 
of different taxa of algae, and these can have markedly different 
behaviour on a filter. Without being able to classify the type of algae, 
CHLA can only hope to model the average algal effect over a year. 
- The difficulty in accurately predicting head loss above 2 metres may 
need to be addressed. If actual filters are not operated above the usual 
1.8m level then this shortcoming will not be an issue. Overall the 
networks show excellent performance over the full range of operating 
conditions and are a good foundation for the implementation of a future 
optimisation scheme. 
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Appendix A 
Visual Basic Program for Backpropogation 
MLP 
Attribute VB_Name = "modNN" 
Option Base 1 
Option Explicit 
Const e=2.7183 'Mathematical const, used in sigmold function 
Private Type Dendrite ' Dendrite connects one neuron to another and 
allows signal to pass from it 
Weight As Double 'Weight it has 
WeightChange As Double 'The change in weight during learning 
End Type 
Private Type Neuron 'The main thing 
Dendriteso As Dendrite 'Array of Dendrites 
DendriteCount As Long 'Number of dendrites 
Bias As Double 'The bias 
BiasChange As Double 'The change in bias during learning 
Value As Double 'The value to be passed to next layer of neurons 
Delta As Double 'The delta of neuron (used while learning) 
End Type 
Private Type Layer 'Layer containing number of neurons 
Neuronso As Neuron 'Neurons in the layer 
NeuronCount As Long 'Number of neurons 
End Type 
Private Type NeuralNetwork 
Layerso As Layer 'Layers in the network 
LayerCount As Long 'Number of layers 
LearningRate As Double 'The learning rateof the network 
End Type 
Dim Network As NeuralNetwork ' Our main network 
Function CreateNet (LearningRate As Double, Array0f Layers As Variant) 
As Integer '0 = Unsuccesful and 1= Successful 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Network. LayerCount = UBound(ArrayOfLayers) 'Init number of layers 
If Network. LayerCount <2 Then 'Input and output layers must be 
there 
CreateNet =0 'Unsuccessful 
Exit Function 
End If 
Network. LearningRate = LearningRate 'The learning rate 
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ReDim Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) As Layer 'Redim the layers 
variable 
For i=1 To UBound(ArrayOfLayers) Initialize all layers 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(i). NeuronCount ArrayOfLayers(i) 
ReDim Network. Layers (i) . Neurons (Network. Layers (i) . NeuronCount) As Neuron 
For j=1 To ArrayOfLayers(i) 'Initialize all neurons 
DoEvents 
If i= UBound(ArrayOfLayers) Then 'We will not init 
dendrites for it because output layers doesn't have any 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Bias = GetRand 'Set the 
bias to random value 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). DendriteCount 
ArrayOf Layers (i - 1) 
ReDim 
Network. Layers (i) . Neurons (j) . Dendrites (Network. Layers (i) . Neurons (j) DendriteCount) As Dendrite 'Redim the dendrite var 
For k=1 To ArrayOfLayers(i - 1) 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Dendrites(k). Weight 
GetRand 'Set the weight of each dendrite 
Next k 
ElseIf i=1 Then 'Only init dendrites not bias 
DoEvents 'Do nothing coz it is input layer 
Else 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Bias = GetRand 'Set the 
bias to random value 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). DendriteCount 
ArrayOf Layers (i - 1) 
ReDim 
Network. Layers (i) . Neurons (j) . Dendrites (Network. Layers (i) . Neurons (j) 
DendriteCount) As Dendrite 'Redim the dendrite var 
For k=1 To ArrayOfLayers(i - 1) 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Dendrites(k). Weight 
GetRand 'Set the weight of each dendrite 
Next k 
End If 
Next 
Next i 
CreateNet 
End Function 
Function Run(ArrayOfInputs As Variant) As Variant 'It returns the 
output inf form of array 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
If UBound (Array0f Inputs) <> Network. Layers (1) . NeuronCount Then 
Run =0 
Exit Function 
End If 
For i=1 To Network. LayerCount 
DoEvents 
For j=1 To Network. Layers(i). NeuronCount 
DoEvents 
If i=1 Then 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Value - ArrayOfInputs(j) 
'Set the value of input layer 
Else 
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Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Value =0 'First set the 
value to zero 
For k=1 To Network-Layers(i - 1). NeuronCount 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Value 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Value + Network. Layers(i - 1). Neurons(k). Value * 
Network. Layers (i) Neurons (j) Dendrites (k) Weight 'Cal cul at ing the 
value 
Next k 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Value 
Activation(Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Value + 
Network. Layers (i) Neurons (j) Bias) 'Calculating the real value of 
neuron 
End If 
Next j 
Next i 
ReDim OutputResult (Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) . NeuronCount) As Double 
For i=1 To (Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) . NeuronCount) DoEvents 
OutputResult (i) 
(Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) . Neurons (i) . Value) 'The array of 
output result 
Next i 
Run = OutputResult 
End Function 
Function Train (inputdata As Variant, outputdata As Variant) As 
Integer 'O=unsuccessful and 1= sucessful 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
If UBound (inputdata) <> Network. Layers (1) . NeuronCount Then 'Check if 
correct amount of input is given 
Train =0 
Exit Function 
End If 
If UBound(outputdata) <> 
Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) . NeuronCount Then 'Check 
if 
correct amount of output is given 
Train =0 
Exit Function 
End If 
Call Run (inputdata) 'Calculate values of all neurons and set the 
input 
'Calculate delta's 
For i=I To Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) . NeuronCount 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(Network. LayerCount). Neurons(i). Delta 
Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) Neurons (i) Value (1 
Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) Neurons (i) Value) 
(outputdata(i) - 
Network. Layers (Network. LayerCount) Neurons (i) Value) Deltas of 
output layer 
For j= Network-LayerCount -1 To 2 Step -1 
DoEvents 
For k=1 To Network. Layers(j). NeuronCount 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(j). Neurons(k). Delta 
Network. Layers(j). Neurons(k). Value * (1 - 
Network. Layers (j) . Neurons 
(k) . Value) 
* Network. Layers (j + 
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1). Neurons(i). Dendrites(k). Weight * Network. Layers(j 
1). Neurons(i). Delta 'Deltas of Hidden Layers 
Next k 
Next j 
Next i 
For i= Network. LayerCount To 2 Step -1 
DoEvents 
For j=1 To Network. Layers(i). NeuronCount 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Bias 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Bias + (Network. LearningRate *1 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Delta) 'Calculate new bias 
For k=1 To Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). DendriteCount 
DoEvents 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Dendrites(k). Weight 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Dendrites(k). Weight + 
(Network. LearningRate * Network. Layers (i - 1) . Neurons (k) . Value Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Delta) 'Calculate new weights 
Next k 
Next j 
Next 
Train 
End Function 
'Function Sigmod(Value As Double, Threshold As Double) 
'Sigmod =1/ (1 +e^ (-(Value - Threshold))) 
'End Function 
Private Function Activation(Value As Double) 
'To crunch a number between 0 and 1 
Activation = (1 / (1 + Exp(Value * -1))) 
End Function 
Function GetRando As Double 'Produces a number between -1 and 1 
Randomize 
GetRand 2- (1 + Rnd + Rnd) 
'GetRand Rnd 
End Function 
Sub EraseNetworko 
Erase Network. Layers 
End Sub 
Function SaveNet(FilePath As String) As Integer 1 successful, 0 
=unsucessful 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Open FilePath For Output As #1 
Print #1, "START Learning Rate" 
Print #1, Network. LearningRate 
Print #1, "END Learning Rate" 
Print #1, "START Layer Count" 
Print #1, Network. LayerCount 
Print #1, "END Layer Count" 
Print #1, "START Input Layer Neuron Count" 
Print #1, Network. Layers(l). NeuronCount 
Print #1, "END Input Layer Neuron Count" 
For i=2 To Network. LayerCount 
Print #1, "START Next Layer" 
Print #1, "START Neuron Count" 
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Print #1, Network. Layers(i). NeuronCount 
Print #1, "END Neuron Count" 
For j=1 To Network-Layers(i). NeuronCount 
Print #1, "START Neuron" 
Print #1, "START Bias" 
Print #1, Network-Layers(i). Neurons(j). Bias 
Print #1, "END Bias" 
Print #1, "START Dendrites" 
For k=1 To Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). DendriteCount 
Print #1, 
Network. Layers(i). Neurons(j). Dendrites(k). Weight 
Next k 
Print #1, "END Dendrites" 
Print #1, "END Neuron" 
Next j 
Print #1, "END Layer" 
Next i 
Close #1 
SaveNet 
End Function 
Function LoadNet(FilePath As String) As Integer '1= successful, 0 
=unsucessful 
Dim Data, DataMain As String 
Dim LayerTrack, NeuronTrack As Long 'The variable which tracks the 
current layer and current neuron 
Dim i As Long 
If FileExists(FilePath) =0 Then 
LoadNet =0 'File doest not exists 
Exit Function 
End If 
Open FilePath For Input As #1 
Do While Not EOF(l) 
DoEvents 
Line Input #1, Data 
Select Case Data 
Case "START Learning Rate": 
Line Input #1, DataMain 
Network. LearningRate = CDbl(DataMain) 
Case "START Layer Count": 
Line Input #1, DataMain 
Network. LayerCount = CLng(DataMain) 
ReDim Network. Layers(Network. LayerCount) As Layer 
Case "START Input Layer Neuron Count": 'Input layer 
LayerTrack =1 
Line Input #1, DataMain 
Network. Layers(l). NeuronCount = CLng(DataMain) 
ReDim 
Network. Layers (1) . Neurons (Network. Layers 
(1) . NeuronCount) As Neuron 
Case "START Neuron Count": 
LayerTrack = LayerTrack +1 
Line Input #1, DataMain 
Network. Layers(LayerTrack). NeuronCount = CLng(DataMain) 
ReDim 
Network. Layers (LayerTrack) . Neurons 
(Network. Layers (LayerTrack) . Neuron 
Count) As Neuron 
Case "START Bias": 
NeuronTrack = NeuronTrack +1 
Line Input #1, DataMain 
Network. Layers(LayerTrack). Neurons(NeuronTrack). Bias 
CDbl (DataMain) 
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Network. Layers (LayerTrack) Neurons (NeuronTrack) DendriteCount 
Network. Layers(LayerTrack - 1). NeuronCount 
ReDim 
Network. Layers (LayerTrack) . Neurons (NeuronTrack) Dendrites (Network. La 
yers (LayerTrack) Neurons (NeuronTrack) . DendriteCount) As Dendrite Case "START Dendrites": 
For i=1 To 
Network. Layers (LayerTrack) Neurons (NeuronTrack) 
. DendriteCount 'All the dendrites 
DoEvents 
Line Input #1, DataMain 
Network. Layers (LayerTrack) Neurons (NeuronTrack) 
. Dendrites (i) Weight CDbl(DataMain) 
Next i 
Case "END Layer": 
NeuronTrack =0 
Case Else 
DoEvents 
End Select 
Loop 
Close #1 
LayerTrack 0 
NeuronTrack 0 
LoadNet =1 
End Function 
V FUNCTION: FileExists 
I Determines whether the specified file exists 
V 
IN: [strPathName] - file to check for 
Returns: True if file exists, False otherwise 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Private Function FileExists (ByVal strPathName As String) As Integer 
Dim intFileNum As Integer 
On Error Resume Next 
I 
'Remove any trailing directory separator character 
V 
If Right$(strPathName, 1) = "\" Then 
strPathName = Left$(strPathName, Len(strPathName) 
End If 
I 
'Attempt to open the file, return value of this function is 
False 
'if an error occurs on open, True otherwise 
I 
intFileNum = FreeFile 
Open strPathName For Input As intFileNum 
FileExists = IIf(Err, False, True) 
Close intFileNum 
Err = 
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End Function 
Type=Exe 
Form=frmNN. frm 
Reference=*\G{00020430-0000-0000-Cooo- 
0000000000461#2.0#0#C: \WINDOWS\SYSTEM\stdole2. tlb#OLE 
Module=modNN; modNN. bas 
Object=IF9043C88-F6F2-101A-A3C9-08002B2F49FBI#1.2#0; 
IconForm="frmUSR" 
Startup="frmUSR" 
Command32-"" 
Name="Projectl" 
HelpContextID="O" 
CompatibleMode="O" 
MajorVer=l 
MinorVer=O 
RevisionVer=O 
AutoIncrementVer=O 
ServerSupportFiles=O 
VersionCompanyName="NDDB" 
CompilationType=O 
OptimizationType=O 
FavorPentiumPro(tm)=O 
CodeViewDebugInfo=O 
NoAliasing=O 
BoundsCheck=O 
OverflowCheck=O 
FlPointCheck=O 
FDIVCheck=O 
UnroundedFP=O 
StartMode=O 
Unattended=O 
Retained=O 
ThreadPerObject=O 
MaxNumberOfThreads=l 
Automation 
COMDLG32. OCX 
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Appendix B 
Implementation of ANN in Microsoft Access 
Option Compare Database 
Private Sub Commandl Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Commandl-Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Main" 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName. .. stLinkCriteria 
Exit-Commandl 
- 
Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Commandl 
- 
Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit-Commandl-Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command3 Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Command3_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "ALgae List" 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName. .. stLinkCriteria 
Exit-Command3_Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Command3 
- 
Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit-Command3_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command4 Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Command4_Click 
DoCmd. Quit 
Exit-Command4_Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Command4_Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit_Command4_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command6_Clicko 
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On Error GoTo Err_Command6_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Help" 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName. .. stLinkCriteria 
Exit-Command6 
- 
Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Command6 
- 
Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit_Command6_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command20 Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Command20-Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Main" 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName. .. stLinkCriteria 
Exit-Command20 
- 
Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Command20 
- 
Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit-Command20-Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command2l Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Command2l-Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "ALgae List' 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName. .. stLinkCriteria 
Exit_Command2l_Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Command2l 
- 
Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit_Command2l_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command22 Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Command22_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Help" 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName. .. stLinkCriteria 
Exit_Command22_Click: 
Exit Sub 
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Err_Command22_Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit-Command22_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command23 Clicko 
On Error GoTo Err_Command23_Click 
DoCmd. Quit 
Exit-Command23 
- 
Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Co=and23_Click: 
MsgBox Err. Description 
Resume Exit-Command23_Click 
End Sub 
Public Const DLL_PATH_NAME As String = "c: \AlgaeSolutionsVl. O\acfor 
2 expert. dll" 
Public Const WEIGHTS-PATH_NAME As String 
"c: \AlgaeSolutionsVl. O\acfor 2 expert. nsw" 
Public Const BEST 
- 
WEIGHTS-PATH_NAME As String 
"c: \AlgaeSolutionsVI. O\BestWeights. nsw" 
Public Const DATA PATH As String = "c: \AlgaeSolutionsVl. O" 
Public Const INPUT FILE NAME As String = "InputData. txt" 
Public Const DESIRED FILE NAME As String = "DesiredData. txt" 
Public Const NUMBER OF EXEMPLARS As Long = 118 
Public Const NUMBER OF EPOCHS As Long = 1000 
Public Const RECALL_ONLY-NETWORK As Boolean = False 
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Appendix C 
Implementation of ANN in Microsoft Active 
Server Pages 
<%@ Page Language="vb" AutoEventWireup="false" 
Codebehind="WebForml. aspx. vb" Inherits=" algaesolut ions. WebForml "%> 
<! DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional/ /EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<title>WebForml</title> 
<meta content="Microsoft Visual Studio NET 7.111 
name="GENERATOR"> 
<meta content="Visual Basic NET 7.111 
name="CODE_LANGUAGE"> 
<meta content="JavaScript" 
name="vs_defaultClientScript"> 
<meta 
content=" http: //schema s. microsoft. com/intellisense/ie5', 
name=llvs targetSchema"> 
</HEAD> 
<body> 
<form id="Forml" method="post" runat="server"> 
<Hl>Algae Solutions</Hl> 
<P> 
<TABLE id="Tablel" cellSpacing="1" 
cellPadding="1" width="100%" border="O"> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labell" 
runat="server">Temp</asp: label></P> 
15%"><asp: textbox id="txtTemp" 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 
runat="server"></asp: textbox></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label2" 
runat="server">Wind</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 
15%"><asp: textbox id="txtWind" runat=" server" ></asp: 
textbox></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 
15% "><asp: label id="Label3" runat=" server" >Sun</asp: 
label></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtSun" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label4" 
runat="server">Rain</asp: 
label></P> 
</TD> 
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<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtRain" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label5" 
runat="server">AMMNITROGEN</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 263px"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtAm-mnitrogen" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label6" 
runat="server">CHLORIDE</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtChloride" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label 
id=" CHLOROPHYLL" runat= " server" >CHLOROPHYLL< /asp: label>< / P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtChlorophyll" runat=" server "></asp: textbox>< / P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="LabellO" 
runat="server">DO</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 263px"> 
<P><asp: textbox id="txtDo" 
runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<p><asp: label id="Labell2" 
runat="server">NITRATEn</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtNitrateNII runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<p><asp: label id="Label7" 
runat="server">NITRATEno3</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtNitrateN0311 runat=" server">< /asp: textbox>< 
/P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
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<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label9" 
runat="server">NITRITEn</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 263px"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtNitriteN" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labelll" 
runat="server">NITRITEno2</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtNitriteN02" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label20" 
runat="server">NITROGEN</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtNitrogen" runat=" server">< /asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labell5" 
runat="server">P</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 263px"> 
<P><asp: textbox id="txtP" 
runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<2><asp: label id="Labell8" 
runat="server">CARBON</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtCarbon" runat="serverlf></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labell9" 
runat="server">SILICA</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtSilica" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labell4" 
runat="server">TEMP1</asp: 
label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 263px"> 
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<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtTempl" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labell7" 
runat="server">TURIDITY</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtTurbidity" runat="server"></asp: textb 
, 
ox></P> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Label2l" 
runat="server">CLADOCERA</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtCladocera" runat="server"></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"> 
<P><asp: label id="Labell3" 
runat="server">COPEPODS</asp: label></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 263px"> 
<P><asp: textbox 
id="txtCopepods" runat=" server" ></asp: textbox></P> 
</TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 5%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"></TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 15%"></TD> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 
</P> 
<P>Please update 
click&nbsp; the button&nbsp; to 
proceed. </P> 
<P><asp: button 
Text="Predict"></asp: button></P> 
</form> 
</body> 
</HTML> 
the values (if necessary) , and 
id="btnSave" runat="server" 
A. 3 Background Visual Basic code for AlgaeSolutions ASP pages 
Public Class WebForml 
Inherits System-Web. UI. Page 
#Region " Web Form Designer Generated Code 
'This call is required by the Web Form Designer. 
<System. Diagnostics. DebuggerStepThrougho> Private Sub 
InitializeComponento 
Me. SqlConnectionl = New System. Data-SqlClient. SqlConnection 
Me. cmdCategoriesAll = New System. Data. SqlClient. SqlCommand 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlCommand 
I 
'SqlConnectionl 
I 
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Me. SqlConnectionl. ConnectionString = "packet size=4096; user id=sa; data source=researchlib; persist security info=True; in" & "itial catalog=algaesolutions; password=""r&t'll"I 
lcmdCategoriesAll 
I 
Me. cmdCategoriesAll. CommandText = "SELECT ID, [Temp], Wind, 
Sun, Rain, AMMNITROGEN, CHLORIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DO, NITRA" &- 
"TEn, NITRATEno3, NITRITEn, NITRITEno2, NITROGEN, P, CARBON, 
SILICA, TEMP1, TURBI" & 
"DITY, CLADOCERA, COPEPODS FROM Input" 
Me. cmdCategoriesAll. Connection = Me. SqlConnectionl 
vcmdCategoriesUpdate 
I 
Me-cmdCategoriesUpdate. CommandText "UPDATE Input SET 
[Temp] = @temp, Wind = @wind, Sun = @sun, Rain = @rain, AMMNITRO" & 
"GEN @ammnitrogen, CHLORIDE = @chloride, CHLOROPHYLL 
@chlorophyll, DO = @do, "& 
"NITRATEn = @nitraten, NITRATEno3 = @nitrateno3, NITRITEn 
@nitriten, NITRITEno2" & 
1F = @nitriteno2, NITROGEN = @nitrogen, P= @p, CARBON 
@carbon, SILICA = @silica" & 
ff I TEMP1 = @templ, TURBIDITY @turbidity, CLADOCERA 
@cladocera, COPEPODS = @co" & 
"pepods WHERE (ID = @id)" 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Connection Me. SqlConnectionl 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@temp", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "Temp")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@wind", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "Wind")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data-SqlClient. SqlParameter("@sun", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "Sun")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@rain", 
System. Data-SqlDbType. Float, 8, "Rainly)) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter ("@ammnitrogen", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "AMMNITROGEN")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. Sql Parameter("@ chloride", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "CHLORIDE")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlC1 ient. Sq1 Parameter("@ chlorophyll", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "CHLOROPHYLL")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@do", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "DO")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate-Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter ("@nitraten", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "NITRATEn")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data - SqlC1 
ient. Sq1 Parameter(" @nit rateno3 
Sys tem. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "NITRATEno3")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
S stem. Data. SqlC1 ient. Sq1 Parameter(" 
@nitriten 
y 11) ) 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "NITRITEn 
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Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@nitriteno2"f 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "NITRITEno2")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@nitrogen", 
System. Data-SqlDbType. Float, 8. "NITROGEN")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data-SqlClient. SqlParameter(ll@plf 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "P11)) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@carbon", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "CARBON")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@silica". 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "SILICA")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@templ", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "TEMPl")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data-SqlClient. SqlParameter("@turbidity", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "TURBIDITY")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@cladocera", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "CLADOCERA")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlParameter("@copepods", 
System. Data. SqlDbType. Float, 8, "COPEPODS")) 
Me. cmdCategoriesUpdate. Parameters. Add(New 
System. Data. SqlCl i ent. Sq1 Parameter("@ id", System. Data. SqlDbType. Int, 
4, System. Data. ParameterDirection-Input, False, CType(O, Byte), 
CType(O, Byte), "ID", System. Data. DataRowVers ion. Original, Nothing)) 
End Sub 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlConnection 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlCommand 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Data. SqlClient. SqlCommand 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtSun As 
Protected WithEvents btnSave As 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents Labell As 
Protected WithEvents Labe12 As 
Protected WithEvents Labe13 As 
Protected WithEvents Labe14 As 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents Labe15 As 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents Labe16 As 
Protected WithEvents Labe17 As 
Protected WithEvents 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
Protected WithEvents Labe19 As 
SqlConnectionl As 
cmdCategoriesAll As 
cmdCategoriesUpdate As 
txtTemp As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Button 
txtRain As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
txtWind As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
txtAmmnitrogen As 
txtChloride As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
CHLOROPHYLL As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. Label 
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Protected WithEvents LabellO As System. Web. UI-WebControls 
. Label Protected WithEvents Labelll As System. Web. UI-WebControls 
. Label Protected WithEvents Labe112 As System-Web. UI-WebControls 
. Label Protected WithEvents Labe113 As System-Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Labe114 As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Labe115 As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Labe117 As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Labe118 As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Labe119 As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Label20 As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents Label2l As System. Web. UI. WebControls . Label Protected WithEvents txtChlorophyll As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtDo As System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtNitrateN As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtNitrateN03 As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtNitriteN As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtNitriteN02 As 
System. Web. UI-WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtNitrogen As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtP As System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtCarbon As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtSilica As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtTempl As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtTurbidity As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls-TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtCladocera As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
Protected WithEvents txtCopepods As 
System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox 
'NOTE: The following placeholder declaration is required by the 
Web Form Designer. 
'Do not delete or move it. 
Private des ignerPlaceholderDeclaration As System. Object 
Private Sub Page_Init(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal e As 
System. EventArgs) Handles MyBase. Init 
'CODEGEN: This method call is required by the Web Form 
Designer 
'Do not modify it using the code editor. 
InitializeComponento 
End Sub 
#End Region 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As System. 
Object, ByVal e As 
System. EventArgs) Handles MyBase-Load 
'Put user code to initialize the page 
here 
If Not IsPostBack Then 
I Executes only the first time the page 
is processed. 
Af ter 
that, the list is already in the 
drop-down list and is 
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i preserved in view state. 
Dim dreader As SqlClient. SqlDataReader 
SqlConnectionl. Openo 
dreader = cmdCategoriesAll. ExecuteReadero 
Dim firstrow As Boolean = True 
While dreader. Reado 
If firstrow Then 
txtTemp. Text = dreader(l). ToStringo 
txtWind. Text = dreader(2). ToString() 
txtSun. Text = dreader(3). ToStringo 
txtRain. Text = dreader(4). ToStringo 
txtAmmnitrogen. Text = dreader(S). ToStringo 
txtChloride. Text = dreader(6). ToStringo 
txtChlorophyll. Text = dreader(7). ToStringo 
txtDo. Text = dreader(8). ToStringo 
txtNitrateN. Text = dreader(9). ToStringo 
txtNitrateN03. Text = dreader(10). ToStringo 
txtNitriteN. Text = dreader(ll). ToStringo 
txtNitriteN02. Text = dreader(12). ToStringo 
txtNitrogen. Text = dreader(13). ToStringo 
txtP. Text = dreader(14). ToStringo 
txtCarbon. Text = dreader(15). ToStringo 
txtSilica. Text = dreader(16). ToStringo 
txtTempl. Text = dreader(17). ToStringo 
txtTurbidity. Text = dreader(18). ToStringo 
txtCladocera. Text = dreader(19). ToStringo 
txtCopepods. Text = dreader(20). ToStringo 
firstrow = False 
End If 
End While 
dreader. Closeo 
SqlConnectionl. Closeo 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub btnSave 
- 
Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal e 
As System. EventArgs) Handles btnSave. Click 
With cmdCategoriesUpdate 
. Parameters("@id"). Value 
Parameters( "@id"). Value 
ddlCategoryID. SelectedItem. Text 
. Parameters("@temp"). Value txtTemp-Text 
. Parameters("@wind"). Value txtWind. Text 
. Parameters("@sun"). Value txtSun. Text 
. Parameters("@rain"). 
Value txtRain. Text 
. Parameters("@ammnitrogen"). 
Value = txtAmmnitrogen. Text 
. Parameters("@chloride"). 
Value = txtChloride. Text 
. Parameters("@chlorophyll"). 
Value = txtChlorophyll. Text 
. Parameters("@do"). 
Value = txtDo. Text 
. Parameters("@nitraten"). 
Value = txtNitrateN. Text 
. Parameters("@nitrateno3"). 
Value = txtNitrateN03. Text 
. Parameters("@nitriten"). 
Value = txtNitriteN. Text 
. Parameters("@nitriteno2"). 
Value = txtNitriteN02. Text 
. Parameters("@nitrogen"). 
Value = txtNitrogen. Text 
. Parameters("@P"). 
Value = txtP. Text 
. Parameters("@carbon"). 
Value txtCarbon. Text 
. Parameters("@silica"). 
Value txtSilica. Text 
. Parameters("@templ"). 
Value txtTempl. Text 
. Parameters("@turbidity"). 
Value txtTurbidity. Text 
. Parameters("@cladocera"). 
Value txtCladocera. Text 
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. Parameters ("@copepods") Value = txtCopepods. Text 
End With 
Dim nn As NeuroSolutions. NSLearningNetwork 
Dim desiredArray As Object 
Dim resetNetwork As System. Array 
'Get the neural network's best cost 
Dim bestCost As Single 
'Create a learning neural network object. However, it will only be used for recall. 
'Note NSRecallNetworks cannot be used with Active Server Pages. 
nn New NeuroSolutions. NSLearningNetwork 
'Assign neural network object to the proper neural network d1l 'nn. dllPathName Server. MapPath ("mlp5hll0k. d1l") 
nn. dllPathName "D: \inetpub\algaesolutions\mlp5hll0k. dll" 
'Load the saved best weights 
1 nn. loadWeights (Server. MapPath ("BestWeights. nsw") 
nn. loadWe ights (" D: \ inetpub \algae solutions \Bes tWe ight s. nsw 
nn. train(10000) 
bestCost = nn. bestCost 
'Grab the input data array from the fields 
Dim inputArray As Object 
inputArray. SetValue("I", 1,1) 
inputArray. SetValue("2", 1,2) 
inputArray. SetValue("3", 1,3) 
inputArray. SetValue("4", 1,4) 
inputArray. SetValue("S", 1,5) 
inputArray. SetValue("6", 1,6) 
inputArray. SetValue("7", 1,7) 
inputArray. SetValue("8", 1,8) 
inputArray. SetValue("9", 1,9) 
inputArray. SetValue("10", 1,10) 
inputArray. SetValue("11", 1,11) 
inputArray. SetValue("12", 1,12) 
inputArray. SetValue("13", 1,13) 
inputArray. SetValue("14", 1,14) 
inputArray. SetValue("15", 1,15) 
inputArray. SetValue("16"F 1,16) 
inputArray. SetValue("17"f 1,17) 
inputArray. SetValue("18"f 1" 18) 
inputArray. SetValue("19", lf 19) 
inputArray. SetValue("20"f lf 20) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtTemp. Text, 2f 1) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtWind-Textf 2f 2) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtSun-Text, 2f 3) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtRain. Text, 2f 4) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtAmmnitrogen. Textf 
inputArray. SetValue(txtChloride. Text, 2, 
inputArray. SetValue(txtChlorophyll. Textf 
inputArray. SetValue(txtDO. Text, 2,8) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtNitrateN. Textf 2f 
inputArray. SetValue(txtNitrateN03. Textf 
inputArray. SetValue(txtNitriteN. Text, 2, 
inputArray. SetValue(txtNitriteN02. Text, 
inputArray. SetValue(txtNitrogen. Text, 2f 
inT)utArray. SetValue(txtP. Textf 2,14) 
2,5) 
6) 
2,7) 
9) 
2,10) 
11) 
2,12) 
13) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtCarbon. Text, 2,15) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtSilica. Text, 2,16) 
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inputArray. SetValue(txtTempl. Text, 2,17) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtTurbidity. Text, 2,18) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtCladocera. Text, 2,19) 
inputArray. SetValue(txtCopepods. Text, 2,20) 
inputArray. Initializeo 
'Response. Write(inputArray. Length) 
'Send the input data array to the neural network 
nn. inputData = inputArray 
'Get the network's output 
'outputArray = nn. getResponse 
'UPGRADE 
- 
NOTE: Object nn may not be destroyed until it is 
garbage collected. Copy this link in your browser for more: 'ms- 
help: //MS. VS CC. 2003/commoner/redir/redirect. htm? keyword=" vbup1029"' 
1nn = Nothing 
'Response. Write(outputArray) 
End Sub 
End Class 
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